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Know 1C Ask for and Give 1D Information to Write an Online Profile Must: Questions and Short-Answer Reviews and Extensions Plus Practice Unit 2 Work and Study Will Begin To Talk About This Type of Work you find interesting 2A Talk about simple present work: Positive and negative 2B Talk about simple sharing
study habits: questions and short answers 2C Ask for things and answer 2D Sounds and Spelling: /k/; Sound and autople: long and short o tone to check; Consonant Groups Ask for and Provide WORDPOWER Information from Study Jobs; Time to Word stress; - Your end Sound and Spelling: You ask for things and
reply to complete a form review and extension more practicing Unity 3 Daily Get started talking about what you do every 3A day Talk about position routine of advertising at 3B Tal frequency Technology in your life has 3C Arrange 3D Write an informal invitation review and extension more convenient Unit 4 Foods
receives started talking about eating with your family 4A Talk about the food you want to count and unbelievable nuns; a/a, some, any 4B Talk about the food you eat every Kantified day: lots, lots, lots, lots of 4C Patents and order a meal at a WORDPOWER meal time; Common Verbs Stress Technology Phrases;
Sounds and autoplements: / aɪ / and / eɪ / Word stress; Primary stress and tons of primary stress; Think Time: Mm Arrange WORDPOWER Preposition of Sound Food Time with Spelling: ea Sound and Spelling: / who / and / g / Talk About Food Science Group Word to a restaurant; Commanding a meal in a 4D
restaurant Write a blog about something you know how to review and extension more convenient Unit 5 Places that started talking about what a good home is 5A Talk about towns there / 5B 5C Room described and furniture in your possesive pronoun and posessive house ' Ask for and give directions to WORDPOWER
such as Location in a Furniture City there; Sounds and spelling: /b/and/p/sound and spelling: vouch before r Sentence Stress Asks for and gives 5D directions Wri a description of your neighborhood review and further extension 6 Family When you start talking about a family you know 6A Talk about your family and past
is simple: Let family history 6B talk about past activities and hobbies than simple: 6C Leave a message voice and ask someone on 6D phone to write a life story review and extension more practice 2 WORDPOWER Prepositions to Family Place; Year and date past simple WORDPOWER irregular verbs go sound and
autoplete: /ʌ/; Stress Sentence - Help ends; Sound and autopsy: ea Sound and autople: a let a voice message message listen with Video speakers Write five conversations Reading Reading Greetings and introducing people's names and addressing a conversation about where from where you're from Sentence about
you people you know Notes about people you know a conversation about people you know at their Facebook gymnastics entries about people you know first day of an English Online profiles course a conversation about a TV program An article about Ice Road Truck An online forum to study a survey on study habits of a
coffee; Ask for help Three monologues about studying an English competing entry; A professor addressed his class A conversation about the family routine of an article about an Indian family three conversation about gadgets An interview about using the internet arrangements to arrange to go out a monology about
someone's family from emails asking and providing information; Thirdly understanding using social networking sites Unit Progress Test an online profile; Capital letters and punctuations to Job Phrases on studying work; Studying Habits Asks for These Things and Answers; React to news studying English questions about
daily study habits; Spend time with your family; The routine you share with others using the internet; Technology in your life Arrange; Think about what you mean to test your family's progress a form; Spelling A dialog; Note about the routine you share with others Phrases about gadgets you've received; Questions about
your gadgets having Unit Progress Test An informal email invitation; Guests with food purchase response; The food you love and don't like a conversation about cooking a reality on Heston Blumenthal; Two personal emails for Cooking Program; Cook; The food you eat has arrived at a restaurant; Ordering - in a meal at a
restaurant; Change what you say to cook; A good cook you know; Cook for others questions about eating a newspaper advertising where you like; Describes a picture of a city; What is there in a home town with furniture and phrase questions about what is there in a city sentence on your home a website on
neighborhoods around the world provides with the following directions; Check out what others say what makes a good neighborhood; Your neighborhood a description of your neighborhood; Ideas linked to and, but so note your family on your family In a Card Restaurant Monologues about cooking a blog to cook an
article about a strange town To conversation about a new house on the streets of three monologues about neighborhood A conversation about a family tree A conversation about hobby in the phone of an article about Steve Job A Monologue on someone's life story A Unity Progress A blog on something about something
you know how to do; Make the command clear Progress Unit Steve Job; What did you do in different notes about childhood fun; A hobby of youth left a voice message message; Ask for someone's Telephone Progress Unit; someone to wait important years in your life A story about someone in your family; Ideas Linked
to Past 3 Lessons and Purposes Grammar Unit 7 Travel Start talking about where you would like to travel to 7A Talk about past trips simple: negative and question 7B 7C talk about What You Like And Flu On Transport Tells Me And Forgiveness 7D Writes An Email About Your Likes / Like / By Leader / Hate + Verbs + Ing Talk About Health and How You Feel 8D Write an article review and extension More convenient Unit 9 clothing and shopping Start talking about shopping in your city or city 9A Tell where you are and what continuous presenting you are doing 9B talk about the clothes you wear present simple or present at different
times ongoing 9C Shop for 9D clothes Writing a thank-you email Pronunciation Transportation made to you; Sounds and spells: / ɔː / Tell my excuse and sorry WORDPOWER to get Sport and exercise Parts of the body; Appearance May, could not, and could not; Sounds and spells: / uː / and / ʊ / have them; Word
stress Joining words talk about health and how you feel YOU WORDPOWER says/says Shopping; Money and Clothing Cost Stress Word in our compounds; Phrase stress Sound and autof: o; Syllables Joining Word Review and Extension More Convenient Unit 10 Communications Begins Talking About How You Use
Your Mobile Phone 10A Compare and Talk about The Compare Adjective Things You Have 10B Talk About Superlative Language Adjectives Everyday English Adjective Word Stress To Say My Excuse; The emphasis that we say Review and Extension More Practice Unit 8 Fit and Health is getting talking about sports
and exercise for others 8A Talk about past abilities and fitness present; capable / cannot; could/talk about sports and exercise couldn't for 8B fitness talk about the body and getting fit there to/no 8C Vocabulary Choosing Clothes; Pay for WORDPOWER Clothing Time IT Colocation Phrases Stress Number High Word;
Primary stress and tons of 10C Ask for 10D help Write an express post an opinion review and extension of more practical Unit 11 Leisure started talking about what you enjoyed when you were A child 11A asks and answers about perfect entertainment experience featuring WORDPOWER most irregular sound
participating with autofill: /ɜː/11B Talk about events you've been to Music S Featuring perfect or past 11C Ask for and express opinions about things you saw primary stress and tons required for and expressed 11D views Written a review and extension More Pra In 12 Travel Start Talking About Photo 12A Talk About
Holiday Plans To Go To Geography Syllables With Stressful Word 12B Giving Advice About Travelers Should/Shouldn't Travel Should/Don't wordpower Multi-word verbs 12C Use language for travel and tourist tons to show surprise; Consonant Group 12D Writes an email with travel advice review and extensions Plus
Practice Communication Plus p.129 4 WORDPOWER Take Gramar Focus p.136 Vocabulary Focus p.160 Sentence Stress Check at a hotel; Ask for sightseeing listening information and Video Reading to talk a conversation about traveling on the way Silk An article on the Silk Road; Two blogs about traveling on the Silk
Road A webpage on metro around the world; Map review of human transport metros used; Recent tripS A conversation about transportation to Moscow On rail a conversation about choosing a family of homestay profiles online; An email about Ahmed A podcast about how the Olympics can be an article about
Paralympian changing a city of Jonnie Peacock de Monologues about exercising An article about high training in gymnastics A conversation about a free-time activity An email on a company blog; A blog article about a free-time Activity Metros you know; Disagree on transport; Your trans uses Tell My Excuses and Sorry;

Showing Family Homestay Homestay; English-speaking countries you would like to visit famous sports events and people; Olympics; Present and past abilities are getting fit; These things have to do; Yoga; Parts of the healthy body and how you feel; Express free-time sympathy activities in your country; Your free-time
activity maps phone conversations about encountering two phone conversations about what people are setting up friends meeting in town; It tells where you are and what you are doing to two blogs about living abroad; Buy; Festivals in your country; Text messages about what those clothes you wear are doing Shopping
for Clothes Choosing Clothes; Pay for clothes; It says something nice Four Monologues about giving presents two thank-you emails featuring them you'd like; Providing presents and thanks people for being a podcast on smartphones and tablets a radio program on language A webpage on smartphones and tablets Ask
for help three monologues about text card text message messages; Six posts on an online discussion board A conversation about music in Buenos Aires at night out Three fact records about actress; A magazine quiz about actress; An article about actress an article about Buenos Aires Aires conversations about a movie
about an online movie review of conversations on holiday A webpage about holidays De Monologues about things like when travelling An article about living in a different country A price holiday Smartphones and tablets; Use the Internet; Compare two similar languages; Blogs and language websites Ask for help; Check
instructions Send messages writing the Unit of Progress of An email about yourself; Leaders related to after, when, and Phrases and notes on what people must test Unity Progress an article; Leaders linked with however; Adverbs are in phrases ways about what you are making note of what someone you know is
bringing Progress Unit tests to Thank-you emails; Write formal emails with informal Notes about two similar units in Progress Test A post expressing an opinion; Linking ideas and also, too, and as well as famous Australian Buenos Aires; Types of music; Note on entertainment events at your entertainment event in your
city or city or city going out in the evening; Unit Progress Testing Requires and Expresses Opinions; Respond to an opinion film A movie review; Cohesion in paragraph Natural place; Important things when on holiday; Holiday plans live in a different country; Travel and holidays; Give tips on travelling Check in a hotel;
Ask for tourist information; Showing the surprise of a conversation on a planned holiday an email and travel advice; An email asks for holiday planning advice tips; Sweden Audioscripts p.168 Phone symbols and Verbs Unit Progress Unit Progress Unit on surprising things An email and travel advice; Paragraph Writes
p.176 5 Welcome! G Posessive adjective; word questions; a / a; pluriel form V Number; the alphabet; color; classroom objects and instructions a c c d FIRST CONVERSATION 1 a Listen to five short conversations. Match them with pictures of a–e. b 1.2–1.6 Listen again. Who says those phrases? Match them with
photos of a-e. 1 b Bene to meet you. 4 How do you spell this? 1.2–1.6 2 3 How are you? What's your name and address? 5 six can we afford, please? Is this your dish? TELL HELLO 3 a Conversation Read 1. Enter the sentences in the correct order. Hello/ Good morning. Nice to meet you. I'm pierre. Hello, Pierre. Nice
to meet you. Hello/ Good morning. I'm Tony, and this is my wife, Joanna. 1.2b Listen and check your answer. In fear, say hello and say your name. In Group Four, say hello. Say your name and introduce your partner. 1.3 Read Conversation 2 and fill out sentences. Listen and check your answers. well thanks A hi, Nick. 1
B I am 2 I am OK, 3 and 6 number listening conversation 3. Fill out the bill. 1.4 How much is paid? €b 2 coffee € cream iced € TOTAL € Thanks because of your 1.7 Listen and circle the numbers you hear. Then tell all the numbers. 13 15 16 17 12 30 50 60 70 20 Choose the correct answer. 25 = twenty-five / twenty - five
61 = sixty-one / one with sixty 110 = a hundred and ten / one hundred and ten d read the numbers awoat. Then tell the next how three numbers. are you? Thank you. and you?. Meet other students. Have a conversation with two or three people in the classroom. 1, 2, 3, 4, ... 10, 20, 30, ... 15, 25, 35, ... 31, 33, 35, ... 50,
100, 150, ... Welcome! and d Tell these colors and spell out their words. and write two words you know in English. Hard words and ask your partner to spell it out. Listen to Conversations 4 and fill in with the address. 1.5 Mike King's road a g works in fear. Student A, says Student B: - your first and last name – your
address. Student B, ask student A to spell out their names and addresses. Write down information. Then swap roles. How do you spell your... POSESSIVE ADJECTIVES 5 A 4 AN ALPHABET 1.8 Listen to alphabet letters and tell them. 1.6 Read and listen to Conversation 5. Underscore the correct response. A that's a
cute picture. This is my wife / your wife and her brother. B Oh the answer is yes. Is this / your dish? A Yes, that's our flat / flat in London. B Mm, it's very nice. b Fill the table. Our b Pronunciation Which letter contains: 1 sound at the same time as view /iː/2 sounds at the same time as day /eɪ/3 sounds in short as egg/e/c
test a partner. Student A, point to a letter. Student B, says the letter. it I live here. That's my flat. Do you live here? Is this your dish? He lives here. This is flat. He lives here. This is flat. We live here. This is flat. They live here. This is flat. complete the sentences with a word from the table of 5b. 1 2 3 4 This is my brother.
name is George. Jenny and Phil are old friends with this old flatbed car. This is a good picture of you. And is this daughter? In this photo, we're on holiday with friends Sue and Bill. 5 I know that girl in the picture. What is your name? 7 A SALSROOM OBJECT 6 b c e g j i j a a match object 1–10 and a–j in the picture. 1 2
3 4 b a notebook a projector questions a question of a pen 6 8 8 10 f Look at how the word changes the pluriable. Fulfill the rules. a cupboard a profiles a whiteboard answers a 1.9country pronunciation notice insisting the reliable of the 65th word. Listen, then practice saying the words. Singular ➔ rules plural a pen ➔
most add a baby ➔ change a final -y. a glass ➔ glasses If a word ends in -s, -x, -sh or -ch, we add. of the plural. and add c When we use a ? Select the correct answer. a prior, and I, oh, b before other letters write a or next in each word.1 two CLASSROOM INSTRUCTIONS 7 a 3 1.10 Listen and do what the teacher
says. Then listen again. What verbs do you hear every time? open apple 4 lb 5 glass camera 6 egg 7 baby 8 cream box ask question guessing the word.8 No. 1.11 1 2 3 4 5 look at it turn to write works Underline the correct words. Listen and check. What is this / Who is this? An apple or a horse? When You / Where Are
Tokyo? How / What do you say this word? Who / When is the president? When are you / What is your English lesson? c Match questions 1–4 with answers a–d. and choose one of the words from the 6a or 6d. Other students are it great? close is it white? 1 2 3 4 What's in English? How do you spell 'night'? What is a
'holiday'? How do you say that word? a c C D It is a boat for cars and people. 'Pee-pl'. Friend. N-I-G-H-T. d Write a question as question 1–4 at 7c. No. Then ask other students your questions. 1 T I. UN CAN MAKE GOALS ■ Talk about where you are from ■ Talking about people you know ■ Ask and give information ■
Write a Peop online receive and start a look at the photo and answer questions. 1 What different countries are people from? 2 Why are they together? • for a sports game • For a part • for a music concert 3 How to feel? Here are some ideas: • bore • excited • Happy • Happy • Tired b When you meet people from other
countries? Here are some more ideas: • On holiday • On a language course • Never • At Work • In Part 9 1A A I from FRANCE LISTEN AND READING 1 Look at Photo a-f and answer their questions. 1 Which sport makes everyone like? 2 Match the land 1–6 with pictures of a one-f. 1 4 Brazil Japan 2 5 Spain 3 6
Germany B Listen and check. Practicing it says their country. c1.13 Thomas and Lena are at the World Cup. Listen to tick (✓) three things to talk about. 1.12 1 2 3 Learn about where you're from football country eating 4 5 G be: positive and negative country V and Nationality d1.13 Listen again. Complete the
conversation.hey! My name Is Thomas. What's your 1 m Lena. Hi, Lena! Where are you 2? Russia? yes, you are right! I'm Russia. I'm from St Petersburg. THOMAS Oh yes! It's a really nice city. LENA yes, I think too. So your 3 from, Thomas? THOMAS ME? I'm out of 4. I'm French. LENA Oh, the French team is really
good! THOMAS OF COURSE, we're 5! THOMAS LENA THOMAS LENA? and Is sentence 1–4 true or false? One two 3 4 Thomas and Lena are friends. Lena is from Russia. Thomas loves St Petersburg. Lena says the football team from France is very bad. Fline the nationalities of the two conversations in 1d. a b and d
10 units of 10 VOCABULARY GRAMAR 3 Countries and nationalities must be: positive and negative a Thomas says: A I come from France. I'm French. 1.14 Find other pairs of countries with nationalities in the box below. Listen and check. Laughs | ssia arm | hospice | i | a Spain | naked Ja | pan ru | ssian ger | lot jap | a
| esse ger | arm man | hospice Spain b a soccer team b city where Thomas comes from b Listen again and repeat. It is a town near Paris. It's not very big. They're all in the hotel. They're not here. I'm from France. I'm not from Paris. Words in 2a. 1 Lena: It is Russian . It's from 2 People in Picture A-f: They're From. f s . . .
Watch the conversation in 1d again. Fill in the question. Then ask your partner. are you from? I'm from I'm Thomas se/isn't from Paris. Lena's friends are / are not Russia. Her Friends not in the match. It's / It's not 8:00. c c Look at the phrases and complete the rules. d Sentence on those below with and 1.17 Underline
the correct answers. Listen again and check. 1 2 3 4 Notice pronunciation how many syllable each word has. Underscore the insisting installation of each word in the box of 2a.14 14.14 1.17 Listen to the next part of the conversation between Thomas and Lena. What do they talk about? 1 To do is and are negative, we
add 2 to make me negative, we add. d Fill the table with the correct shapes of the verb must. . Now go to Vocabulary Focus 1A on p.160 for more countries and nationalities. and Positive (+) Negative (-) I come from St Petersburg. He's a really good player. They say they are fatigue. I'm reading French. from Moscow. of
the match. Now go to Gramar Focus 1A on p.136 f Thomas and Lena speak more at the café. Add the verb to make correct sentences. chomas says: 1 brother of my university in Madrid. 2 My mother and father are not there. Lena says: 3 Russians aren't very hot in April. 4 My friend is really exciting and pleasing. write
two positive and two negative phrases on you and the verb belongs. Make two of the sentences false. h 4 a f read your sentence to a partner and say if your partner's sentence is true or false. Student B goes to p.132. Work from small groups. Tell other students: • Your name • Your country and nationality • Your home
city. 11 1B He is a wonderful person G must: questions and short answerS V personalities reading 1 a Learn to talk about people you know look at a-d pictures. Where do you think those are? Who do you think say phrases 1–4? One two 3 4 read the texts and match them with picture a-d. Is your mind in the correct 1a?
d'I have four classes every day.' It's fun travelling with friends. 'My family lives in different places.' 'It speaks of language - Spanish and Potiguese.' Who would you like to meet: Sizi, Andrey, Altan or Saddah? Why? 5 13 2 W O PHOTO b N a d Suzi Altan This is me in Rio de Janeiro and my friend Kladi. He lives in Brazil,
but he's there in Spain. He's a beautiful person – very hot and kind. In this photo, I'm on holiday with my friend Takor. He's a fantastic friend and he's pretty cool. He's a great person to be on holiday with. seeing Suzi's photo seeing Atlan's photo leave Atlan a message Andrey Sadda in this photo of me in St Petersburg
with my cousin Oleg. It's Russian, but I'm from England - his father and my mom are brothers and sisters. He's a really pleasant guy and he's a brilliant doctor. It's wellbeing at his party in St Petersburg. This is my colleague Maram. We are teachers and we work together in a school. It's quiet, but it's really friendly. She's
also very popular with him View Photo Andrey's 12 leave Sizi a message leaving Andrey a message seeing Saddah's photo leave Saddah a MESSAGE UNIT 1 VOCABULARY 2 GRAMMAR MUST: Questions and Brief Answer adjective 4 adjective personalities a look at the phrase. Underscore filling the answers with
the verbs in the box. Listen and check. 1.24 words is adjective. Are they roughly Rio de Janeiro or Claudia? they aren't she a beautiful person – very hot and kind! 1 2 3 4 b Underline nine more adjective texts. Then place them in the correct container. 1 very good: , , 2 beautiful: beautiful, hot, kind, isn't it Italian? Is he
from Poland? Are they married? Are they Spanish? b fill the table with the correct forms of the verb to be. , question (?) 3 famous: 4 he/she doesn't speak much: 5 people like him: Are you Australian? are you Spanish? is it turkish? are Russian? c Pronunciation of three words in the texts contains / that / the sound: the
type of cox underline's brother / berries / sounds in the words. What two words don't have / who /? Cold coffee comes d cooking machine cheap back key to school chat as known and 3 Now go to Vocabulary Focus 1B on p.161 for more Adjective LISTENING 5 1.23 Listen to the conversation. Fulfill their nationality (1–3)
on the profiles below. Listen again. Fill out their profiles with personality adjectives 4–6. . . No, I don't. No, we don't. No, he/she. No, they are . Now go to Grammar Focus 1B on p.136 1.26 Complete the conversations. Use 'contractions', and it's not sure what is possible. Listen and check. very kind. Speaking a word
writing about friends, family and famous people you know in other countries. Camilla - British, cool, popular b a Yes, I. Yes, we are. Yes, he/she yes, they are a friend of mine, Joe and Mel, 5 American. They are 6 very hot and friendly. B 7 are married? A name, they are 8. They are 9 just good friends. My best friend
Joe's a cool guy. Sophia's fantastic aunt - she's a very hot and friendly woman. Shortly answered a friend of my Tony 1'English. Is it 2 B 3 it from London? A yes, he's 4. Talk about people you know. Use adjective from 2b. My friend is very friendly and very popular. . He's in Spain. . . . They are from Mexico. No, he yes,
he Yes, they No, are Gabriel - Mexican, quiet, kind of talk about the people you know. Watch the conversations in 4d help you. 1.23 Name: Roman Nationality 1 Personality 4 Name: Diego and Mia Jo 2 Personality Name 5: Laura Nationality 3 Personality 6 13 1C S Check Understanding Pson Group What's your name? d
See photos of Dan and Leo. Use adjective personalities on page 12 to describe them. b 1.27 See or listen to Part 1. Select the correct answer. 1 Dan Wish: 2 Leo Desires: 3 Martina Is: c Learn to ask and give information listening to 1 an English every day an ending something makes a class in the office to do some b go
for a run. b in the gym. 1.28 See or listen to Part 2 again. Are the phrases true or false? Correct false sentences. 1 The class starts at 7.20. 2 Ten people can attend the physical condition class. 3 The class is in Studio 2. 1.28American Leo speaks to the jimel reception. See or listen to Part 2. What does Leo want to do?
Select the correct answer. a join the gymnastics book a physical condition class pays for a physical requirement class. USEFUL LANG 2 Leo d ask and provide information a who says sentence 1-7 at a gym: reception 12 3 4 5 6 7 when is the next class? And what's your address? How can I help? Thank you for your
help. Can you spell that, please? And where is the class? What's your name? 1.29 a c d e g Seymour. You're welcome. S–E–Y–M–O–U–R He is of the past twenty-seven. It's Studio 1. I would like to be a fitness class. 18 New Street. Match 1–7 with a–g. Listen and check. underscore the correct answers. 1 It's ten past
four / Room 6. 2 It's eight o'clock / Studio 4. 14 1.30A is a reception and B desired information. Complete the conversation. Look at 2a and 2b to help you. Listen and check. A B to B to B to B A to B A (R) or to visitor (V)? and Dan Hello. How can I be your 1? I'd 2 do a computer course. No problem. When is the first
lesson? It's tomorrow at eight o'clock. And the 3 lessons? It's here in Room 5. Big. Can I book a place? i sure do. 4 Otherwise? Moore Sr. Can you 5 that, please? I–O–O–R–E Thank you. Enjoy the classroom. In fear, practice the conversation in 2d. Use your own name. Take turns that they were A and B. UNIT 1
LISTENS TO 3 A 5 Watch or listen to Part 3. Leo speaks to Martina at the gym. Answer questions. a 1 Who is Martina? 2 What does it say about Dan? He's very busy. b she is a bit lazy. b 4 b • in lunch hour • Never listen to the words below. How many consumption rings the marked milk have? 1.34 THREE
CONVERSATION CONVERSATION C Check understanding a mini-conversation completes with the words in the box. So that's 1.33 Listen to the time. Notice how marked behavior groups are pronuncing. eight e/t/kl/k/who/what is a good time to go to the gym? • before work / school • after work / pronUNCIATION
Consonant group 1.31 6 a SONIA EMU in Studio 1. 2 LEO 7:20 in Studio 1. 1.35 Practice these times. Listen and repeat. 1 Seven clock (7:00) 4 Three forty (3:40) 2 six ten (6:10) 5 six thirty (6 30) 3 eight (8:20) 6 twelve twenty (12:20) recounting sonia it of the past twenty seven. 1 ? LEO SONIA 7:20. Six Speak
Communications 1C Students Attend p.129. Student B goes to p.132. b Which expression in 4a means: 1 i am not sure and I want to check. 2 I don't understand. Can you say that again? c Pronunciation Listen to what Leo says in 4a. Is the tone up or down about 1 and 2? d work in fear. Use the maps to practice
understanding checking. Take turn being A and B.1.32 A B Progress Unit Check progress You can test your unit now testing the unit progress. 15 1D skills for writing Learn to write a profile online W capital letters and my punctuation is Carla and I from Italy Brand speaking and listening to 1 a teacher, International
College Asks and answers questions. Age: – 1 Do you use a social networking site? 2 Do you have a profile? 3 Which information is on it? Live in London, UK • Where You Live • Things You Love • Things You Love • Your Age • Your Nationality c a teacher student, University of Milan She's... 20 year old student Kate DK
Age: 20 Kala ✓ lives in Milan from Genoa, Italy the people in the picture are on an English course. Listen and answer questions. 1.36 1 Is this the first or the last day of the course? 2 Which cities are? d 16 View Carla Dimabro table and yes (✓), no (✗) or Not Known (DK). Italian View Photos on Kate &gt; b View in Des
Kate and Carla's and fill in friends London: 132 1.36 Friends: 29 View Pictures viewed on Carla &gt; Listen again. Fill the table. and No Country One else we know that Kate and Mike UK are going. Carla Italy is a . Works in groups of five or six. It's your first day at College International. Student A: You are the teacher.
Others: You are one of the students in the picture. Masato English is Carmen He is an Orhan He is in London. Marisa Li is in London. Say who you are and say something else again. from HIM. I am Masato. My home town is Kyoto. UNIT 1 READING 2 Li Kate and Des Carla's for the new course. Underscore any new
information. I'm Kate Marks. I'm from Wigan. It's a small town near Manchester United in England. I live in London and I am a professor of international college. I'm married and I have two young children, one boy and one girl. I'm Carla Dimambro. I'm Italian. I'm from Genoa, but I studied marketing at the University of
Milan. It's my first time in London and I'm very happy to be here. Are others new to London? I love language, music and film. I love running, swimming and yoga. back &gt; Back &gt; Write 3 capital letters and punctuation a look at their profiles in the 2a. The tick (✓) keyword contains capital letters. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 8
WRITE FIRST NAMES First names of individual last names of companies, schools, universities of country names and names of nationalities in sports names in small towns or cities we all noun all dead at the beginning of a sentence of the word I write a profile on you. Use the profiles in 2a to help you. Give this
information: • • • Name your nationality home town what you like Wooden profiles with another student and check out capital letters and punctuations. Update your profile &gt; I am = i What are the full forms of these words? 1 it's 2 it's 3 you're I'm 4 am not 5 are not adding photos correcting the words. Add an apostrophe
(') in each word.1 Im 2 are not 3 is not 4 hes 5 being 6 to upload files to take a picture I like to d look at the commas (,) and stop full (.) in their online profiles. What do we use: An end of a sentence? b after word in a list? save and Correct sentences. Add capital letters and punctuation (. ' ?). i live in amazing paris ➔ I live
in Paris. It's amazing. 1 im from shanghai it is a great city of China 2 i love basketball old car and jaz 3 im a French teacher in Australia 4 this is not my first time in London 5 are the teachers all out of b Holding 17 UNIT 1 Review and extension one sentence Match 1-4 and photo a-d. 1 two 3 VOCABULARY 1 one
completes the sentences with the correct nationality word. One two 3 4 5 6 WORDPOWER from Vera's 3 from Rio de Janeiro. It's Pedro's from Madrid. He's in. Kurt and Erika are from Berlin. They're the Masha from Moscow. He's in. Claude and Sabine are from Paris. They're Takashi's from Tokyo. He's in. Is the flight
from Hong Kong here? I'm not American, I'm from Canada. The shops open from 9:00 am to 6:00 pm. About five miles from the city center. a c . . . . b Fill the text on vera with the correct adjective. Vera's family is all very 11 o'e. 2w her mother and 3 4 d and her father is very p. He's a 5b doctor. Pia is it 6q t, but it's pretty
7f y. GRAMMAR 2 A fills the text with the correct shape of the verb to be. Use contractions where possible. Hi I 1 Paolo and I 2 from Melbourne in Australia. I3 a university student. I'm 4 lucky really lucky because I live near my sister Barbara. He is 5 an English teacher and is 6 very popular with his students. He's 7 very
kind and friendly. We are 8 Australians, here are our parents 9 from Italy. They are 10 doctors. answer questions. Use the word in italics to start your question. 1 2 3 4 5 Do ... Sister...? do you... What's in... Locations...? No, I'm not a Brazilian. Yes, it's very kind. No, they don't. They're from Germany. My name is Abdil
Aziz. I'm from Poland. write questions and short answers. 1 2 3 4 5 w Russian? is it you there? are they friendly? are you both in the USA? it's well-known? Yes No no d Fill the conversation with one word in each blank hole. A twinge (I, you are, it's one word. A B to B B to B and Hello. What's No 1? I'm Juan. 2 you are
from Spain? No.3 in Mexico. And that woman is over there. Is 4 your sister there? No, it's 5 . She is a student of my school I. Okay. And 6 he's out? It's Italian. 7 from Venice. Practice the conversation in 2d with a partner and use your own personal information. b Match examples 1–4 of 3a and settlement A-d. We used to
talk about: once b a place starts our colossus or the city away from one thing c Match sentences 1–4 with a 1-d rule of 3b. 1 2 3 4 break our lunch from 12:30 to 1:30. Our hotel is about five miles from the airport. The train from Paris is now at platform two. I'm from Argentina. d Add to the correct place of these sentences.
1 New Zealand that No. 2 Breakfast is seven o'clock every morning. The bank's 3 only 200 metres here. and Enter the sentences in the correct order to make sentences. 1 from / Denmark / I 2 opens from the / shopping / 7:30 am 3 my place / from school / two kilometers f Is the 3th sentence true for you? Their commute
makes them true. I'm not from Denmark, I'm from Australia. REVIEW YOUR PROGRESS How well do you perform in this unit? Write 3, 2, or 1 per goal. 3 = very well 2 = quite 1 = not so well i CAN... talk about where I come from talking about people I know asking for and giving written information an online profile. 18 2 T
DY CAN TARGET ■ Talk about work ■ Talk about study habits ■ Ask for these and respond ■ Fill out a form u dn r R Woting start a look at the photo and answer questions. 1 2 3 4 b Where do you think the woman is? What's his hand? Is the water hot or cold? What's the one good thing about his job and one bad thing?
What kind of work do you think are interesting? Here are some ideas: • • Working with working people and working animals and machines working on your own 19 to 2A It doesn't stop for hours! READING AND LISTENING TO 1 A look at the photos. Answer questions. 1 Is the woman a truck driver or a passenger? 2
Where do you think it's, the USA or Canada? 3 Do you think its work is easy or difficult? Learn to talk about job G featuring simple: Positive and negative V Job d Read the text again. Find three reasons why Lisa's job is hard. and 1.37 Listen to Karen and Peter talk about the Ice Road truck program. Do they like it? f 1.37
Listen again. Who thinks these things, Karen (K) or Peter (P)? 1 It's strange to see a truck driver. 2 Trucks are only interested in the money.3 The program is popular because people want to see something bad happen. 4 Lisa Kelly is a really good driver. read Ice Freeze Route and check your answers. c find word in the
text to complete the sentences. 1 Water at 0°C. 2 The opposite of safe is. 3 Bad sometimes occurs on roads. g Talk about questions. 1 Would you like to do Lisa Kelly's job? Why / Why not? 2 What other dangerous works do you know? We see trucks driving on roads every day, but truck ice routes are different. They
drive trucks in northern Canada. But they don't drive on roads because there is no road to the north, just the streams and rivers. In towels, water ice and trucks go on the ice. Then trucks picked up food from their towns in LISA KELLY Lisa Kelly leads a trucking truck on the ice. It's a long journey of 600 kilometers and it
doesn't stop for hours. It's not easy, but the right thing is Lisa doesn't drive in the summer because there's no mirror. He makes all his money in the winter so he doesn't work at all in the summer - he has a long holiday. A dangerous weather job is bad and Ice Road trucks have a lot of accidents. Kyle Gulkowski, also a
road ice truck, talks about how he makes this dangerous job. 'I drove with a hand on the door handle. Sometimes break the skating, you see. Then I found out quickly before my truck went into the water! I lost the truck, but not my life!' Lisa and other drivers are in truck Ice Road from Wednesday to 7:30. 20 UNIT 2
VOCABULARY Job 2 a c c a c match word 1-9 with picture a-i. 15 5 9 Nurses 2 Pilots 6 Taxi Driver 1.38 Pronunciation Listen to the dead and underscore the nurse. police officer c engineer photographer Dentist filled the sentences and worked out at the 2a. Talk about your answers. One two three three 4 A payment to
a 3 store assistant 3 police officers 4 engineer 7 cleaner 8 photographers has a dangerous job. has an easy task. there is an exciting job. is not very good. and now go to Vocabulary Focus 2A on p.161 for more JobS GRAMAR Featuring Simple: Positive and negative a look at the phrases from 1b and 1e and fill them
with the verbs out of the box. Listen and check. 1.40 drive (x3) by (x2) dislike (x2) f g i drive my/n/them/it/it/it/i really are iced paved truck. trucks in northern Canada. Lisa Kelly a trucking. - Ice Road trucks throughout. They are on road because there is no road to the north. Lisa in summer. bline more present simple verbs
to the text of 1b. Make two lists: shape positive and negative. c Now go to Gramar Focus 2A on p.138 4 d Underline verbs in sentences 1–2. A thought about your work or a person's work 1 He makes all his money in the towel. 2 In the freezer of water. and you know. Print four sentences on the job: two positive (+) and
two negative (-). Use the verbs in the box. Pronunciation Which verb in 3d has an extra when we add the milk -s? Listen and check. 1.42 Drive jobs there as speaking studies go start to finish knowing F Underline the correct answers. 1 After the sounds /z/, /s/, /ʃ/(moderate sh) and /tʃ/(spell ch), we don't add /add an extra
single.2 We don't add/add an extra extra after other sound. listen to these verbs. Tick (✓) verbs are containing a syllable extra. 1.43 Work finishes driving h food to listen to use talk teaching stop watching Communication 2A Student A go to p.129. Student B goes to p.132. + I start working at 7:00 in the morning. – I'm not
driving to work. b tell your partner your sentences. Can they guess the work? tell other students about Work. Can they guess it? It starts working at ... 21 2B Do You Worry About Exams? Learn about study habits G Featuring Simple: Questions and Short Answers V Study; When reading 1 an ask and answering the
questions. 1 Are you good at quiz? 2 Do you worry about tests and tests? 3 Do you study a lot for an exam or test? b read comments 1–3 on the Unichat forum and match them with pictures a-c. c Read the comments again and answer their questions with a partner. 1 Do you have a break in the midst of your English
lessons? 2 Do you have a time for your study routine? 3 Do you score when you read something in English? 4 Do you get good brands in English tests? 5 How many weeks has a term in your school? 6 Do you have an exam at the end of the year? 7 Do you enjoy your English studies? REPLY REPLY I think it helps to
have a good study routine. I do a temptable 3 studies and that helps me to pass my exam. I always plan lots of breaks and have a cup of tea and something small to eat. I don't want to get tired when I study! But breaks are only short – about five or ten minutes. Then I went back to studying hard for one or two hours.
Good brands from lots of hard work! SWOTTIE8 1–4. You can use some of the words more than once. 1 a 2 test marker c do fail REPLY 3 note 4 a Test Ask and answer the questions in 2a.f e d c a b 22 Review I agree – exams and tests are really, really hard. In my study 2 breaks I play with my pet rabbits. Some say
that animals stop stress and relax humans. I think it's true, well, for me it is! Everyone needs a rabbit (or maybe a cat!) helping them study! BUNNY LOVER5 b Match the words in the box and Bad Items yes I hate testing. They are really hard and I can't always 1 remember everything. I need to study every day and make
many notes. It's not easy but it helps listen to R&amp;B music – really loudly! It helps me think. BOYS 2 1–7. Match them with photo a-g below. Pass Forums Hi Guys! I have a great exam on Friday. It's really hard to study. I read my study notes for an hour and then I watched really bad TV programs! and you? Do you
worry about the exams? What are your study habits? MIMI23 A Look At The Underlined Words In Questions Of Good Stress Home Quiz! VOCABULARY Studies find C UN CHAT 1 Which study habits are: • useful • funny? 2 Put the study habits in the order you want to try them out at 1 (really want to try) 3 (don't want to
try). 2 b UNIT 2 GRAMAR Presents Simple: Question 5 A 1.46 Look at the questions. What is correct? Listen and check. 1 Do you study full-time or part-time? 2 Do you study full-time or part-time? 3 Study you full-time or part-time? b filling out the questions with one word. do you study part-time? ... they love their tests?
• Hours a week? • When? • Where? Tania and Jack A ask Tania. Does he study more before an exam? (swottie's real name 8) talks to Tania about her study habits. Listen to the tick (✓) things they talk about. 1.44 1 2 b Read 3 questions where 3 study hours of 34 free test time 1.44 Listen again. Complete information
about Tania's studies. • Part-time or full-time study? • One-week schedule? See the questions in 5b. How are they different? Why? and now go to Gramar Focus 2B on p.138 f 1.49 Enter the questions in the correct order. Listen and check. • When? • Where? 1 2 3 VOCABULARY Time 4 1.47 Jack asks Tania about his
daughter, Ellie. Listen and fill out the information about Ellie's studies. a Match times tanya talk about and clock them. g 1 Usually in the past half eight... 2 ... last night in the eighth quarter of last year. a b 6 a week / are you studying / hours / how much? studied grammar / or vocabulary / are you? when you / when /
study / do? study / do / where / are you? 1.49 Notice the pronunciation of your pronunciation in each question. Can you hear both words explicitly? Talk a look at the questions in 5f. Write another question about studies. b fill the sentences with the words in the box. the last 1 four to 2 quarters past four half 3 (a) quarter
four (a) five (a) five (a) to ask your questions in 6a.c do you have any new ideas about studying now? Natalia studies very early in the morning because she's not very tired. I think it's a good idea, but I prefer to sleep! Now go to Vocabulary Focus 2B on p.162 for more practice and Time 23 2C Learn to ask for things and
answer S Reacting to News P Sound and spelling: you would like a last LISTEN 1 an English every day at a photo viewing a. Dan and Leo are in a cafeteria. Do you think they're: 1 of the airport b 1.50c 2 of 3 jobs in a shopping center? See or listen to Part 1 and check your response at 1a. Work in fear. Select the correct
answers. 1 Dan orders a small / large tea, a small / large last and one cruise / two cruise. 2 It costs £3.60 / £4.60. 3 Dan asks Leo to pass milk / sugar. d 1.50 See or listen to Part 1 again and check your answers in 1c. 1.51 See or listen to Part 2. Annie wants to do an online course. What's her problem? Select a reply. It
can't be decided: a cof bb how much to afford c when they start. 1.51 See or listen to Part 2 again. Are the phrases true or false? Correct false sentences. 1 Annie asks Dan for help No. 2 Dan free at night. g 3 Annie not free on Friday. 4 His works. Where do you usually meet friends and family? • in your home • in a
coffee • in a different place useful LANGUAGE 2 Ask for these and answer a look at these ways to ask for these things. Who says, Dan (D)) or Annie (A)? 1 2 3 4 b can I have a tea and a would, please? Could I come to your place at night? Could we chat about it now? i wanna Help. 1.50–1.51 See or listen to Parts 1
and 2 again and check. Match a–d and 1–4 at 2a. Small or big? sorry, I have another meeting in five minutes. Sure, no problem. d Forgiveness we are not home tonight. c 24 In fear, take turns asking for things and answers. Use the phrases from 2a and 2b.c UNIT 2 a 3 conversation that reacts to news a 1.53 Split the
mini-conversation conversations with words into the box. Listen and check your answers. problem LEO DAN borry, I have another meeting within five minutes. . We can do it later. OK, no 1 Sorry TOOth, we are not at home tonight. read the mini conversations at the 3a again. What that sentence means: 1 'It is not
important.' 2'I am happy note about it.'c Match a–d with 1 or 2 in 3b.a b c c c c 4 Never mind. i mwen sorry about that. so what. What a shame. Sound pronunciation and spell: you a screenshot 1.52 Listen to three short conversations. Where are they? Match them with pictures a–c. fill the phrases from conversations in
2d. Listen again and check your answers. some water, please? a chicken sandwiches, please. This afternoon? f f look at their situation. What does A and B say? Using expressions from 2a and 2b. A B listens to the sounds of the letters written below. 1 Color 2 An online 3 course home Does the letters at 1-3 have
different sounds? b 1.52 1 2 3 1.54 1.55 Make these words sound like 1, 2 or 3 in 4a? Listen and check. Listen again and repeat. from 3 neighboring maps on 5 a sound communications 2C Student A goes to p.129. Student B goes to p.132. 1 2 3 4 Unit Progress Check your progress g Work in pairs. Use the maps dialog
to ask for things and respond. Take turns being A and B. You can now perform the Test Progress Unit. 25 2D Skills to Write a 2 Why Do You Want to Study English? • to find a good job • to meet new friends • for travel and tourist b Spelling B I need English for work I speak to listen to 1 Learn to fill out a form reading a
look at Daniela info. Fill in Part 1 of the form. Can you remember his nationality? • study something in English • A different reason 1.56 three International college students talk about where they're from and their reasons for studying English. Underscore the correct answers. I come from Acapulco/Mexico City and I need
English for my work/science. 2 IC IC IC IC IC IC IC IC I IC I C IC INTERNATIONAL IC I formed IC College IC Entry ICOMPETITION IC IC Part 1 I from Riyadh / Jedah and I need English for my work / science. I come from Krakow / Warsaw and I need English for my work/study. 3 First name: Family name: Sex: Female
Nationality: listen again and fill the table with the words in the box. Mobile (UK): 1.56 Email address: grammar the lessons reading the teacher and writing hear your class heard Course Start Date: Love at the College Needs to Improve Part 2 Why English Is Important to You? Daniela I work as 1 in Mexico City. I love my
job! Every day they talk to me except for the 2's and ask me for information. I can't understand them and it's hard to answer. English is important for good. me because it helps me grab me 3 saying Justyna d Talk about the questions with other students. 1 What do you need to improve in English? 2 Why does this matter
to you? and what do you want to improve in your English? I think speaking in English is OK for my level. But 4 and understanding is always very hard for me. I really want to stay an extra month at your school and improve my cost. Listen to Kate talk about a competition at International College. What can you have? 1.57f
1.57 Listen again. Answer questions. 1 Do students who are not of International College enter the competition? 2 Is it OK to use a computer for the entry form? 3 Where can students get entry forms? 26 b He Part 2 in the form of Daniela. Fill it up.c 1.58 Listen to Daniela again and check your answers. IC IC UNIT 2
WRITE SKILLS Otople 3 A read Daniela's first copy of her entry form. Cover page 26. See the problem's spelling examples. Get eight more spelling issues. b Tick(✓) when it is important to have correct spelling. 1 2 3 4 a first copy of a final copy text of a text a text others read a text only you read c Find and correct an
autople error in each sentence. 1 2 3 4 5 I really love swimming in the view. Can you please right your name on the form? I don't know the answer to that question. Can you speak louder? I can't be here to you. Where can I eat? C IC IC IC I I C Part 2 I C I C I I C IC IC IC IC IC Foreou? Why is my important English
working as a traffic police officer in Mexico City. I love my job except for the toorists! Every day they talk to me and ask me for information. I can't understand and it's hard for me to reply. English is important to me because it helps me do my job well. What do you want to improve in your English? I think speaking in
English is OK for my level. I also get reading and writing quite easy. But licensing and understanding is still very difficult for me. I really want to stay an extra month in your scool and improve cost me.... d In what ways is correct and correct the words in 3c the same thing? 4 Write a form to fill out the form with your
information. b Use your idea in 1d to write the answers to the questions in Part 2. c Swap forms with another student. Is your idea in Part 2 the same? Competition Form Part 1 First Name: Family Name: Sex: Female Male Nationality: Mobile (UK): Email Address: Your Class Now: Course Start Date: Part 2 Why Is English
Important To You? r English? What you want to improve in your 27 UNIT 2 Review and GRAMAR Extension 1 works 3 a fill of the text with the correct form of the verb in a sentence Match 1–3 with pictures of a–c. 1 I work in a hospital. 2 I work for Larkin Computer 3 I work as a reception. brackets brackets. I'm a
university student, but I'm 1 (working) in a clothing shop every weekend. On Saturday I am 2 (starting) work at 9:00 am, but on My Sunday 3 (not starting) until 11:00 am. My sister's nurse be it 4 (no) a normal time. He sometimes 5 (works) all night, but he's 6 (don't like) it. My parents are both teachers for 7 (jobs) from
Monday to Friday. to write possible answer questions. 1 2 3 4 5 A what does that do? I'm a receptionist. no i do not. I work in hospital. Yes, I do. It's great. I start at 9 o'cam in the morning. yes, it does. My husband is a teacher. ? B He works at a local school. ? B yes, it does. He loves it.6 Somewhere 7 A C B Practice the
conversation at 1b with a partner. Answer about your life. VOCABULARY 2 A Insert the letters in brackets in the correct order complete the job. 1 2 3 4 5 6 n d p e c e c e(s you) t (t s n) t (he o i) r (n e e e e) r (e n l) r (o h h r a g) write the times in words. 10:15 – (a) Last quarter of ten or ten fifteen 11:30 3 6:00 5 2:40 20
12:45 4 8:15 6 5:20 c Match 1–5 and a–and complete the sentences. 1 2 3 4 5 Read the text and make me not worry because I usually get good I hope we have It worry because it often fails I need to study for at the end of a c a c a c a c a break soon because I'm tired. test at the end of their course. note on a piece of
paper. next week's term. mark in tests. b see the sentence marked in 3a. Match 1–3. 1 The work we do in place 3 works is the work of a verb or noun in sentence 1–5? 1 2 3 4 5 I start working at 8:00 am I daily. She left work at about 6:00 pm. I can't talk to you now – I'm at work. I'm an actor, but I'm out of work at this
moment. They go to work early in the morning. d Which sentence works in 3c we use when... a we do not have a b our work in the place we work and place the word in brackets in the correct place in the phrase. 1 2 3 4 5 6 He works a nurse at night. (as) We all work at 6:00 pm. (starting) He would like a job because now
he's at work. (out) He is a photographer with The Times' work. (to) When I'm working, I don't have any free time. (in) We both work a great office in the city centre. (in) write four sentences about people you know. Use tasks in different ways. My brother is working for a shoe shop in the middle of town. REVIEW YOUR
PROGRESS How well do you perform in this unit? Write 3, 2, or 1 per goal. 3 = very well 2 = quite 1 = not so well i CAN... talk about work talking about study habits asking for things and answering a form. 28 3 T IF YOU CANNOT MAKE GOALS ■ Talk about routines ■ talk about in your life ■ Arrange ■ Write an informal
invitation to read a GET get started a look at the picture and answer questions. 1 2 3 4 b Which country do you think this is? Why? When is it: morning or evening? Why? Where do these three guys go when they get out of the train? What are their jobs? In fear, ask and answer questions. 1 What do you do every day? •
take a bus or train • Buy a journal • Read your emails • Go for a walk 2 What do you do on a train or bus? • read • Talk to other passengers listening to music • Use your phone sleep • 29 3A Family never eat together Learn to talk about routine G position of advertising in frequency V time expressions; Common verbs A
DAY IN THE LIFE... day, we continue our series of daily life around the world with the Chopra family in India. One in six people in the world live in India. Many of them live in large modern cities, but about 263 million of them – including the Chopras - work on farms across the country. Garjan Chopra is a grower in a small
village near Delhi. He has lived with his wife, and Anjani, his children and grandchildren. They work in the fields every day. Garjan and Anjani rose every morning at 4:00 am. They work in the fields from 7:00 am to 6:00 pm. At 9:00 I still stopped working for breakfast. They don't have their breakfast together because of
men's cultures and women don't eat together. They stopped working for a rest in the middle of the day when the sun is very strong. In the afternoon, their grandson usually helps them. In the evening, the family never ate together. First, the men and the children have dinner, then the women in the family eat together in
the cookies. They often go to bed at around 9:00 pm, ready for another busy day on the farm. Breakfast, work, home, dinner: We all know the typical daily routines of people all over the world. But it's the little difference in our lives that make these routines interesting. Delhi ASSAM INDIA Mumbai Sea Arabia Bay in
Bengal Indian Ocean Chopra with his wife Anjani reading 1 a look at the photos and answering their questions. 1 Where to work – in the city or country? 2 What do the works of the people do? 3 Are their jobs easy or difficult? 2 GRAMMAR Position of the frequency advertising a look at this sentence from the text. The
opponent is in underlined frequency. At 9:00 I still stopped working for breakfast. Underscore more adverbs at the frequency of the text. b Put the advertisements at frequency in the correct place on the time line. sometimes usually reads the text. Is your mind in the 1a never often always correct? c read the text again.
Are the phrases true or false? Correct false sentences. 1 Garjan and Anjani got up early and immediately got breakfast. 2 They work for about 11 hours a day. 3 They work without a break all day. 4 Their grandchildren usually help them in prior to school. 5 Children in the family don't eat with their mother. d What is the
right about the life of the Chopra family? 30 sometimes 100 c d 0% Now go to Grammar Focus 3A on p.140 To talk about the questions. 1 What do you always do in the morning? 2 What do you do usually in the afternoon? 3 What do we sometimes do in the evening? I still got up at 6 o'timer. I often play tennis in the
afternoon.UNIT 3 3 LISTENS a ask and answer questions. 1.60 Listen again. Complete the time with the correct activity in the box. 1 Do you spend a lot of time with your family? Why / Why not? 2 What do you like to do with your family? b Hispanic lesson practicing works well late volleyball training 1.60 Listen to Martin
and Katherine. Answer questions. talk about questions. 1 Do they talk about their work or free time? 2 What does Martin want the family to do? 1 The Chopra family and the Law family do something that is the same. what is it? 2 Is your family routine more like 'Chopras' or 'Laws'? Or is it different? The law week Martin
Katherine Liz Pete Monday to Wednesday evening Friday 4 a 1.61-times VOCABULARY expression twice filed sentences. Listen and check. once 1 I go to my Spanish lesson 2 He goes to volleyball training on Monday and Thursday. 3 He has practiced stripes three times a week. 4 I work late Tuesday. A B to B to B A
to A week. a week b underscores the correct answer to complete the rule. We insert expressions time before the verb / the end of a sentence. c 1.62 Pronunciation Listen to the question and answer. Notice the insisting words. MARTIN How often does it go? KATHERINE twice a week on Monday and Thursday. f you
and your family do / how many times / things together? a week / approximately once. do you do / what? usually / at a restaurant / go for a picnic or . do this / are you / the weekend? but we sometimes / answer yes, every Sunday / go to the movies. do you have anything else / are you? away for a weekend / a year we go
/ well, approximately twice. and your family / a good time / it sounds like you have. Now go to Vocabulary Focus 3A on p.163 for 5 common verbs Speak a perception of a group of people you know well. Think of the things you do together every day, week or year. Make note. My mum – have a cup of tea every morning
rob and Andy – usually go on holiday every my young peers - study English three times a week d Which words do we usually stress? Select the correct answer. an important word such as expression time and verbs. b Less important words. Enter the words in each sentence in the correct order for doing a dialog. Listen
and check. 1.63b Talk about what you do with the people you know well and how often. See the conversation at 4am to help you. 31 3B Imagine You Haven't Got the Internet Learning to Talk About Tech in Your Life G Has Reading V Technology A How do you use the internet? Tick (✓) things you sometimes do. The
tick (✓) things you do every day. get information talk to friends to send emails watching movie or TV b VOCABULARY Technology 2 Upload photos to play games buying the music stuff a Match the words in the box with 1-10 photos. smartphone tablet computer e-reader satnav headphones printed camera laptop 1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8 9 10 Talk about your responses with other students. c Read the first part of Tech Blog.1 Is it about... a using the internet plus b using the internet minus 2 What is unusual about the Kim family this month? d Read the Interview and answer the questions. 1 Which ha-flower activity does more without the internet?
while receiving news of a book reading and doing homework to talk to people who will go to contact Friends 2 What activities are now more difficult for Ha-eun and his family? and talk about questions. 1 Would you like to live without the internet? Why / Why not? 2 What do you think is good and bad on the internet? b
Pronunciation Listen and repeat these words in 2a. Underscore the insisting installation in each word. 1.66c What are people talking about? Sometimes there is more than one answer. 1 2 3 4 5 I talked to my friend about it. I use it to write emails. I use these when I listen to music. I often print print cards, so it's very
useful. I use it in the car. TECHB L O O HOME THIS MONTH ON FORUMS REVIEW Login DOWNLOADS TECHNOLOGY L O G SEARCH THE INTERVIEWS THESE DAYS, we all use the internet – for everything. It's on our computer, our smartphones... is everywhere. But imagine you haven't got the internet. So you
can't send emails, you can't upload photos, and you can't go online to get information. Ha-eun, is your life different without the internet? How long could you live like that? One day? A week maybe, if you're on holiday? Two weeks? Ha-eun: No, it's certainly not easy. I usually do all my shopping online, but now I go to the
shopping and bring my shopping home. And my son uses the internet for his duties. But now it hasn't got the internet, so it has to buy books or go to the library. Here at Tech Blog we asked the Kim family in Seoul, South Korea, to live without the internet for a whole month. Read our interview with Kim Ha-eun's mother in
the family, about what it's like to go offline. 32 Ha-eun: Yes, it is different in many ways. Our television comes on the internet so now we can't watch it. And I usually read the news online and now I can't do that. But I had more time doing other things – I read books and I go out more. Is it easy to live without the internet?
What about talking to friends? Ha-eun: Yes, it's a problem too: we've got friends in Japan and in the USA, but if you're not on Facebook or Skype, it's hard to contact them. But in some ways life is a good thing without Now I often visit my neighbors and we drink has been together! UNIT 3 b Underscore the forms of
having got from 1-6 through 4a. LISTEN 3 Am I there to say: a i b i have c I get? Complete the table. The gift of a Bella Chris listens to Don. Bella and Chris's response. Match those with questions. 1.671 1 Have you received a computer? 2 Have you received a smartphone? 3 Have you received a digital camera? b 1.68
Listen to the conversations and fill out the table. What gadgets do they have? Do they often use them? d e Chris how would Bella and Chris use every gadget? Listen again and check. 1.68 GRAMAR HAS received a look at the sentences. Who's from the text reading (R) and from listening (L)? 1 2 3 4 5 6 i had my
daughter's phone. We were friends in Japan and in the USA. He received a new phone. Imagine you haven't got the internet. Now he hasn't received the internet. Have you received a digital camera? WEB + I – I got a PC, but I had a laptop. He got his phone with him. It's at home. ? you received a computer at your
home? Yes, I win. / No, I don't have. he got a new camera? Yes, it has. / No, he hasn't. Got his old phone. Got a new phone. Pronunciation listens to the phrase. Primary stress is on camera, the last important word. 1.69 1.70 Listen to sentences 1–3. Underscores the main stress. 1 They had a computer. 2 He received a
smartphone. 3 He received a new laptop. Bella 4 Li/It I had a digital camera. Don't c me / Us / You / They f listen again. Is the tone up on the main stress? 1.70 Now go to Grammar Focus 3B on p.140 h Write the true phrase for you. Use there or have not received with the words and phrases in the box. a laptop camera a

car a smartphone an e-reader a lot of friends online in another country I had a smartphone. i write three there are questions and words and phrases at 4h. Have you received a smartphone? 5 Facts I read and • People only pay for 25% of the music downloaded from the internet. • Many young people use the internet for
30 hours per week. • Every minute, 15 hours of videos are uploaded to YouTube. or scroll down a Put the words in the correct order to question. 1 use it / how many times / do you / do? 2 do you / do / like it? 3 l / what type? b 4 5 6 is / she / how old? where / are / do / live? like one / would you / you? Ask and answer
your questions at 4i with a partner. Then ask questions from the 5a to find out more. Have you received a car? c Yes, I win. What kind of he is? It's a ... Work in fear of new. Tell a new partner what you know about other students. Pavel had a smartphone. She's a year old and she uses it every day. HA-EUN AND HER
HUSBAND 33 3C daily English a useful language makes 2 arrangements asking and answering questions. 1 How often do you look 2 Is there a weekly watch program? 3 Do you have a favorite television program? Who are you is it with him? b S Think about what you mean P main stress How on next Wednesday?
LISTEN 1 Learn to arrange a match beginning 1–6 and finish a-f. 12 3 4 5 6 See or listen to Part 1. Is Martina, Annie and Dan all like the same television programme? 1.72 Why is that how you are this a i would a c c d and be great. next Friday? Haven't we tried it? love them. about next Wednesday? good idea. What
questions in the 2a are we used to make suggestions? What phrases do we use to say yes to suggestions? c Martina says no idea. Underscore the sentence that means none. MARTINA I drip, I can't. I need work late Wednesday. d1.74 Put the conversation in the correct order. Listen and check. B I drip, I can't. I'm
away from this weekend. A 1 Why don't we go to the movies? B yes, fine on Monday's. How about this Saturday? A are you free on Monday? B The Movies? That's a good idea. c watch or listen to Part 1 again. Are the phrases true or false? 1.72 and 1 The annie's programme desired to watch is better cooked. 2 Martina
and Dan don't see this program very often. 3 Annie loves everything done and eats. d See or listen to Part 2. What do they plan to do? and 1.73 Answer questions. See or listen to Part 2 again and check your answers. Why don't we go for a picnic? 1.73 1 2 3 When was Martina working late? What days do they decide to
go out? Who Dan wants to ask for dine? How did Annie feel about Dan's idea? Practice the conversation in 2d. Then there are similar conversations using your own ideas. 3 A Primary STRESS PRONUNCIATION 1.75 Listen to the sentences. Notice the primary stress in each sentence. 1 That would be great. 3 I would
like. select the correct answer. The words of the main stress 3s are long long and loud? c 1.76 Listen to the sentences. Underscores the main stress. 1 We would like. 2 That would be good. d 34 2 This is a good idea. 3 This is a beautiful idea. 4 That would be fantastic. Practice the phrases in 3c. UNIT 3
CONVERSATION 4 Think about what you mean a look at the phrases underlined in the conversation. Select the correct answer below. ANNIE How on next Wednesday? MARTINA Mm, maybe. let me see. I drip but I can't. I need work late Wednesday. ANNIE are you free next Friday? MARTINA MM, maybe. Fine Friday
A. Dan? Friday TEETH? Sure, I would like. Martina uses phrases to underscore because they are: a significant meaning in the conversation. Give her time to think. b Pronunciation Listen and notice how Mm pronounce. Do you have short words or sounds like this in your language? c In fear, ask and answer their
questions. Think about your response before responding. 1.77 1 2 3 4 Are you free this weekend? Do you want to have a coffee after the lesson? Would you like to go to the movies tomorrow? Why we don't homework together? Tell 5 a student communication 3C Student a look at the information below. Conversation 1.
Read your first card. Think about what you mean. Then start the conversation with Student B. 1 You want to have a picnic on Saturday morning with Student B. Decide the following and invite Student B. • where to have the picnic • what time • what would you like to do / eat conversation b 2. Now look at your second card.
Listen to Student B and answer. 2 You are not free Friday after work / school because you have an exercise class in the jimel. You'd like to go out on Saturday night. tell other students about arrangements in each role player. Unit Progress Test check progress You can now test the Unit Progress. 35 3D skills for writing
learn to write an informal invitation W guest with answers you can join us? SWEDEN SPEAKS TO LISTEN TO 1 AN METRO asks and answers questions. 1 Have you received family or friends from other countries, or from other places in your country? 2 Where are they? 3 What do they do? 4 How often do you see
them? GERMANY FRANCE ITALY b Emrah from Turkey speech on her family. Listen to the number of countries where he received families in order to hear them. listen again. Correcting the errors in the text below.1.78 1.78 Emrah from a large family and 1they all live in Izmir in Turkey. 2He has no siblings. His family
keeps in touch by Skype, and every 3 years they all meet at 4London. They stay 5in a great hotel and have a large 6meal. That's 7is only for people in the family – they are 8don by inviting friends. 1 They live in many different countries. TURKEY READING 2 An Email Read emra's to his brother and sister. Why is it email
them? Complete information about the family part. • Insert date how many days? Where to stay? Hi Mustafa 1 How are you? Hopefully, the family's well.2 In September it's part of our family again and we all plan to meet in Izmir as usual. 3This will be from Friday 14 days to Sunday September 16. 4Would you like to
come? I hope that, as I would like to see you. 5Mert (you know, my friend at school) says he has a free room so you can stay at home.6Please makes me aware if you'd like to join us. I hope you can come! Love, EmraH Emra Hi Ayda 1 How are things? Hope you like your new job. In September it's part of our family
again and we all plan to meet in Izmir as usual. 3This will be from Friday 14 days to Sunday September 16. 4 Can you join us? I hope you can, as it would be great to see you. 5Melis (you know, my friend at school) says he has a free room so you can stay home.6Please tell me if you can come. Hope you can do it! Love,
Emrah 2 36 UNIT 3 WRITES guest skills and replying 3 an email to Emrah's Read at Ayda again. In what phrase 1–6 is it ... a 4 Ayda b c d e f Read the emails from Mustafa and Ayda. Can they come? wondering how he is asking him to respond to the reasons for his message talking about where to stay giving details
about Hi Emrah He is good to hear from you and many thanks for the invitation. Yes, I would like to come. I'm really looking forward to it. Please tell Mert I would like to stay with her if she received a free room. see you soon. Love, Beafa b Compare sentences 1–6 in Emrah's emails to Beafa and Ayda on p. 36.
Underscore phrases that are different. c Tick (✓) incorrect questions invite people. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 You Can Come? Can you join? Can you join us? Can you join us? Would you like to come? Would you like to come? Would you like to join us? Hi Emra Great heard from you and thanks for the invitation. I'd love to come but
I'm afraid I can't. I had a business trip in Los Angeles that weekend and I can't change it. Hope you all have a great time, and hope to see you soon. keep in touch! Like, Ayda d Put the words in the correct order. Add question marks (?) and full stop (.). 1 2 3 4 5 things / is / how you/see/see/are/read/would high
hope/read/read/read/do/i d/you/like/see/see/how i/can/come/you/expect g Underline sentences in the emails from Canafa and Ayda which means: and What sentence with questions in 3d means 1 i want to come. 2 I cannot come. 3 Have a good time. the same? 4 Write and speak a partial plan or other event. Note. •
Where? • When? • Why? • Who? Talk about your plans with other students. My part is at the Grand Hotel. It's 7 pm on Saturday. It's for my brother's birthday. write an invitation to your event to another student in your class. Use the emails on page 36 to help you. d Swap invitations and another student and check the
information. Does it include the information in the 4a? and write a response to the invitation. Use the emails in 3f to help you. Give your answer back to the student who invites you. 37 UNIT 3 Review and extension of a sentence Match 1–5 with pictures of a one-e. 1 It works only in the winter. 2 It works all the time - on
the evening, on the weekend, sometimes even at night. 3 It rises to 6 am, but it ends work at 1 pm. 4 It works on weekdays, but on Sunday it rises late. 5 In January he works at a ski resort. GRAMMAR 1 A Put the frequency advertisements in the correct place of sentences. 1 2 3 4 5 6 WORDPOWER Preposition of Time
3 It gets up often at about 10 or 11. She goes to bed before 2:00 am never. He's studying all night sometimes. It usually has black coffee and bread for breakfast. It's far for a week or more. Its windows are still closed, even in summer. a c b d e e fill the text with the correct form of contains received or not received. My
brother and I are very different. He and his wife 1 good job and are 2 a great home London. Home to 3 a large garden and a swimming pool. They both work ten hours a day for them 4 any free time and never go on holiday. answer questions. 1 a c d and I'm a school teacher, so I'm 5 lots of money, but I'm 6 a lot free
time of the holidays. Every summer I travel to a different country with my 7 friends all over the world. Make the notes in question and have received or received. Then write true short answers. 1 w – a car? Have you received a car? No, I don't win. 2 3 4 5 d 6 d 2 How many examples a-f can you find in 3a? c Add in, to or
on to the correct place of these sentences. Some sentences may need more than one word. your neighbor – the children? your flat or house – a garden? you – TV in your room? someone in your family – a laptop? you – a lot of free time? 1 I always wake up 6:30 a.m. weekdays. 2 It's usually cold here is the towel and
it's often snowing January. 3 Are you free on the weekend? I had tickets for a saturday concert. It starts 7:30 pm. Ask and answer the questions in 1c. d When you do these things usually? Write sentences. VOCABULARY 2 1 2 3 4 A Change the words in italics in a time expression. 1 2 3 4 5 6 Read phones on Tuesdays
and Sundays. twice a week there are English courses in March, May and October. We go on holiday in June and in January. There's a boat on Monday, Wednesday and Saturday. I check my emails before I start working with in the evening. His mother telephones Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday. write
object names. 1 2 Are we used in, or with a–f? some days months (morning, afternoon) season (summer, winter) the weekend cafe and night 3 four to 5 and get up to bed have lunch go to holidays 5 6 7 8 go shopping coffee drink or have cleaned your dish or house eat asking and answer questions about when you
usually do things in 3d. REVIEW YOUR PROGRESS How well do you do in this unit? Write 3, 2, or 1 per goal. 3 = very well 2 = well 1 = not so well 6 7 8 9 10 m KA... talk about routines about technology in my life arranging to write an informal invitation. 38 CAN MAKE GOALS ■ Talk about the food you want ■ talk about
the food you eat every day ■ Come in and order a meal at a restaurant ■ Write a blog about something you know how to do 4 T UN OD Foting STARTED A Look at the picture and answer questions. 1 Do you think they are friends or family? 2 What meals is it - breakfast, dinner or lunch? 3 Is it the beginning, precedent
or the end of the meal? b In fear, ask and answer the questions. 1 How often do you eat together as a family? 2 What do you do usually have to ... • Breakfast • Lunch • Dinner 3 What do you talk about when you eat together? 39 4A LECture 1 A Try some interesting foods look at the photos in which they buy food. Which
one would you like to visit? Why? B World markets with match 1–3 with pictures a–c. Read the sentences. Where is each person? RON I like freshly baked bread - it's still hot. MAGGIE I really only need a snacks, but look at all the food I can buy! SARAH Now I know a new way to cook these vegetables. talk about
questions. 1 Is there walking in your city? What are they selling? 2 Where do you prefer grocery stores for food, in a market or a grocery store? Why? a learn to talk about the food you want G countable and uncountable nouns; a/a, some, any 2 countable GRAMMAR foods with uncountable nouns a look at four nouns
from global markets. What are two plural ends? tomato fruit b Fill the rule. We can't count some nouns (they don't discount). We always / never add -s or -es. c c see the table. Add nun food from global markets. Noun accountant noun uncountable (You can say 1, 2, 3 vegetables.) (You can't say 1, 2, 3 fruits.)
vegetables, fruit tomatoes, tall cheese RL D M R R K S Markets can be the best place to see the daily life in a city and eat some fantastic local foods. Today, it's about different markets around the world. 1 C OO K AS U S HOP 2 F S TALI A F 3 F OD A Mirrors DHI If you want to buy food and learn how to cook it at the
same time, go to the Union Square Greenmarket in New York. It opens four days a week and has about 250,000 customers. Farmers from all of New York State's food sale. You can find different types of fruits and vegetables, such as potatoes, carrots, mushies and tomatoes. Growers are showing the best ways to cook
the food and you can even try the dishes they make for free! Italian food is famous throughout the world. You can find pasta and a pizza restaurant in almost any town but one of the best places to try it is in Modena, Italy. There you can find Mercato Albinelli. Not a great market, but amazing the food. Many Italians go
there to buy some fresh pasta feasts by hand – you can't find the best pasta anywhere else! You can also buy fresh meat, fruits and vegetables and, of course, fantastic cheese and bread. In the center of Moscow on Tverskaya Street, you can visit a beautiful and historic building. Inside there is the Yeliseyevsky Food
Hall, a great market with things to eat and drink. From chocolate to fish, you can find just about anything at Yeliseyevsky's. For Russia, it's a popular place to go for a quick snacks. Many tourists also visit because it's fun to go and look at the beautiful building and try some interesting foods. It's open 24 hours a day, so
you can never be hungry! 40 Cheeses CIT 43 VOCABULARY Food a Match 8 5 1 photos 1–10. 3 9 weight lemon onion onion chicken onions lamb steak carrot raisins 6 2 4 10 7 underscores different words at 1–3. Why is it different? 1 bean carrot raisin carrot 2 bean onions 3 chicken steak raisins of sheep c2.2
Pronunciation answers questions. Then listen and check. 1 What is the same upon the authority of these words? • Bean bean • pear 2 Which word above has the same sound as these words? green/iː/hair/eə/iron/eɪ/d a 1 2 3 4 What are the label sounds contained in the words in the box? Add the words in the sound
bands below. Listen and check. Rain 2.8 Fill the sentences with the words in the box. Listen and check. some 2.3 foods where eight green ones set the free GRAMMAR day/a, some, any 5's/any (x2) potatoes. mushroom? onions. Money. We've got we got and I need I haven't got to complete the table with a, a, some
and any. Sounds 1/eɪ/sound 2/iː/3 sound/eə/steak the pearable weight + -/? and f a c d LISTEN onion cheese 2.7 Listen and answer their questions. 2.7 Listen again. The tick (✓) feed is on the store's to-do list that Tom and Milly need. Meat: Chicken Vegetables: Carrot Tomatoes 2.10 Fill the conversation with a/in,
some or any. Listen and check. STALLHOLDER SARAHOLDER STALLHOLDER SARAHOLDER SARAHOLDER STALLHOLDER 1 Milly want to cook? 2 Who doesn't want to do anything over the weekend - Tom or Milly? 3 Where to buy food on the weekend - from the supermarket or farmers market? 4 Who says they
can afford – Tom or Milly? c Fruit Now go to Grammar Focus 4A on p.142 SARAH Asking and answering questions. 1 Do you like cooking? 2 How often do you (or does someone in your family) buy cooking food? Potatoes potatoes talk about the food you love and don't like. Now go to Vocabulary Focus 4A on p.164 for
more food vocabulary 4 fish that is not related to a fish mush onion SARAH STALLHOLDER 6 a Hello, I would like 1 lemon and 2 onions, please. Just one? Yes, and I would like 3 potater too. Is that whats okay? Yes, fine. Have you received 4 tomatoes? How about these? They're a bit big. I'm sorry but I haven't had 5
tiny tomatoes. OK, the big ones are fine. Also I'd like 6 cheese. I'm sad I'm not selling cheese. Try that guy over there. Speak communications 4A Students Attend p.129. Student B goes to p.132. 41 4B How much chocolate? Reading 1 An Answer to Questions with Other Students. Learn to talk about the food you eat
every day G Quantify: Many, many, many (of) V Talk about introducing food... 1 Do you have any famous cooking programs in your country? 2 Do you like the food they make in these programs? Why / Why not? 3 Do you know the ruler in the picture? 4 Read information about Heston Blumenthal. Would you like to try
one of its restaurants? Why / Why not? he e-mails Josh to his father. Answer questions. 1 Who lives in London - Josh or his father? 2 Which Josh restaurants want to go? 3 Why does Josh want to go to this restaurant? read his father's response. Does he want to go dine? d Read His Dad's Email What does he think of
these things? Underscore the correct answers. 1 The Heston Blumenthal Foods: Boring / Different 2 His Wife: Normal / Unusual 3 Restaurants: Expensive for It / Expensive for Josh and Talk About Questions. 1 Do you like to go to the restaurant and your family? Or do you prefer to eat at home? Why / Why not? 2 Do
you like trying to eat weird or weird? Why / Why not? Who is Heston Blumenthal? A famous chef and television star, Heston has two wellknown restaurants, Dine and Greece's Duck. What is he famous for? Heston makes weird and unusual food. On his menu you can find dishes like brown ice cream cakes. Or try his
duck with black dish – the duck is inside the bird! Visit Hi Papad, When you come to London next week, I want to take you for dinance. Would you like to go to the Blumenthal Dine Restaurant? It looks fun and I can afford it! Do you remember my friend Pete? Well, he goes to dinner every time his parents are in the city.
She always has the fish dish and she says it's amazing! And her henry says the cream iced brown wholesale is very much, too. I really want to take you there! 5 13 2 Josh 42 Re: Visit Hi Josh, Thank you for the dine invitation. I know about that guy Blumenthal from television. His food is interesting and it's certainly a bit
unusual. But really I'm happy to go to a normal restaurant and have some chicken rot and boiled potatoes, like your mums do in the house. Or I'm also fine with a case of soups in your place. It's a nice idea to go to the restaurant, but you don't need to do anything special for me. Dad UNIT 4 VOCABULARY Cooking 2
GRAMAR Quantify: lots, 4 lots, a lot (of) a lot (in) a 1–5 cooking instruction and matching them with their pictures a-e. a c a c e 2.14 Fill the sentences with the correct word in the box. Listen and check. lots of one two 3 4 5 bry onions are in a little oil. Put water and rice in a pot and boil for 12 minutes. Grill the chicken for
10 minutes to unite it to Brown. Put some oil on the tiny mill, put it in the oven. Cook the bread in a hot oven for 30 minutes. use them with controller (C) or uncountable (U)noun, or both (B)? 1 A How much butter is Olivia needed? B very / Quite a little / Not very much. 2 A weight how much weight harry needs? B Many/
Quite a few / A few / Not many. 3 I need a lot of / quite a lot of potatoes and chocolate. boiled fried c roast completes the examples with adjective in 2b. • • d-ed add-d change -y a -med the same as the verb ends with sound /t/1 What kind of cooking do you think are healthy? What do you think is wrong? 2 Select two
types of food. What's your favorite way to cook this? and 3 now go to Vocabulary Focus 4B on p.164 for the Containers. b - about five or six pieces. A1 Lot. Really? That's 2 on four or five. And what about drinks? How do your 3 cups of coffee have a day? 1 How do you 4 fruits eat one day? and 5 Do you think that
Speaker B in 4d is healthy or unhealthy? Why? Talk a written question to ask your partner about foods they eat. 2.13 Listen to Olivia and Harry talk about Heston Blumenthal's recipes. Tick (✓) which two recipes are selected. Three times baked coffee rod and chocolate sauce Cost again. The word underscores the
correct food in the instructions for Olivia and Harry. What fruit do you like? How many pieces of bread do you eat a day? How much rice do you eat a week? b Ask your questions and write your partner's answers. c Go to page 135 and read about healthy foods to eat every day. See your partner's response and decide
whether your partner is fed up in a healthy manner. 2.13 1 Olivia needs potater / chips and cream / butter. 2 It needs to boil / turn the ingredients. 3 Harry needs honey/sugar, coffee bean/black coffee, and chocolate milk/dark chocolate. 4 It needs to roast / boil the ingredients. c 2.17 Complete the conversation. Then put
the conversation in order. Listen and check. Do you eat a lot of fish? LISTEN TO ULTIMATE mashing potatoes cheese-on-toast cream now go to Grammar Focus 4B on p.142 B A B boiled Talk about the questions. butter. b see the sentences in italics of 1–3. Can Adjective Cook a Little Chocolate? Only – 60 grams.
butter grams? 3 How to fill the table. Use verbs from the 2a and adjective from Josh's father's emails. Listen and check. toasted lot 1 This 2 How many Verbs 2.11 Which recipe would you like to make? 43 4C Daily English a change what do you say Word group P Do we need a reservation? LISTEN 1 Learn to and order
a meal at a restaurant in His Restaurant. Read what the friends say asks and answers their questions. on food in picture b. What do you think they choose for their main course? 1 How often do you go to a restaurant? 2 What kinds of restaurants do you like? 3 Do men eat much of thy land? listen to 3 Acts of Fear. See a
picture. Why do you think the restaurant is empty? Select a reply. Martina Annie b 2.20 Dan Leo Watch or listen part 2. 1 Which answer is in 3a correct? Change the wrong answers. 2 Who cannot decide what they want to have? 1 The restaurant does not open. 2 People think that the water is not very beautiful. 3 It is
very early. a do you sometimes find it difficult to choose from a restaurant? Why / Why not? Start Annie Leo Martina Dan smoked chicken salad mixed fish salad Fried in Fresh Fresh Fish Sauce Fresh Soup 2.18 Watch or listen to Part 1 and check your answers at 1b.d watch or listen to Part 1 again. Are the phrases true
or false? Correct false sentences. 2.18 Spaghetti main courses with ketchup hex and pie vegetables 1 Have a four-person reservation. 2 They want a table by the door. 3 Sexy Annie Finds It Hard to Choose Tab. USEFUL LANG 2 arrives at a restaurant lamb with potatoes thai chicken b I think I want to eat meat tonight.a
read the sentences. Who is the water - A or B? A B B B c No problem. Can we have a table by the window? Hello. Do you have a reservation? yes of course. That way, please. No, we don't. We'd like a table for cards. 2.19 Enter the sentences in the 2a in the correct order. Listen and check your answers. Practice the
conversation with a partner. Change what B says in the 2a. Use the sentences below. 1 We would like an outdoor table. 2 Yea, we have a reservation for two men. No Morton. But we're 2 minutes late. 44 I really loved The Ariatic Food. UNIT 4 USEFUL LANGUAGES 45 Ordering - At a restaurant a restaurant a 2.22
Listen to sentences. In each sentence there are two or more groups of words. Write where you hear the beginning of a new group of words. there then WAITER MARTINA WAITER MARTINA and I will 1 to start I'd like to fish before all editing. 2 And I will have pie vegetables for my main course.3 I would like chicken
salad to start me. like What would you like to start you? The mush time soup, I would be 1 please. And for your main course? 2 there is the lamb with rotation potatoes. WAITER TOOTH WAITER TEETH AND for your starter, sir? I will be 3 chicken salad. Chicken salad. 4 sheep with rotation potatoes. WAITER LEO You
would like Rice 5 yes, please. b 2.22 Hearken again. Notice the primary stress in each word group.c 2.23 Write where you hear the beginning of a new group of words. Listen and check. To start me I'll have soups mushions. Then I'd like to cry chicken for my main course. And I will have some rice and run me. That? b
Tick (✓) the two phrases we use when we want c i would like 3 four in pairs, practice telling the order in 5c. 6 order food at a restaurant. 1 2 Word conversational pronunciation groups change what you say I wish I'll have a look at the two phrases from the conversation. Enter the words in the correct order to make
sentences. Listen and check. Underscores the phrases Annie uses when she wants to change what she means. 1 sad /weight/weight/i/m in start/for/like 2/i will/spy/for/have/main 3 i'd/rice/chicken/like/and/cry 1 ANNIE What's on the one on the right? TEETH if you prefer... ANNIE Maybe not. The one on the left is fine...
2.21 2 ANNIE OK, for a start I will have the fish. No, wait. I'm going to have chicken salad. b 2.24 Fill out the sentences. Listen and check. 1 I will have soup mushions. maybe. I'd love to salad in chicken. 2 I would like to be spiritual, I think. No. I'm going to have the vegetable pie. The only meat I eat is fish or chicken. 7 I
love Italian food, but everything on the menu looks good! a talking job in groups of three or four. Use the menu at page 44. one more start and one more main course. b You are in a restaurant. Take turns to be the water with the customer. Order a meal from the menu. Use phrases from the 4a to help you. Practice
changing what you say when you order. Unit Progress Testing check progress you can now perform unit testing in Progress. 45 44D skills for writing a W Make the next key order, decide on your menu a talk and listen to 1 Learn to write a blog about something you know how to do to ask and answer questions. 1 Who in
the dishes in the picture of a–would he eat? 2 Can you make any dish like these? 3 Who is most of your cooking at home: or someone else? Why? b c four men talk about cooking. Listen to and underscore the correct answers. 2.25 c Name Talk about Jake himself / his wife a good / bad picture baked a / b / c / d Rosie
herself / her husband a good / bad picture a / b / c / c / d Johanna herself / her father a good picture / bad picture a / b / c / d Toby herself / her mother a good / bad picture cooked a / b / c / d 2.25 Listen again. Answer questions. 1 Who still wants to eat more? 2 Who can only do one thing? 3 Who doesn't understand
how you can make a really good dish from only a few things? 4 Who enjoys their own food? d think of someone we know who is good to cook. d 2 Reading a Reading Jake Cookie! Who is it for? someone who knows how to cook beautifully. b Those who desire to learn how to cook. HOME POSTS LINK CONTACT
MAKE NOTES.• Who? • Why? • What is flat? Ask with answers about cookies from you know. Who do you know who is right to cook? My father - he's a cookie. Why is your dad a good cook? It can cook many different things. What does he do? It makes fantastic chicken salad. 46 Baked! Jake Hi everyone and welcome
to my cooking blog. I'm not a good cook, but I want to be better. I just want to learn how to cook simple dishes and eat well. I don't want to cook hard things and I don't want to be a famous chef. In this blog, I want to tell you about the help I get from my family and friends and the things I try out. So if you want to be a
better cook, but not a chef, then maybe I can help you! Unit 4 c Read the recipe for a weight salad. Only phrases he eats me - share!. What does Jake talk about? 1 and 5 are in the correct order. Put the other sentences in the correct order. a meal he eats him planning a 1 dinner cooking their beans in hot water and a
little one. c He eats me – share! Again. Do the phrases true or Add salt and pepper and mix everything together. Put lemon and oil on the hot beans - not too much. Leave their weight until they are hot. False? Correct false sentences. 1 Jake hopes the blog can help others plan dinner for friends. 2 It is not a good idea to
invite a lot of people to dine. 3 It's always fun to try a new dish because friends tell you whether it's good or not. 4 Decide the night to dine there and then tell your friends. 5 It helps to make all cooking before your friends come. d 3 5 Place the bean salad in a beautiful bowl and serve to your guests. d Add the words to the
box in sentences of 3c. Firstly do you prefer to cook for others or go to someone's house for a meal? Why? Writing skills Make the command clear afterwards firstly, cooking the beans in hot water... 4 Write a blog in Jake's, the first words and next help make a Plan a blog about something you know how to do. Answer
questions. b write your blog. Use my meals – Share! in order to clear. Underscore two more phrases in the blog that also make the order clear. What are two phrases can we change and then? What punctuation do we use after these sentences? • What's the best idea for getting better? • What is a good order to do these
things? help you. c Swap blogs with another student and check the key order. HOME POSTS LINK CONTACT MY FEED – Share! Added to 12.47 today You like the idea of eating dinner for friends? Here are my ideas for planning a dinner for friends – I hope you find them helpful... First, think about how many people
you want to invite. Don't invite too much – I think four people are a good number. After that, ring or email invite your friends and all agree on a night that's good for everyone. After that, decide on your menu. Only choose food that you know how to prepare. Don't choose new dishes and hard – it's just too hard. Your
friends know that you are not a chef and your house is not a restaurant! Finally, on the day of the dinner, you need a lot of time to prepare everything – the food and the table. (Weekend is good because you have all the day to prepare.) If everything is ready before your guests arrive, you can enjoy the more dine.
Cooking for friends can be easy and fun. I hope it is for you! 47 UNIT 4 Review and extension of a Read three conversations. What one matches the picture? 1 A fruit you love? B I love most kinds of fruit, but not bananas. 2 To What vegetables would you like? B I would like potatoes and carrots, please. 3 One we want
to have a feast. Would you like to join us? B yes, thank you. I would like them. GRAMMAR 1 A Correcting of the Dead (1–10) is unusual. There's a very good market near my home. I'm still going there to buy 1food. Some styles sell vegetables and 3free. I usually buy 4potato and 5onion there because they're very
cheap. At my favorite stall an old woman selling 6butters, 7cream and 8eg from her own farm. There is also a building where they sell Fish 9 and 10meat. b b Look at the questions in 3a. What questions ... 1 is about what B wants now 2 B guests to go a place 3 is about what B likes in general (not just now) bLine the
correct answers. 1 2 3 4 5 6 Did we receive / any onions? How many / many coffee do you drink? How many / many bananas would you like? Can you buy a / some spy? Are there any / lots of milk in the frige? How many of / a lot of money have you received? Select the correct answer. 1 I have not been allocated, but I
can buy a cup of coffee. few ch lot 2 No bananas. Let's buy some more. a lot c a lot c some 3 part's going to do great – people want to come. a lot of c any 4 He received good books about food and cooking. a few c any VOCABULARY 2 A Match to the words in the box with 1-5. Then add one c Match a-c with the same
meaning 1-3 of 3b. A I don't like Big Brother. I think it's a terrible program. b Would you like to come to my birthday party? c I would like two themes, please. d Match those words marked at 1–4 with the meaning of a-d. 1 What's it like to live without the internet? 2 A computer was not received. I couldn't live like that. 3 I
eat lots of fruit, such as apples, pairs, melon and bananas. 4 It's 20 and it studies Russian, just like me. a b c c 1 Invite a friend to the cinema on Friday. 2 You are in a grocery store. Ask for some apples. 3 You are a piss in a café. A customer says 'A coffee, please.' 4 Someone is an invite to your house. You want to
know what to cook for him. 5 On a feast, someone says he lives in New York. Ask him about the city. Raisin chicken roasted lamb potatoes boiled carrot yogurt tires beef vegetables kind of fruit stuff from how milk in cooked similar to for example how it is in this writing a question and for every situation. more words in
each group. 1 2 3 4 5 WORDPOWER like 3 f Ask and answer the questions in 3e with a partner. b see 1–9. What is a normal (✓) and what is unusual (or impossible) (✗)? 1 2 2 3 4 5 5 roasted chicken✓ roast ✗ boiled ✗ boiled egg grilled rice fried fish 6 7 8 8 9 fried raisin lamb fried mushions potatoes boiled YOUR
PROGRESS REVIEW How well have you been in this unit? Write 3, 2, or 1 per goal. 3 = very well 2 = quite 1 = not so well i CAN... Talk about the food I want to talk about the food I eat every day to come in and order a meal at a restaurant to write a blog about something I know how to do. 48 5 T I. UN EAST CAN
TARGET ■ Talk about small towns ■ Describe rooms and furniture in your home ■ Ask for and give directions ■ Write a description in your neighborhood Badge GET STARTED TALKING ABOUT THE PICTURE. What ideas do you think is true? 1 2 3 4 5 b A family live here. People go here for a quiet weekend. Wild
animals live inside. You can stay here on holiday. People use it when it rains a lot and the river is high. Imagine you enter the house. Answer questions. 1 How many rooms are there? 2 What things can you see? c In fear, ask and answer their questions. 1 Why it's a good thing for a home? 2 Why is it a bad place? 3
What is a 'good house'? Here are some ideas: • He got a lot of room. • Is in a quiet place. It's expensive. • He's got a field. • It's in the city center. • It's modern. • 49A Learn to talk about G city to have /have V Location in a city read the text again and answer questions. Reading 1 Some beautiful restaurants 1 2 3 4 Where
do you think A-c pictures are from? Select the Country to land in the box. England China Spain usa France the DTS Strange town of Thames Town is a strange English city. There's a city square and beautiful buildings and there are some beautiful restaurants. There are streets and cafés with large, green parks where
you can sit and relax. You can walk by the river in the center of the city. So what's unbalanced? Well, there are no English people apart from some tourists. Thames Town is not in England, it's in China. And the buildings are not actually old. Thames Town is new - to finish it in 2006. Thames Town is in Songjiang 30
kilometers in Shanghai, a major city at the east side of China. It was part of the building project 'One city, nine cities'. There is also a German city with modern apartments and a river with bridges and a Spanish city with squares and wind. Who lives there? A lot of the buildings are still empty because it's very expensive to
live there. But young Chinese often go there and take pictures when they marry. And, of course, lots of tourists visit because they can see many different places in one day! How can I get there? It's easy to get there. There is not a metro station in the city, but Songjiang New City metro station is only 4 km away - take the
Shanghai Metro Line 9 from the center of Shanghai and then take a taxi or a bus. You can travel from China to 'England' in less than an hour! c 50 Talk about the questions. 1 Would You Like to Visit Thames Town? Why / Why not? 2 Would you like to live there? Read all weird towns and check your answers. Why is it
weird? How is Thames Town unusual? Can you see other cities like this near Shanghai? Why do people visit Thames Town? What's the best way to get there from Shanghai? b UNIT 5 VOCABULARY Places in a city 2f 2.29 Pronunciation Listen to the phrases from 3a and 3c. An underscore twelve words in strange city
for the location of a 1 When the speakers used here? a phrase b in question c in short answer 2 Does the word contain: a long voice sound b a short veil sound? city or city. Who can you see in pictures of a-c? b Now go to Vocabulary Focus 5A on p.165 Work with other students. Write words for more places in a city.
Think of: g • Where to go in the evening • Things to see • Where to relax in Daytime D 4 Talk about the three places you love in your city or city. a GRAMAR contains there are 3 a completion of the sentences from Strange Towns and a metro station in the city. some beautiful restaurants. anyone English. a city square
with beautiful buildings. b fill out the table with forms contained or contained. + – There's a good hotel in the city centre. There is Beckham Sr. a cinema in there any park. some nice coffee. c Match questions 1–4 on Thames Town and answer b-d. 1 2 3 4 Is there a river? Is there a metro station? Is there any coffee? Are
there old buildings? a c d d d e a good hotel in town? Yes, there are any good restaurants? Yes. . Go to Gramar Focus 5A on p.144 Work in four groups: Pe A and Pe A. Fear A: You are visiting in a city or city. Write questions to ask about these things in the box. Is there a ...? Are there any ...? Can I...? Where can I...?
d Fill the table with the containing or containing form. The short answer 2.30Am asks the Italian friend, Paola, roughly visiting Venice, his home town. Fill in the conversation with the correct form of contained or contained. Listen and check your answers. shoppers and walk things to see bus and restaurant tracks and
famous building cafe no, no. They are all new. Yes, there is. It's in the city center. Yes, there is. There are a lot of. No, no. There's one in Songjiang. Yes/No questions talk toM is Venice a good place to visit? PAOLA Oh, it's a fantastic city to visit. 1 many old buildings, with 2 some beautiful squares. 3 TOM any good
restaurant? PAOLA Yes, 4, but they're quite expensive. TOM What about Coffee? 5 any good coffee? PAOLA Oh yes, 6 lots of good coffee. The coffee is very good in Italy. TOM And How Can I Get In Places? 7 a subways? PAOLA No, 8 a metro, but we don't need one .9 lots of trenches, so you can go all by boat. win,
there, no or no. 1 2 3 4 Communications 5A Student A goes to p.130. Student B goes to p.134. Scary B: Think about a town or city that you know well. Make note of these things in the box. No, no, . The city is great to visit because ... what about... There's a famous... It is called ... There are a lot of.... c Use the
conversation in the 4a and your notes at 4b have a conversation. Fear A: Ask about the city. Fear B: Answer the questions about the city. 51 5B Ward Is This? Learn to describe rooms and furniture in your home's pronoun G Possessive and posessive 'V Furniture VOCABULARY Furniture VOCABULARY 1 A Ask and
answer their questions. 1 Do you live in a house or apartment? 2 What is your home age? 3 In your country where you can buy furniture? My apartment is very old. Pronunciation listens to the pronunciation of the labeled letters. Do the sounds are long or short? 2.31 3 ward 4 archair 5 off 6 bad and answer questions. 1
Which all-time autoplement letter 2 Can you hear this letter in the examples? 3 Match so far, it with doors and three words and even long sounds in 1d. I still buy furniture online. it advertises for a furniture shop. Who fruit looks at your rooms from now on. Write a list of the stores for? furniture in it.a lover of expensive
furniture. b people who do not want to spend too much money on furniture. g c Match the words in the box with pictures a–l. Compare your list with a partner. What have you got? I had ... ice wash bookcase curtain machine cover cupboard armcardair chest in chest to dig sofa NEW APARTMENT? Have you received all
the furniture you need? We sell new and second hand furniture: • bed • chairs • sofas • wards • delivery • chest of drawers... a b from classic to oven – we've got all the furniture you need. It's all good quality at a low price. e g h f i j she BUY ONLINE OR IN STORE 52 UNITS 5 c Watch the phrases and answer question 2
a question. Ask and answer questions. Who is ice is that? It's a mirror of mine. b is me. 1 Do we need to repeat the mirror in response? 2 Which answer is best? 1 What is your favorite room at home? 2 Do you have a favorite furniture piece? b2.32am the Jim Crystal Ruth, visiting him in his new flat. Listen to the
conversations. What Room Is Jim Show rhythmic? a cookique in b living room c d Fill the sentences with the words in the box. c the bathroom d room 1 2 2 3 4 5 Listen again and write the furniture to talk about in each room. 2.32 Room 1 Bedroom 2 d What does Valtata think of the furniture of Jim's flat? GRAMMAR 3 1
2 3 4 5 6 . . . . . . . the parents of my sister (x3) my mother stayed in a flat with seven rooms. It's not 1 – it's my 2. In my room, there's a really big book that I love. It's 3 me, but it's not living at home right now so I don't think it's 4 any more – it's 5. My father had a study with a beautiful old office. He's really 6 me, but Dad
always says to Maman, 'He's not 7 right now, he's 8.' 4 This is Jim's flat. It's Jims flat. It's Jimm's flat. It's my parents' flat. It's my parents' flat. It's my parents' flat. It's in it at 2.37 It's about Jean Paul's flat. Fill the text with the words in the box. Listen and check your answers. Your mums and your father are in David Mum
and The Tick Father (✓) the correct phrases. ➔ ➔ ➔ ➔ ➔ f Fill the conversation with words out of the box. Listen and check your answers. I love that brachair. Yes, it's fine... Interesting. Is it 1? No, it's 2 . He's my flatmate. i like it. That mirror over there. It's that 3 Well, yes, but really it's 4 now. It's my bed. It is your lamp.
It's his sofa. It's theirs It's his chair. Now he goes to Gramar Focus 5B on p.144 2.33 RUTHM JIM JIM I and Posessive pronounce and possess 'in a talk read a four sentence written on your home, the furniture of it and what furniture it is. See the words of John Paul in 3f help you. read your sentence to a partner. Listen to
your partner's sentence and try to remember the information. Who can remember the most? In the living room there's a very large sofa. Jim's flatmate, David North, has two big sofas. The lamp in your bedroom is your brother. Yes, that's right. Jim and Ruth 53 5C Daily English Check What Else Says Stress P Sentence
Is There a Bank Near Here? KOUte 1 answers the questions about picture a and b. 1 Where do you think Dan and Leo want to go? Say why. a c c a meeting d breakfast 2 There's a problem. What do you think it is? b Learn how to ask and give directions to Watch or listen to Part 1 and check your answers in 1a. 2.38 2
CONVERSATION SKILLS C 2.38 Watch or listen to Part 1 again. Select the correct answer. 1 The street name on Leyo's phone is: a Bedford Street b Park Road. 2 Leo says South Street is: an off-road park b in North Street. 3 Dan Doesn't Want: A Too Early B's Late. A third of what others say to 2.39 Look at the
sentences in Part 1 and answer their questions. LEO TEETH are you sure it's here? i think so. LEO TEETH are you sure? Yes. are the questions still correct if we swap two marked words? why Is Dan asking questions? Select the correct answer. He agrees with Leo. b He wants to check something with Leo. LISTEN TO
3 A b When you're lost, what do you usually do? Choose an idea. 1 Look again for the correct street on your phone. 2 Continue on the street and find the correct street. 3 Ask someone for help finding the correct street. b 2.40 See or listen to Part 2. Do Dan and Leo have the same idea as you are in the 3a? c watch or
listen to Part 2 again. Are the phrases true or false? Correct false sentences. 2.40 1 Tooth and Leo want to find a bank that is on the edge of Paved Road and South Street. 2 The man in the street says there's a bank 150 metres away. d work in fear. See photo c. Dan and Leo get a bank, but there's another problem.
What do you think it is? and 2.41 See or listen to Part 3. Answer questions. 1 Do they find the correct bank? 2 Do the women speak to know where the South Street is? 54 cIT UNIT 5 f 2.41 See or listen to Part 3 again. Follow the woman's directions. Write to South Street on the map. 4 USEFUL LANGUAGE 5 Ask for
and give sentence directions to stress a Fill in the questions and words in the box. tell where there is 1 Can 2 Be 3 to 4 a how to choose the correct answer. As we give direction, we stress: 1 only verbs and nouns the 2 words for direction and put the 3 little words that join mind. mark the words with the words in the box.
on a left side 1 go straight on the road. 2 The bank on your right. 3 Go straight ahead until you come to Park Road. c c Match the directions and map a-b. 1 Turn to right in the metro station. 2 Turn to the adequate Park Road. d b 2.42 Complete the conversation with the words in the box. Listen and check. go (x3) turn
(x2) get can come an excuse me, 1 you tell me how to 2 in the park? B Yes, 3 straight on and 4 straight at the corner. One is good on King Street? B Yes and 5 Sets King Street until you 6 Park Road, then 7 left. One left at Park Road? B Yes and 8 straight on for about 50 metres. The park is on your right. A thank you
very much. and 2.43 He and listen to B's direction in 4d. Notice the insisting words. Go straight on and turn right to the corner. Go along King Street until you arrive at Park Road, then turn left. Go straight on for about five meters. The park is on your right. a bank near here? we are how to go to South Street? Do I find
Park Road? Can I get a supermarket? b see the sentences for direction. Change a supermarket PRONUNCIATION 6 A in pair, take turns asking for and giving directions like the conversation to 4d. Using phrases from 4, the card in 3f and providing directives in different locations. Speak communications 5C Students
Attend p.131. Student B goes to p.133. Unit Progress testing check your progress you can test unit progress now. In fear, practice the conversation in 4d. Taking turns being A and B.55D 5D skills for writing Learn to write a description in your neighborhood It's not very exciting, but it's a good place to live W Linking Ideas
and, but so talk and listen to a 1 What makes a good neighbor? Tick (✓) leader card. many of the shops of a soccer stadium do not have shops or cafés a very carb supermarket in cafées and restaurants a cinema sports center a Museum LECture 2 a Read around the world online and answer questions. 1 What can you
read on this website? 2 What does the website want you to do? it's in my neighboring. Will Anita and Irena live in the same kind of neighborhoods? underscore the correct answers. Talk about your ideas at 1a. Antonella, Keith and Jia talk about what they think makes a good neighborhood. Listen and answer questions.
2.44 1 Who loves a neighborhood that is: a new busy silence? 2 Who do you agree with? 1 2 3 4 5 Anita / Irena live near the city center. Anita / Irena loves a noisy neighborhood. Anita / Irena can often go shoppers. It's easy for Anita/Irena to eat in a restaurant. There's a place where Anita/Irena can find some exercises
near her home. EDIT ARTICLES DISCUSS AROUND THE WORLD ONLINE Travel the world without leaving home! IT on neighborhoods different from the world. You can learn about real life in many different countries by looking at photos and reading about where people live – these are places tourists never go to!
Antonella and we want you to write about your neighborhood. Tell us everything about that and what you think of it. CLICK HERE TO ENTER Jia A DIFFERENT WORLD. Keith d2.44 Listen again. Write the locations in boxes next to the people who talk about them. restaurant shopping club shop cafés museum cinema
park an Antonella b Keith c Jia Who loves the neighborhoods? Who doesn't do that? and ask and answer questions about your neighborhood. Are there stores in your neighborhood? 56 Yea, there are many. There's a really good café near my house.UNIT 5 3 b Watch the sentences at 3a and complete the writing skills
of the rules and words in the box. Linked ideas and and, but thus a word outlined in each sentence below that links two ideas. 1 There are many good restaurants in my neighborhood and opposite my apartment a really good Thai restaurant, Siam Café. 2 My neighborship is not very exciting, but it's a good place to live.
3 There is no restaurant or bar in the area for it's beautiful and quiet. IN ME AND HANDS WHEN WE WANT TO ADD A 1 We use extra ideas. 2 We use when we want to add a different idea. 3 We use when we want to add an idea that is the result of the first idea. Underscore sentences that have words linked with. d
Enter words linked to the correct place in sentences. My 1 neighbor's katha in the city center has plenty of different shops near my house. (and) 2 I live near the university there are many interesting shops in my neighborhood. (so) my 3 neighborhoods are well occupied during the day it's beautiful and quiet at night. (but)
4 my house near a park has a small river with a bridge in the park. (and) my 5 neighbors are very friendly to it in a nice place to live sometimes it's her noises in the evening. (so but) 6 There's a popular bar in my neighborhood I don't like coffee I never went there. (but so) My borough is about two miles from the center of
the city. It's easy for me to get to the center of the city, but all I need is in my neighborhood so I don't go to the center very often. It's near the City Museum and there are some old buildings here so it's an interesting part of the city. There are many good restaurants in my neighborhood and opposite my apartment a really
good Thai restaurant, Siam Café. I love their food and it's cheap so I eat there often. Anita 4 Writes a Plan a Description of Your Neighborhood. Note. • Where • This • adjective to write about your neighborhood. Use Irena and anita's text with your notes in your help 4a. Use and, hand and so. exchange descriptions
another student and check words linked to. My neighborhood is about eight kilometres from the city center, but there's a metro train station near my house so it's easy to get there. There is no restaurant or bar in the area for it's beautiful and quiet. About a mile away there is a great comic mall and a lot of shops. Opposite
it, there's a park and a sports center. I go there three times a week to use the jimel. My neighboring is not very exciting, but it's a nice place to live. it's about the neighborhood of other students. Which one is more different from you? Irena 57 UNIT 5 WORDPOWER Preposition in place 3 Review and extension of a Match
Coffee 1–6 and a-f on the card. 1 Alpha Café A busy bar on Newton Street, next to the Cinema Rex. Cheap, but usually full. 2 Café Uno on the corner of Newton Street and Green Street. Good coffee and great cake, but expensive. 3 Café Express. A little coffee just in front of the station. Win or win. 4 La Roma. A small
café on Green Street, between the market and the library. They have good pasta dishes. MARCELLADY MARCELLADY MARCELLADY MARCELLADY ARENA MARCELLADY 5 Shane. At the end of Newton Street, opposite the station. Popular with mother and young children. 6 Café Casablanca. A Morocan cafe with a
beautiful garden. It's a small street behind the Cinema Rex. GRAMMAR 1 A Complete The Conversation With The Correct Form Of Can You Tell Me About Your Free Room? one bed, two guns and a large window. 2 cartoon? No, 3 , but 4 a small table. 5 And a shower? No, but 6 a toilet on the same floor. i see. And 7
other students at home? Yes. 8 four other students. 1 c c b Change the words marked make them shorter. Use a mine, you, it, etc B. The sack 1your bag 1your? you B No, it's not 2my bag. One look, I think that this is Theresa's phone.B I know it's not phone 3our, so maybe it's 4her phones. Let's call and ask him. A car
with is that? It's cool 5my car. And 6 motorcycles to his motorcycle, too. b see the underlined examples in 3a. Words like over and next are prepositions in place that tell us where something is. Underscore more prepositions in place of 3a.c Add one more word to make the phrases correct. A I think that's in my book .B

No,7my book of this book. I don't know where your 8 pounds are. 1 2 3 VOCABULARY 2 f e d Underline the correct words. 1 They live in a large dish / river near the center. 2 It costs many to stay in this bridge / hotel. 3 There are many good restaurants / parks in the main river / square. 4 Let's go to the flat/park. We can
play football. 5 There is only one square / bridge over the river. 6 The train gets to park / station at 6:30. The cinema is on King Street, the next supermarket. There's a cash machine at the end of Green Street. I'll meet you in front of the bank Newton Street. There's a new bookshop the corner of New Street. Work in fear.
Select four numbers on the card. Take turns describing and guessing where they are. Use prepositions in place. 3 1 7 5 2 10 4 8 6 9 b Fill the sentences with stuff you get in a room. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Look at me. Your face is dirty. I just want to wash my hands at the s You can put your own clothes in you I'm tired. I'm going to
lie on the s for a bit. Put your dirty clothes in your c i don't touch the carb. It's hot! Some patches in c . . . . . REVIEW YOUR PROGRESS How well do you perform in this unit? Write 3, 2, or 1 per goal. 3 = very well 2 = quite 1 = not so well i CAN... talk about cities describing rooms and furniture in my household asking
and giving directions to write a description of my neighboring. 58 6 T I un ily can target ■ Talk about your family and family history ■ Talk about past activities with Hobby ■ Lea a voice message message and ask someone on the phone ■ Write a fam life story getting started a look at the photo and answer questions. 1
Who do you think that the people in this family are? Use the words your family knows, such as 'mothers', 'sisters'. 2 Do you think they all live together in a house? 3 Select a person in the picture. Write down two questions to ask. b Talk about a family you know well - not your own family. 1 How many people in the family?
Who are they? 2 Who do you know best in the family? Why? 59 Learn to talk about your family and family history simple: be your family; The year and date of a talk about your parents, siblings or sisters. Think about: • Names are listening 2 • What to do an adjective about them 2.47 Listening to Part 2. Greg talks more
about his family. The person he talked about, his mother, his grandfather, in India listens to Part 1. Greg talks about his family. The tick (✓) person he talks about. 2.45 Uncle's grandparents are grandparents' granddaughters, grandfathers, grandfathers b 2.45 Listen again and check your answers in 1c. What parent was
born in India? and 2.46 Pronunciation Listen to the sound of the labeled letters. The tick (✓) words that have the same sound as hands /ʌ/. Uncle's cousin grandmother puts the life events in the correct order on the timeline. Listen again and check your answers. 2.47 1 2 3 4 5 6 selected words in 1b complete the Greg
family tree. The grandmother-married grandfather-born grandfather photographer worked up taking the photo attended by the university's grandmother born 1937 to 1958 f Look at the family tree again. Who can say those phrases? Write down their names. TH 1963 1962 A 2004 LY AL HA NJ IT AR Y TA G I! 60 Mother
E G L K R EL MI IV LL A R AND M LIC THIS draws your own family tree. Show it to your partner and talk about how some will win. A gNA 'Lalice is my aunt.' Greg, Ella, Rick 'Ravi's our coverings.' Ella, our daughter Rick, Ella and Greg are our cousins.' 'Sally and Nathan are our grandparents.' We have three
grandchildren. 1 2 3 4 5 6 Granny His Uncle VOCABULARY Family 1 C 6A Were Married in 1962 IC K UNIT 6 f 2.50 Pronunciation Listening to sentences. If there were or were they insisted, underscore them. 1 2 3 4 He was a physician. They were in school together. When was he born? Was he a doctor? Yes, it was. g
complete their policies with or not. In positive phrases and questions, was and insisted. In short answers, there were and insisted. h Fill out the questions and the last correct forms of the verb must be. 1 Where are you born? 2 Who is our first teacher? 3 What is your first school called? 4 yesterday a good day for you? i
ask and answer the questions in 3h. 4 Nathan and Sally a GRAMAR Past simple: let's 3 Greg's grandparents / they are not always alive. Her grandmother is / is not a doctor now. Her grandmother was / was not a doctor. His grandparents were / weren't in the same school. They had / were not friends at school. b Choose
the correct answer to complete the rules. 1 We use tea / they talked about: 2 To make a negative sentence, we add: a now an 'nt b last' we don't complete the table and was, didn't or didn't. + - I've read sick. a beautiful woman. We were in school together. They are friends at university. d What about your grandfather? 1
B Yes, it's 2. c 1930 1913 1918 1918 2011 2011 Go to Vocabulary Focus 6A on p.162 speaking a note about those in your family tree of 1g. • When they were born? • Where to stay? No, we are in the same class. In 1960 they got married. Listen again and complete the conversation. What words are repeated in the
question and answer? 2.52 Listen to tick (✓) years of hearing. And then practicing it tells them. 2002 2012 5 I wasn't sick. He's a teacher. He was a doctor. 2.48 In Part 2, Greg talks about year and date. Listen and answer questions. 2.51 1 How do we say 1939? nine hundred and nine hundred and ninety-nine? a
thousand and four branches oh 3 What extra words do we use when we say July 16? What do we add to 16? an underscore the correct words. 1 2 3 4 VOCABULARY Year and date b • How old are they? • What do they do? Ask and answer questions about your family tree. he's also a doctor? A 3 are in the same class?
B No, they are 4. An hour 5 B 6 and is born? born in 1939 I think. Now go to Grammar Focus 6A on p.146 61 6B I have played anything and everything learned to talk about past activities and Hobby G Past Simple: Positive V Past simple irregular verbs read his family secrets and check your answer 1b. Reading 1 a
screenshot Enter event from Steve Jobs's life at Ask and answer questions. Order. 1 Who is the man in the pictures? 2 What do you know about his company? 3 What do you know about his family's life? b The text calls the secrets of his family. What do you think the secret is? Talk about the ideas and choose one. One
three three four grandfathers he had married four times. He's got a secret sister. His father was a famous actor. He never met his brother. her family secrets a c c e g Steve started a new pass time: electronics. His sister Mona was born. Steve became friends with Steve Wozniak. Steve's real parents couldn't keep him.
Steve met his sister. Klara and Paul Job became Steve's parents. The two Steves became very rich. Apple computers got started. His name is famous around the world and every day millions of people use the products he made – our phones, computers, laptops, tablets and MP3 players. We all think we know his story
from magazines, newspapers and the internet, but how much do we really know about him? Steve Jobs was born in San Francisco in 1955. His real parents were university students. They decided not to keep their sons and Steve was adopted by Clara and Paul Job. The Jobs family lived in Mountain's view of California.
This is now in Silicon Valley, where there are a lot of big tech companies. The Steve Hobby as a child was electronic. He made simple computers with his father wrecked his family. In high school he met Steve Wozniak. They both love electronics and became good friends. In 1976, they started Apple Computers in
Steve's parenting garage. They worked hard and four years later, the company was worth $1.2billion. Two years later Steve found out about his sister for the first time. After she was adopted, her real parents had another child, Mona, who became a famous writer. Brother and sister close friends until she died in 2011.
People are going to continue to remember Steve when they see or use an Apple product. 62 UNIT 6 GRAMMAR Past Simple: Positive 2 4 Past simple irregular verbs a form of simple underlined verbs 1–5 into the textbox. One two three four five 5 a Hannah and Charlie used the last simple irregular work start live decide
to love verbs in the box of their conversations. Match 1–9. had been spent saying buying prices on the settlement completed the rule. To shape the simple past of regular verbs add c or . Pronunciation Listens to the infinite shape and the last form of the verbs of the 1a. Which two verbs have an extra in the past? 2.55b c
and 5 a Campers say the last shapes are simple. Who has an extra? Listen and check your answers. 2.56 • watch • Watch • Wanted • Wanted • Arrived • Arrived • Remember 3 g 3 to make 4 come now go to Grammar Focus 6B on p.146 LISTEN • Last year talked him about Becky's fun. Fill the text with the last simple
shape of the verbs in the box. Listen and check your answers. 2.62 shoppers like aerial you were a child. Make note. Read Becky's example of 5a helping you. Think about: Tick (✓) hobby you made when you were a child. take pictures of the guitar player can you think of other passes of time? • what you did • how your
parents helped you b listen to Hannah and Charlie. What were the children's passages? listen again and complete the notes on Hannah and Charlie. 2.58 2.58 Fun Details • Last week b Think of a pleasure you had when a Steve Jobs' hobby when he was an electronic child. reading cartoon pictures • yesterday When I
was younger I was playing the piano. I'm only 1 jaz by modern or classical music. My parents 2 am a piano when I was eight years old and I had 3 lessons then. They are 4 a lot of CD jazz and I'm still 5 ones. So they were happy for me to play jaz. My 6 jazz piano all the time. I still play the piano now and Jaz is still my
favorite music. Secret. Are these regular or irregular verbs? 2 Find Use verbs to go, eat, buy, do and talk about things you did: players • ended • had needed f Underline the last form of verbs 1–4 in his family 1 has Now gone to Vocabulary Focus 6B on p.163 • last night – end up having a small extra / ɪd / only after . 7 do
8 get 9 come 4 go 5 price 6 spend 1 buy 2 meals 3 d Complete the rule with two sounds. and VOCABULARY Hannah Charlie Cake basketball Talk with a partner about your infant partner. Start the conversation with that question. What was your hobby when you were kids? Parenting issues now 63 6C daily English
Learn leave a message message for messages and ask someone on the phone can you call me back? When you ask someone to wait TO LISTEN TO 1 A SOUND P with spelling: an if you phone a friend and have no answer, what do you usually do? Say why. • let a message • send them a text • call again b Look later
or listen to Part 1. Which two people left message? c 2.63 Look or listen to Part 1 again. Are the phrases true or false? 2.63 1 Annie says Dan only calls her on her mobile.2 Dan tells Annie where she is. USEFUL LANGUAGE 2 let a voice message message a What is Dan Phrase (D) or Annie (A) saying? Who is on their
voice (V)? 1 2 3 4 5 6 Please leave a message after the tone. Can you call me back? Could you call me back? You can call me on my work number or my mobile. I'm not here now. Hi, Dan - it's Annie. b 2.63 Look or listen to Part 1 again and check your responses in 2a.c 2.64 Fill the voice message with the caller's
message and the words in the box. Listen and check. this message he calls here back Vwaemail Hello, 1 is Alex. Sorry, I'm not 2 just now. Please leave a 3 with your caller later. Hi, 4 Pam. Could you call me 5? You can 6 me at work. d work in fear. Use the dialog card to leave a message. Take turns being A and B. A
UNIT 64 B 6 COST 3 A 6 and spelling: a set-and-event in order to have occurred. See or listen to Part 2 and check your answers. 2. 65 an annie carriage of Leo. b 1 Mana go in iron coffee. c Leo answers the phone. d Teeth bring some coffee. and Dan talking to Annie. b Answer questions. 1 What does Leo and Annie
talk about? How are temperatures 2 How does Leopard feel? c job c ask someone on the phone a 2.65 Watch the answer to Annie's question and Leyo's answer. Underscore the correct words. Then watch or listen to Part 2 again and check your answers. ANNIE LEO LEO b 7 Is Dan 1here/La? It's not 2here / there just
now. Can he call me 3again / behind? It will be 4back / there soon. A Sound 1/æ/Sound 2/ɔː/Sound 3/ɪ/Sound 4/eɪ/Thanks call message later 2.67 Which letter sounds are marked there in the words in the box? Add them to the sound bands of the 6a. Listen and check. Listen and repeat. Work in fear. Cover the table at
6a. Student A: says a word from 6b. Student B: Say a word with the same sound. Then swap roles. Talk 2.68 Listen and fill in the phone conversation. SUE NICK SUE Works In Fear. Use the dialog card to request a person. Take turn that A and B.A 2.66 Listen to the sound of the letter a of the words below. Palace
Village wait height back voice luggage even small black table USEFUL TONGUE 4 PRONUNCIATION 4 PRONUNCIATION Hello, Sue Parker. Hi, Sue. 1 Nick's. Is Melanie there, please? No, sorry. He's not 2 just now. It's in his English class. Do you want to leave a 3 ? No, it's OK. Can she call me 4 ? OK, I'll say it.
Thank you. It can be my 5 on my mobile. OK.... Just a 6 . I need to get a pen to write the number. It's OK, he knows my number. NICK SUE NICK SUE NICK 5 MELANIE NICK MELANIE NICK CONVERSATION CONVERSATIONS ASKS someone to wait a complete conversation with the words in MELANIE'S box. just
wait you can 1 come back soon. ANNIE Sure. LEO LEO MANA Minutes (x2) It's Annie. Oh, right. 3's2 a4. Conversation? c Communications 6C Students Attend p.130. Student B goes to p.134. Student C goes to p.135. ? It will b what a minute means to a minute exactly a minute' hi, Nick. 7 Melanie. Hi, Melanie! Sue tells
you 8. Yes, that's right. Do you want to meet on Friday? We can go for a meal. Yes, I would like. b 'a little while' Practice the conversation at 4b again. Using expressions in 5a. Unit Progress Test check the progress you can now test the Unit Progress. 65 6D Skills for Writing Learn to Write a Life Story W Linking Insights
in the past five months later, we got married listening and talking 1 a pick two important years into your life. Make note of what happened in each year. 1995 - started school b Tell your partner what happened in your two important years. c 2.69 Years below were important in the life of Eva. What do you think happened?
Match the sentences and years. Listen and check. a c d and got it work as a teacher went live in the USA moved to Germany was born to her husband 1982 d 2.69 1 2 3 4 66 1995 2000 2007 2010 Eva from Colombia under the correct answer. Listen again and check. It was held in a small / large city in Colombia. He
went to the USA alone/ with his parents. He taught young children / teens. He went to Germany to get a job / to be near Niko. and write the two most important years of your life. Tell your partner the years. Guess what happened in your partner's year. UNIT 6 READING 2 Look at the timeline. Put sentence a-f on George
in the correct order. 200 1991 3 1998 1984 1984 2011 0 2013 1995 201 WRITE SKILLS Bonding Leader In The Past 3 A Full Sentence 2 so that it means the same as 1. 1 In 1995, we moved to London with me to attend school. 2 I was 11, we moved to London with me attending school. phrases complete with or when.
1 I left school I was 18. Two 2003, I attended University of London 3 I was in South Africa, I worked as an engineer. What words (in or when) are we used: a and year b to longer sentences? Fill out the sentences that are true for you. Write when you have done each thing using or when. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 i started school... I
left school... I went to college... I met my wife / husband / friend... I got my first job... I first went on a plane... I had my first phone/computer... d Fill sentence 2 so that it also means the same as 1. George now an hour I was 11, we moved to London and I went to school. b In South Africa, I met Carolina and we were
married a few months later. c A year later, I went to university in London and studied engineering. d i was born in 1984 in Edinburgh, 1 Scotland. and then in 2010 I got a job as an engineer in South Africa. f I left school in 2002 and I got a job at a bank. 1 I left school in 2003. In 2004, I went to college. 2 I left school in
2003. One year, I went to college. and Change expressions to underscore using a + later expression. 1 I left university in 2008. In 2010, I went to work in South Africa. 2 I met Carolina in January 2011. In June 2011, we got married. 3 We were married in June 2011. In June 2014, we had our first child. Write two
sentences in your past or someone in your family. Use later in the second sentence. I came to the UK in January 2014. Three months later, I found a job. g Read your sentence, but stop after the word later. Is your partner guessing how they finished? I came to the UK in January 2014. Three months later, ... 4 Write and
speak a thought about someone in your family. Draw a timeline like George's and add notes. Write a life story to your notes using it. Do not write the person's name or tell which relationship you are in in a.c Swap life story with another student and guess who they are. d Read your partner's story again. Check... Check...
bought a flat? how the ideas are linked to past times. 67 UNIT 6 Review and extension A read the conversation and answer questions. I need 1go home now. It's hot and I feel tedious. I can drive you. no no. I can be 2go by bus. are you sure? Yes, I need 3go to shop on the road at home. The shopping is next to stop the
bus. LIVE Do you want 4go for a swim later on? SARAH Yes, that would be beautiful. And after that I would really like 5 away from a restaurant. LIVE sounds like a good idea. SARAH VIVRA VIVRAH SAVRA GRAMMA 1 a conversation of the conversation with the correct form of the verb must be. Use contradictions if
possible. ANNA JENNY ANNA JENNY ANNA JENNY ANNA JENNY Hi, Jenny. How is your 1? I2 well thanks. Your 3 are in the meeting yesterday? Yes, I'm 4 , but it's 5 very helpful. What about Phil? His 6 in the meeting? No, it's 7 . It's 8 sick homes. Oh dear, the poor guy. 9 it's OK today? yes, I think so. Read 10 here
today.1 Who got a car? 2 What plans does Sarah and Live win for later? b match the sentences marked in 3a with the meaning of a-e. a c c e b fills the text with the correct simple form of the verbs in brackets. When I'm 1 (eBay) a child I 2 (want) to be a 3 truck driver. I (love) trucking and I'm 4 (have) a lot of toy trucks.
But when I'm 5 (must) over twelve years old I6 (decided) that trucks were boring. After my school 7 (study) business at university, but I'm 8 (found) that boring too. Now I'm a chef and I love it. Fill out the phrases and shapes that are present in simple or past forms within the verbs in brackets. 1 Last night we (stayed) in
the house with my husband (cooked) an amazing dinner. 2 I (go) to the country with my family last weekend. We (have) a really nice time together. 3 My sister (play) volleyball on Tuesday night. She usually (get) home at about 7:30 pm, but that night she (get) back to 8:15 pm. 4 brothers me and I (spend) a lot of time
together when we (must) kids, but now we almost never (see) with each other. Fill the text with the correct family word. Peter and Barbara are my father's parents, so they are my 1. I'm very close to my 2 barbara, and my 3 feet, too. My father has one only, Helen, and she marries Jonathan. My mother has no siblings
and so Helen is only 4 and Jonathan is only 5 cents. They have three children so I have three to 6. b write the date in mo. 25/12/1982 - twenty-fifth of eighteen december - from 1 19/10/2014 to 2 12/6/1985 3/9/1990 4 22/ 4/20 08 5 31/8/2009 6 9/1/2012 travel no leave and return to where I live some things left off at home
and do something fun Match 1–4 and a-d to make more sentences and go. 1 2 3 4 go to go to go from a b d d train to the cinema part of a walk correcting the mistakes of their sentences. 1 2 3 4 5 They want to go home now. I need to go shop in town this afternoon. I would love to go to the movies tonight. Would you like
going to a coffee? He usually goes to work for buses. and write sentences about your life using sentences and timely. 1 daily / usually / go home every day I usually go home at 5:30 pm. 2 3 4 VOCABULARY 2 WORDPOWER go 3 f per week / go shopping often go / city center by evening / would like / go out sometimes /
go for a walk / to tell a partner your sentence at 3am. How similar are you? REVIEW YOUR PROGRESS How well do you perform in this unit? Write 3, 2, or 1 per goal. 3 = very well 2 = quite 1 = not so well i CAN... Talking about my family and family history talking about past activities and hobbies left a voice message
message and asked someone on the phone to write a story of life. 68 7 T I un ys can target ■ Talk about past trips ■ Talk about what you like and dislike about transport ■ Tell my excuse and forgiveness ■ Write an email about yourself you are Joting started a look at the picture and answered their questions. 1 This man
on a journey. What country do you think it's in? Why? 2 What do you think the man and woman talk about? • directions • weather • personal information • shopping • Something else 3 Think about the questions and answers. b In fear, ask and answer the questions. 1 Where would you like to travel? 2 Would you like to
travel by... • Car • Plane • Something else 3 What would you like to see and do there? 69 7A We did not plan our trip Learn to talk about past G trips: negative and question V transport 1 2 Asia 3 South America from China to Euro since South Africa to Egypt from Ecuador to Chile SILK ROAD more than 2,000 years ago,
China started looking for new locations in Europe to sell products such as Silk Road more than 2,000 years ago, China started looking for new locations in Europe in selling products such as Silk. Different routes opened with the so-called 'Silk Road'. It was a tough trip and it could take six months on foot. Today,
companies like Hewlett Packard use 'New Silk Road' to transport laptops between China and Germany by train – and it only takes 13 days! The Old Silk Road is also very popular now with tourists - more than 50 million tourists visit Xi'a, the city at the beginning of the Old Silk Road, annually. READING 1 A look at the
map 1–3. What trip would you like to go? Why? BLOG read the way Silk and answered questions. 1 Which trip 1a is it described? 2 Was it still a tourist road? c L Travelblog and match the texts LAKAy FORUMS PHOTO VIDEOS BIKE LINK WITH PHOTO A and b.d Read the blogs again. Who makes you my best trip
ever!! b think every sentence after their journey, Murat (M) or Ingrid(i)? It really was a great trip and I can remember many amazing things that we did. For example, when we were in Kyrgyzstan, we saw some very interesting competitions and horses. We didn't understand them, but it was a lot of fun! We didn't travel
normally more than 300 kilometres a day – and sometimes less – but one day we travelled 500! I sleep well that night! We stayed at hotels, but we didn't use luxury hotels because they were too expensive. There was one thing we didn't like – go from one country to another. The border police checked everything again
and again and it took a long time - six hours a day! 1 I saw some strange sports on my journey. 2 We made sure our bags were light. 3 Sometimes we didn't want to get on our bikes. 4 Where we lived usually two stars. 5 I needed to show my passport exceedingly. 6 We loved to see where people lived. Who tour do you
think was better? Why? 70 MURAT ACAN MOTORCYCLE UNIT 7 VOCABULARY TRANSPORT 2 A Matching the words in the box with pictures 1–8. aeroplane (airplane) scooter boat helicopter train ferry 1 2 4 3 a You can also travel on the Silk Road by bus or train. What would you rather do? b 2.73 Klara talks with
his friend Hans along the Silk Road. How did Hans travel? c 5 7 8 a transport type: • • c 3 Listen again. Are the phrases true or false? GRAMMAR Past Simple: 2.74 Questions Filling Out These Questions From Klara and Hans' Conversation. Listen and check. do you travel? do you catch the dick out? do you go to
Central Asia? To make questions in the simple last one, we use: + Subject + Infinite GRAMAR Past Simple: Negative c a completes the phrases from the blog Ingrid. . b b Look at the sentences in 3a and complete the rule. d 2.74 Pronunciation Listen to the questions in 5a again. Notice the pronunciation of your
pronunciation in every question. Can you hear both words explicitly? Now, go to Gramar Focus 7A on p.148 2.76 Klara went on the silk road and told another friend about his trip. Complete the conversations using the verbs in parentheses. Then listen and check. How does 1 (let's) trip you on the silk road? It 2 (must be)
amazing – unbelievable! How do your 3 (travel)? We are 4 (cycle), but sometimes we 5 (take) trains or 6 (trips) by coach. PAUL How many countries is 7 you (visit)? KLARA Most countries in Central Asia, but we are 8 (not gone) to Tajikistan. PAUL 9 You (Enjoy) Most? KLARA Meeting people - they are 10 (must) so
friendly. PAUL KLARA PAUL KLARA TOUR MY DREAM ON THE SILK ROAD RID LEIDENROTH THIS WAS my dream holiday!! It wasn't a fast way to travel, but there was a lot to see with a lot of time to think! Before we left, we packed our bags very carefully because we didn't want to take anything that we didn't
need (too heavy!). Some days we travelled about 80 miles, but other days – when we were tired – we didn't go very far at all. And sometimes, when we were very tired, we didn't want to cycle and we got up on trucks. We did not plan our journey very carefully, and we often changed our plans. We were lying in tents next
to the road and we were watching the stars for hours. the best about traveling this way is that you can meet the people who live there. They were interested in us and wanted to find out about our journey. We even saw inside a traditional home - a traditional courtyard - and had dinner with the family! 2.73b Look at the
questions in the 5a and complete the rule. Now go to Vocabulary Focus 7A on p.166 to make the past simple negative, We use: + the infinite country started in: Turkey / Russia / China City Visit: Sam Kaarkand / Tashkent / Kabul / Almaty Change Train: Yes / No Price: $2,500 / $25,000 1 How 2 Where 3 People Often
Used To Go On Holiday? Do people normally use to attend work or school? unknown to those used in your country? Are you normally used? 1 We go very far. 2 We took nothing that we no longer listened to and underlined the correct answers. 1 Hans thinks the train is the best way to travel along the Silk Road. 2 He
loved visiting villages in Central Asia. 3 He didn't like the dick so much. 4 He did not think the journey was too expensive. 5 b 2.73 1 2 3 4 d 6 LISTEN 4 6 a speak Communication 7A Student Visit p.130. Student B goes to p.134. Would you still like to go on the trip you chose in the 1a? Why / Why not? 71 7B I like to go
on the metro Learn to talk about what you like and dislike about transport G/as/by leader/not hate+-ing V transport adjective d Underline two things to the text that surprise you. Reading 1 a says a partner. Which city do you know have any metro? read our reviews and answer questions. it's metros around the world.
Match cities and • What metro do you think every reviewer is about? • What words tell you the answer? picture a-c. What a metro... 1 is very old 2 is very new 3 there are 4 good views 4 seems nice 5 there are tracks with no 6 drivers you think is the best first review provided by five stars (=excellent). In pairs, give stars
to the other three reviews. a tour city of .com METROS VIA THE MONd Dubai Metro opened in 2009. It's 76 kilometres long with no drivers. The metro going above was in many places, so you can see the city really well. Of course it has aircondition (it needs it because the temperature in Dubai can sometimes be above
40°C!). Moscow b If you visit Moscow, go on the Moscow metro. It opened in 1935 and the stations are very nice, with status and lamps. Eight million people use it daily to find very crowds. There are police at the stations so it's pretty safe, even at night. London Underground in London – 'The Tube' – was below the first
(or metro) in the world. It opened in 1863. It now has 270 stations and you can go almost everywhere in London. It's not cheap and the tracks are often crowded, but it's unusual because it's very deep under the ground (50 meters in some places). One station, Hampstead, has 320 steps! us The 'Amazing' ✪✪✪✪✪
stations are really fantastic. I went to one station in the next and took a lot of photos. And the tracks are also good. It's a fast and comfortable way to see the city. Loved it!' It was clean and never late so we didn't wait at all. The air conditioning was great and seats were comfortable – you can really relax. I prefer it in a
taxi and it was a cool way to travel when it was hot outside. 72 c 'Good but expensive' It is a fast way to get around such a big city but it's quite expensive. Also, it's sometimes very crowded and comfortable – a few times we couldn't even get on the train. And you have to be careful their platform isn't very wide so there
isn't much space! Hard to find your way' We don't speak Russia and there is nothing in English at the stations, so it's not easy to know where to go. But it's pretty cheap – you can go across the city for 30% robust. UNIT 7 TWO GRAMMAR VOCABULARY AND COST Adjective Transport 3 a Find the opposite adjective of
the texts. Write them off the table. fast like/like/don't mind/hate + -ing a • go by slow empty car when you go to meet a friend, you usually ... / It came by... c 2.79 and stations ... drive is... Listen to the words and underscore the insisting installation of each word. 2.78 Expensive With a partner, taking turns being A and B.
Alex's / her car is... D A sentence about transportation and adjective from 2a.B say you disagree and use the opposite adjective. The buses in this city are very expensive. I disagree. I think they're quite cheap. Alex thinks the metro is... What is negative? Listen again. Complete the scores. Svetlana thinks c Who's the
adjective positive? d journey took ... Alex Dirty Pronunciation Listens and Check Your Answers. Practice him saying those words. • walk Svetlana Expensive 2.77 • Sugar 2.79Svetlana and Alex live in Moscow and meet in the city centre. Listen and fill the table. comfortable b • public transport use - 2.80 Can you
remember what Svetlana and Alex said? Fill the phrases and likes, such as, by idea, not like or hate. Then listen and check. 1 2 3 4 5 6 Svetlana Alex Svetlana Alex Svetlana Alex I will be on the metro. I use the metro. I pumping them. I drive to Moscow. I'm sitting in traffic. I read it, it's not too bad. and what the 3d verb
means: 1 I love it very much. 2 I don't like it at all. 3 It's OK. Now go to Grammar Focus 7B on p.148 4 Talk a tick ((✓) three types of transportation that you use. Rail bus train metro taxi plane b Notes on the transport you tick. Use adjective from 2a and verbs from 3d. Bus - hate, hatred, hatred, filthy tell your partner about
your ideas from 4b. How similar are you? I hate going on bus. there are still many ... 73 7C Daily English Learn to Say Excuse Me with Fears Showing Emphasis Interest What We Say To Excuse Me, Please A LISTEN TO 1 A Ask And Answer Their Questions. 1 2 3 4 b Do you like to go for the weekend? Where do you
like to go? What do you like to do there? Do you like to go alone or with your family and friends? Answer the questions about a picture. 1 Where is the annie? 2 What do you think happened with Annie and the woman? 3 What do you think: An annie says? b the woman says? ct See or listen to Part 1 and check your
answers at 1b.d Answer questions on picture b. 2.82 1 Where to annie with Leo? 2 How do you think Annie and Leyo feel? Why? 3 What do you think happens after? a Leo gets off the train.b Leo gives Annie sitting. c Leo helps Annie put her bag on the shelf. USEFUL LANG 2 says my excuse and grief a Match 1–2 with
the meaning of a-b. 1 Excuse me, please. 2 Excuse me, but ... b It means there's a problem. b he wants to ask someone to move. 2.84 Pronunciation Costs 1 and 2 of the 2a. Notice how the tone is down to 1 hand down and then up to 2. c look at the 1 and 2's 2a. What do you say when ... a you want to tell your teacher
you don't understand something you want to leave the room, but another student is in front of the very door, indeed and so all can add to the expression I'm sorry. Do you say these words before or after grief? b e 2.85 1 2 3 4 5 i am sorry I have taken your place. Match 1–5 with a–and. Listen and check. a c d d and i am
so sorry I walked into you. I really agitate me of late. I call I didn't answer your call. I drip I didn't come. I'm very sorry I broke your cups. I don't feel well. I was in a meeting. I missed my bus. My hands were laughing. I did not see you. Tick (✓) replies are correct when people say they're forgived. 1 2 3 g e 2.83 See or
listen to Part 2 and check your answers in 1d. f 2.83 See or listen to Part 2 again. Underscore the correct answers. 74 4 5 6 excuse me, please. so what. Don't worry. 2.86 Enter a-f sentence in order to perform two short conversations. Listen and check. A no problem. They all look the same. b 1 A excuse me, but I think
that's in my garment. c B is it? I am so sorry. I took the wrong one. d Don't worry. The seat numbers are hard to read.e B OH expensive. I drip a lot. I thought this was number 35. f 1 A excuse me, but I think this is my chair. h In pair, practice the two conversations at 2g. 552143 1 Annie / Leo booked a seat. 2 Annie / Leo
didn't check the seat numbers. 3 Annie / Leo takes a different place. That's all right. That's OK. No problem. 2-PART RETU Saturday 28th DO OFF - PEAK A 2.87% Listen to the sentences of 2e. Notice the stress on the underlined words. 1 2 3 4 5 Talk Works of Fear. Use the dialog card to do a conversation in a bar.
Take Turns for Your C B. A B I am so sorry I walked into you. I really agitate me of late. I drip I didn't answer. I drip I didn't come. I'm very sorry I broke your cups. why are they so, very and really stressed? Choose the best answer. 1 We do not want others to hear speak plainly. 2 We want to sound more sorry. 3 We
want to speak out loud.c 4 Practicing says the sentences in 3a. Conversational conversations showing a b's interest in fear, practicing conversations like the one in the 5am but with different reasons for being late. Take turns being A and B. Testing Progress Unit Watch or listening for Part 3. Are the phrases true or false?
2.8811 Annie and Leo are both on their way to Bristol. 2 Annie is visiting a friend in Bristol. 3 Leo went to university in Reading. CHECK PROGRESS You can now perform The Test Progress Unit. b Look at the parts of the conversation from Part 3. The two words are not correct. Replace them with the words in the box.
Big! Really? ANNIE are you on your way to Bristol? LEO No, Reading. I went to the university. ANNIE right. ANNIE My Henry lives there. I go to see him every month. LEO Oh. 2.88 Listen again and check your answers. Why say great and really? 1 to say something true 2 to show they are interested in d2.89
Pronunciation Listen to the sound of the marked letters and answer their questions. Big! Really? 1 Do the letters make the same sounds in both words? 2 Do the sounds be long or short? 2-PART Saturday RETUR Y 28th OFF-P N Februa EAK RY 55214 2 AND 5 Emphasis what we say 5th pronunciation 3 52142
552143 RETURN UNIT 75 75 Quiet and friendly 7D with fun and fun with kids with no children 5 6 8 8 live near a bus/train station live in the city center having Wi-Fi no TV Read the profiles of two homestay homestay families. What family would you like to stay with? Why? Chmed speaks to an Australian friend, Finn,
about who their family stays with in Sydney. Did Finn tell Ahmed which family to choose? listen again. Tick(✓) activities are true for Ahmed. Peter's name and Sharon Conway KIDS away from Sam PETS House, our old cat cat TS, go for s market, watching all sports LOCATIONs near the city center - you can walk to
school 2.90 2.90 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 and W Linking Ideas and an after, after forehead, when and while it's really hard to choose You want to stay with a family at home. What kind of family would you like to stay with? Tick (✓) three ideas and tells a partner. 1 2 3 4 b Learn to write an email about yourself talking and listening to
1 a skill of writing fields such as watching sports love listening to music want to play rugby lovers going to the beach willing to study hard love playing football want to have fun Which family is good for Ahmed? Why? I think Philip's families are good because they like to do sports. 76 H O E M S TAY I LY P R NO Joe and
Annie KIDS Kate (6) and Jacob (4) PETS NO PETS, SURFING, GO TO THE MOVIES, LISTEN TO MUSIC PLACES NEAR A TRAIN STATION 7 READING 2 READ SKILLS WRITE 3 IDEAS AND AFTER, WHEN AND WHILE ARMED DECIDE TO STAY WITH THE Conways. Read emails he gave them. Tick (✓) the
main reason it writes to. 1 2 3 4 An Underscore the word in each this sentence is different from Ahmed's email. to ask about their home to tell them about all the sports he likes to tell them about himself to explain how much he wants to study him the email again. Your order number is planned for family work by 1 2 3 4 b
View sentences at 3a and complete the rules and words in the box. His hobby after beginning while joining two activities occurring in 1 We use time and the same time. 2 We use time and join two activities that occur at different times. 3 If the linked word is in the sentence, we use a comma (, ) between the two parties.
Dubai Dear Mr and Mrs Conway I are Ahmed Al Mansouri and I come from the United Arab Emirates. Thanks for offering to be my homestay family when I'm in Sydney. I am 23 years old and study biology at university. I live with my family in Dubai. My father is a businessman and my mother is a doctor. I had a brother
and a sister. They're university students too. In my free time, I love playing football (I think you say 'football' in Australia!) and meet my friends. I love watching different types of sports with them. While I'm in Sydney, I really want to study hard and improve my English because I want to become a marine biology after I
finish university. I would really like to work in a country like Australia. I'm looking forward to meeting you when I arrive. Best wish Ahmed thanks for offering to be my homestay family while I am in Sydney. I want to become a marine bioologist when I finish university. I'm looking forward to your meeting after I arrive. When
I'm in Sydney, I really want to study hard. cline underscores the correct words. There is more than one possible answer. 1 After/when/While I finish my English course, I would like to go to Canada for a holiday. 2 I would like to go jump to the mountains after/when/while I'm on holiday. 3 I often play basketball with my
colleagues after/when/ while I finish work. 4 After/When/While I watch a game of football, I usually want to play a game myself. 5 English I improved after/when/while I was in Sydney. 4 SPEAK AND WRITE A list of English-speaking English languages you know. b Which country in 4a would you like to visit? Why? I
would like to go to ... I love hot places. They say that people are friendly. C Plan an email about yourself in a homestay family in that country. Note on: • Your age • Interest free-time studies/work • families • what you would like to do in this country write your email. Tick (✓) each box. Start the letter and Dear telling you to
tell you who you are talking about study / working / free time Talk about your family telling what you want to do in the country Put me ahead... Finish the letter with best volunteer Use after, when and while connecting your mind Emira Ewap emails with another student and checking their ideas at 4d. 77 UNIT 7 3 Review
and extension of a Questions Match 1-5 with one-e answers. 1 Islla still single? 2 What is the best way to go to the city center? 3 Have a good trip. 4 Do you want milk in your coffee? 5 How is Siz? GRAMMAR 1 WORDPOWER finds a Full Textbox with the last simple positive or negative form of the verbs in brackets.
Paul 1 (call) a taxi, but he's 2 (come) so he 's (taken) a bus to the airport. The plane 4 (must) be late, so it's 5 (wait) for three hours at the airport. The Time 6 (must be) bad so the Jets 7 (land) in a city of 8 is different. She (arrive) at her hotel at 10 pm. Reception 9 (ask him) 'Happy trip?' 'No, I'm 10 (have) a good trip. It
was horrible. 3 b Write questions about a trip to Mumbai to match a Thank you. I'll phone you when I get home. b Yes, please. Can you find some of the frijaids? He's sexy. I received an email from last night. No. He was married last year. and you can get the bus. The match of the word is found in a—and at 3am and
meaning 1–5 below. 1 becomes 2 received 3 trips on 4 to 5 take or take the account Read and answer the questions. Answer. 1 When? an email from The Next Morning, Richard received a 00 bno from your woman named Blanca. He said, Get the $3.0 c bus to get bank, put it in a black bag, d and then toward King and
Morton Street. When you find the Dor as I s. Step into the church and leave the bag on Richard's bedtime.' You to say or things could get very bad. pretty was it, knew this wasn't a joke – in fact I went there last November. When did you go there? 2 3 4 5 6 c How? a good time? Locations? how long? Hot? I was travelling
by India from London. Yes, I had a very nice time. I stayed in a hotel by the sea. I've only stayed a week. Then I went to Delhi. Yes, it was about 35°. Work in fear. Choose a location where you visited and asked and answered the questions in 1b. Ask more questions. d write sentences on what Klare loves to do. Use 1
What Do You Think Happened After? 2 Match the word found in the history (a–e) of meaning 1–5 of 3b. d Match the sentences in the box with a similar sentence of 1–5 below. word in the box with a verb + -ing. loved by ideas by like getting a phone call to get a taxi to get an old email to get better to get to the airport to
get a glass of water to get the train to hate school 1 'Chinese food is fantastic!' Klare loves Chinese food. 2 3 4 5 'I never listened to Mozart.' I'm sometimes the metro. It's okay but it's not great.' I don't want to watch the football – it's boring. 'I speak good French – it's a beautiful language.' 1 Get Mad 2 get a letter 3 get the
bus to write four sentences on your life. Use phrases from 3d. I never found a taxi at the airport. 1 tr am 2 tr i 3 sh 4 get to work 5 get your clothes 4 h 5 c 6 sc i ch theme b Change the adjective to the opposite so that sentences are correct. 1 The tram was almost full. There were only three people on it.empty 2 I don't like
the metro because the stations are so clean. 3 I couldn't sleep on the train. He was so comfortable. 4 The new Train to the airport is very slow – only 15 minutes. 5 He is a very safe driver. He never seemed in the mirror. 6 $100 for a ten-minute trip! That's pretty cheap! f tell a partner your sentence at 3am. How similar
are you? REVIEW YOUR PROGRESS How well do you perform in this unit? Write 3, 2, or 1 per goal. 3 = very well 2 = quite 1 = not so well i CAN... Talk about past travel to Talk about what you like and dislike about Transport Say excuse me and forgiveness Write an email about yourself. 78 CAN MAKE GOALS ■ Talk
about past capabilities and capabilities ■ Talk about sports and exercise ■ Talk about the body and getting fit ■ Talk about health and how you feel ■ Write an article 8 I have read an article and h d n Fit a GETTING STARTED a look at the photo and answer questions. 1 2 3 4 Which country do you think of these women?
How often are football players? Is the game for fun or for a competition? Who do you think took this photo? Why? b What other sports and exercises would these be like? Make a list. c In pairs, share your list. Have you received any of the same sports and exercises? 79 8A They can do things most people can't read 1 a
learn to talk about their past abilities and present learn to talk about sports and exercise G can/could not, can/could not for ability to V Sport and exercise 2 GRAMAR cases/ couldn't, / couldn't for ability to ask and answer questions. 1 Which famous sports event do you know? 2 What sports and women do you like?
Why? 3 Look at the man on the left in the picture and answer the questions. What does his sport do? Where does it come from? where is it in the picture? What would you like to know about him? Write two questions. a Fill in the sentences of the text. Check your answers. 1 He ran around other children again. 2 Only 18
months after losing his leg, he ran, swimming and playing football again. 3 Some of the spotives are in the paralympics market. 4 But in their sport they do the things of most men. 5 You Run That Fast? b Fill out the rules and words in the box. Read the text and check your answers. Will Past c read the text again. Answer
questions. To talk about capabilities, we use / couldn't be there and couldn't be there. To make a, we change you can ... Can you ...? Questions presented to him answer your questions? 1 What is his life like until he was five? 2 How did his life change when he was five? 3 Why were his doctors, friends and parents
surprised? 4 What does the text say about some of the paralympic spotifs? 5 Why is Jonnie famous? c c look at the question. What are two correct answers? Can you run that fast? a yes, I do. Yes, I can. d Underline the parts of the surprise text Are there any famous Paralympic sthlet from your country? Pronunciation
listens to the phrases 2a and answers questions. 3.2 and now go to Grammar Focus 8A on p.150 CHAMPION RUNNER W henne Jonnie Peacock was five, he was like most boys from his house in Cambridge – he loved to play sports. And suddenly, his life changed when he became very sick and meningitis. Jonnie's
parents brought him to hospital and nearly died. The doctors saved his life, but could not save his right leg. He couldn't run around with the other kids anymore and couldn't play football, his favorite sport. In fact, he could not do any sport at all. But the doctors gave him a new, artificial leg. He could walk again, but
wanted to do more than that, so he started dancing and doing other sports. His doctors, his friends and parents were all shocked that he could be absent. Only 18 months after he lost his leg, he could run, swim and play football again, but running was his best sport. In 2010, Jonnie started practicing a lot. He wanted to
go to the London 2012 Paralympics, the Olympic games for disabled symptoms. Some of the athletes at the Paralympics can't walk, some can't see at all or can't see very well. But in sports, they can do things that most people can't. Jonnie Peacock won gold at the London 2012 paralympic Games when she was only 19
years old. He ran the 100 meters at a time in 10.90 seconds! 80 d No, I don't. 1 A word has a long sound. What is it? a case b couldn't c couldn't 2 could you hear a/he/she/sound of could and couldn't? you. Say a partner. and No, I cannot. CAN YOU RUN THAT FAST? UNIT 8 COST 3 A How do you think the Olympics
can help a city and its people? Tick (✓) the phrases you think are true. Say why. 1 2 3 4 b City have better transportation. People have new places to spot sports. The city gets more money. People want to do more sports. c read the phrases. Placed in order from good (1) bad (4). a b d d d Read the information and then
listen to the podcast. Ask and answer questions about the activities in 4a.3.4 I cannot ski at all. Yes, I can skip very well. Can you skip? 1 What is the idea in 3am do you talk about? 2 What city does he talk about? FOCUS ON SPORTS CAN THE OLYMPICS CHANGE A CITY? a thought about sports or other free-time
activities. sentence over: • something you can do well I can...• something you can't do at all, but would like to learn I can't...•something you could do well when you were a child I could... listen again and answer their questions. 1 What is the Water Cube? What can you do there? 2 When is Sochi good for a holiday? Why?
3 Why did the kids do more sports after 2012? d 4 VOCABULARY Sport and exercise play badminton ride a skate dance bike could you swim well when you were a child? No, I can't! can you? Do you think living Oldman is right? Can the Olympics be also bad for cities? How? make yoga a ask the other students if they
can do the same. Can you dance the samba? c a Match the words in the box with the pictures A-f. b PALACE 5 Beijing, London, Rio de Janeiro, Pyeongchang ... Olympics are not only making cities famous. They also help the resident. Sports Journalist Live Oldman tells us why. c i can play baseball well. I can't play
baseball very well. I can play baseball really well. I can't play baseball at all. Well, yes. Who can do the same? Who would like to do the same thing? Sachiko and I can do yoga well. skip mia and I would like to learn snow. Now go to Vocabulary Focus 8A on p.166 for Sport and exercise colocation c d e 81 81B How
easily is it to get fit? Reading 1 a G has / no V parts in the body; Appearance and ask and answer questions. What do you think the new type of exercise is? Read the rest of the text to find out. Were you correct? d Fill the Fact FIT sheet. HITS: GET FIT IN SYNC! THE ROUTINE HOW MANY TIMES? Time: A good day
for: Get fit, stand diabetes and 5 ONLY GRAMMAR has / no use a few words more than once. Answer the questions in the text. seconds to hard exercise 2 a to fill the sentences from the text with the words in the box. b it the first paragraph in the textbox. warm up talking about questions. 1 Would You Like to Try
FRApe? Why / Why not? 2 Do you think she walked? Why / Why not? 1 What do you think are the right way to get fit? 2 What exercise do you do? 3 Would you like to do more or less exercise? Why? c Learn to talk about the body and getting fit rest no 1 Or 2 Or 3 What do you cycle really hard. spends hours and hours
at the gym. do you? sentence of a-c talking about the sentences of the 2a. Underscore the correct answers. A sentence 1 you need/doesn't need to cycle hard. b In sentence 2 you need/don't need to spend hours in the gym. 3 centers asking what you need / don't need to do. Repeat times CHRONIC ILLNESSES
EXERCISE A WEEK... and you can get fit! HOW EASY IS IT TO GET FIT? Do you think it's hard to do enough exercise? Do you have enough time to exercise a Think you know the answers to these questions? Well, think again because a new kind of exercise is here and it might change your life. what is it? This new,
popular form of exercise is called High Intensity Training (HIT) and it means you don't have to spend hours and hours at the gym. A few minutes a day hard exercise is all you need. You can choose to exercise floor, run or cycle. WHAT DO YOU HAVE TO DO? Let's take the example of cycling: you start with a short hot
then you have to cycle really hard for 20 to 30 seconds and then rest. You repeat the routine twice and that's all you have to do! SO HOW DOES HITTING WORK? No one is sure of the answer to that question. However, some sports scientists in Canada, Norway and the UK think that when we exercise hard, we use a
lot more muscles than we do with normal exercise. This helps us get fit, which could mean we don't get sick so easily from things like diabetes and heart disease. 82 UNIT 8 c 3.7 Pronunciation Listen to sentences 1 and 2 on the 2a and answer questions. c 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 How does the speaker say the v contains: / v / or f
/ f? 2 How does the speaker say - is it stressed or concerned? d Now go to Grammar Focus 8B on p.150 and Work on your own. Think about the things you have to do in your life. Write down four sentences. Think about: • daily routine • work • study • family • pets D I have to take our family dog for a walk every morning.
tell a partner about things you have to do. Ask more questions. I have to clean my flat every weekend. 3.9 Listen again. Are the phrases true or false? Correct false sentences. Do you have yoga? If yes, do you like it? Why do you do it? If not, would you like to try it? Why / Why not? VOCABULARY PART OF THE BODY
4 You have to clean all the rooms? Stella thinks yoga is a good thing for everyone. Her favorite yoga exercise is easy to do. He's practicing doing this exercise for a long time. Mariana thinks beginner yoga is easy. He has to think carefully when he does yoga. He doesn't like the end of every yoga lesson. a Match the
words in the box with the parts in the body of the photo. Leg turned arm neck hand toe cost 3 a 2 look at a photo a with b and answered the questions with a partner. 3 1 What kind of exercise is it? 2 Do you think it's easy or difficult? b 1 a 4 b 5 Listen to Stella and then Mariana talks about exercise. Match the speaker

with pictures a and b. 6 3.9 7 7 8 10b So if you think you haven't got time to get fit, it's not true. You only need to talk about the questions. 1 Which part of your body can be broken? 2 Which part of the body often matters? c Now go to Vocabulary Focus 8B on p.167 for appearance vocabulary talk 5 a few minutes a day
with HIT. So why not try it? 9 A Look at activities 1–5 and choose one. Think of things that have to do with having if they want to do this activity. 1 Run a raiser go running every two days 3 4 b has strong leg climbing a mountain swim a long dance for 24 hours riding a bike along the Silk Road tell your partner who must
do to get ready for your activities and what they have to have. Don't tell them you have to go run what your activity every day and you have it. Can you have strong legs. guess partner? 83 8C Daily English Learn to talk about health and how you feel to express pin sympathy to join the words I feel somewhat tired of a
LISTENING 1 An Answer to their questions about the photos. 1 2 3 4 b Where is Dan and Leo? How do you think Dan feels? What photos do you think of the past? Imagine the conversation in pictures b. 2 Talk about health and how you feel a Complete mini-conversation. Use the words and phrases in the box. The
question feels good looking good MARTINA Have you 1 TOOTH I think so. 3.12 See or listen to Part 1. What does Martina say Dan does? MARTINA You are not 2 MANA Yes, I 3.13 Look or listen to Part 2 and answer their questions. 1 What is Dan's problem? He has a headache. his noise hurts me. he needs to eat
some food. d He has a rhythm. 2 What do you think Dan wants to do? a go to the aerobics class and leo b go home and Martina C go on the car run again USEFUL LANGUAGE SANTI a bit tired ?. . MARTINA What is in 4 ? MY TEETH aren't sure. I am not 5 b. 3.12–3.13 Watch or listen to Parts 1 and 2 again and check
your answers at 2a.c Look at some way to tell how you feel. I feel tired. I had a headache. I'm hurt. Who's the words in the box you can use instead of words marked? stomach ache a cold hungry sick tooth aches a temperature d 84 all right arms in fear, take turns asking about health and telling how you feel. Use the
phrases from 2a and 2c. cIT 8 d 4 a e PRONUNCIATION Joining word Listen to the sound of the letters marked in these sentences. Then read the sentence below and underscore the correct words. 3.15 1 Come and sit down. 2 I feel a bit tired. 3 You do not look good. 4 Good to see you. The sound merge / doesn't join
on the next word, and there is a /no pause. b In fear, take turns saying the sentences at 4a and give a reply. Come on, sit down. 3 CONVERSATIONS Express sympathy a fuller what Martina says with the words in the box. poor stuff that is expensive actually, I feel terrible. . Come on, sit down. Oh 1 TOOTH MARTINA
You poor 2 I'm not sure. MARTINA DAN MARTINA So, nothing to eat all day? I... good... um... No. It was a busy day. Your 3. Well, I'm not surprised you're not feeling well. c 2 I do not feel sorry for you. Communication 8C Student A looks at the information below. Conversation 1. Read you first four. Think about what you
mean. Then start the conversation with Student B. Student B. look good. Ask him what there is. When he/she tells you, show sympathy using expressions like Oh expensive! or your poor! Then wonder if he has a rhythm. Tell him what to do, as a doctor. Go to bed. b 2 Conversation. Now look at your second card. Think
about what you mean. Then listen to Student B and answer. 2 You don't feel very well. You have stomach aches and eyes hurt. You don't feel hungry. When Student B asks you, tell him what's in question. Listen to the sentences of the 3a. Answer questions. 3.14 1 Which word is the primary stress in each sentence? a b
first word last 2 words Does the tone go up or down at the end? d. Double What's there? b what does Martina's sentence at 3a mean? 1 I feel sorry for you. TALK 5 ONE TOO MARTINA OK, thank you. In fear, take turns telling these phrases and giving sympathy using phrases from 3a. 1 I had a cold. 2 I am so tired. 3 I
am hurt. 4 I feel really sick. 5 I lost all my money. 6 No one loves me. Unit Progress Testing Check Progress You can now test your unit.85 85 8D Written skills Learn to write an article linking your linking idea to however; adverb by way, Improve quickly talking and listening to 1 an ask and answering questions. 1 Which
free activities are popular in your country? Which is not popular in your country? why not? • Play cheese • play computer games • Go dancing • Looking for interesting bug • 2 bike ride What are the other popular activities in your country? Read the email Andy and Gina get to work with our staff blog to answer questions.
From: The Management Team At: All Topic Employees: Our Employee Blog 1 What's the problem with the company blog at this time? An overuse information. b it is a bit boring. 2 What types of information can employees put into the articles? An information on their free time information on the days of work c We want to
try to make the company blog more interesting. We would like to get more information on you, the people who work for this company. We'd love to hear about what you do in your free time. Write a short article and send it to us with a photo so we can put it on the blog 3.16 Andy talks with Gina about his free-time
activities. Listen and answer questions. 1 What activities in 1a Andy talk about? 2 Does he want to write an article about it? d3.16 Listen again. Match 1–6 with a f. 1 2 3 4 5 6 Years ago, ... Two weeks after his first bike ride, ... A few months ago, ... Last weekend, ... Almost every day, ... You always ... a b b d e f he b bd
a bike. a car hit him.he goes cycling. he was swept off the mountains for two days. beware of traffic. a friend invited him for a bike ride. and think of something you do in your free time. Make note. Use the questions to help you. 1 2 3 4 f When made begin doing this activity? What's something important you did when you
started? What do you normally do? What's an interesting thing you've done lately? Ask and answer questions about your activities. I bought a cheese set after two months. I found a very unusual coupon last month on No. 86 was it expensive? Where does the time stamp come from? UNIT 8 READING 2 3 Linking Ideas
however; advebs of how a Dylan's article for the company blog. Tick (✓) contents of the same about Dylan's activity with Andy. One two three four to do their free-time outdoor activities do their free-time activities every day to get fit to do free-time activities to hurt their feet recently a notice underscoring words that linked
their leaders to two sentences together. I didn't say yes immediately because it didn't sound very interesting. However, I decided it could do good exercises for me so I went together. read the text again. Are the phrases true or false? Is the idea of the second sentence surprising after reading the idea of the first
sentence? Correct false sentences. One two three four five five three years ago, Dylan was alone. He liked the idea of hiking immediately. Hiking was a bit tough at first. He met his wife on a hike. It's very hard to learn how to go randy. bline three more sentences in Dylan's article linked by however. What punctuation do
we use after this word? c Match sentences. Link each pair with however. 1 I can do only very simple exercises. 2 I started doing yoga about six years ago. 3 I fell into my bike and hurt my leg. Our staff: working hard, a I didn't stop riding. b i can't make tough positions. c i feel really sexy. play hard. Walking my way to love
by Dylan Jones three years ago, I came to work for this company. I didn't know anyone in the area so I decided to do some exercises to meet new people. However, I felt really unread. I tried to do different types of sports, but I did them all seriously. I found a response to all my problems by going for a walk. A colleague
invited me to go on a walk through the mountains. I didn't say yes immediately because it didn't sound very interesting. However, I decided it could do good exercises for me so I went together. This was the beginning of my love of caring. At first, I walked slowly because I wasn't very sexy. However, improving quickly and
now I can walk quickly for hours. I started feeling better. While I was on a hike with a group of people a weekend, I met Marina. He's now my wife. We go ride once or twice a month and we love it. You don't need to do anything special to start hiking. You only have to know how to walk and most people can do that.
However, you have to buy special boots so you don't hurt your feet. Hiking is a good way to enjoy our beautiful country. you never know – maybe you can find true love too! i'm on a dissolving Writing skills d Notice underscores the adversary in the manner of the phrase. Does he tell us what Dylan did or how he did it? I
tried to do different types of sports, but I did them all seriously. and circle the advertisements in Dylan's article that go with these verbs. 1 Walk (x2) 2 Improved f We make most adversaries in the way they add-ly to an adjective. key + -ly = clearly Which advertisements in Dylan's article differ? 4 Write a Plan an article
about your free-time activity. Use your ideas at 1am. Think about: • An interesting way to start your article • Something you must or don't have to do with the pleasures you write your article. Use advertisements in ways. CWAP articles with another student and check that: The beginning is interesting contains useful
information about the fun article use advertising in how 87 UNIT 8 Review and extension a matching phrase 1-3 with picture a-c. 1 My grandmother told us stories when we were children. 2 What did you tell me? I haven't heard of you. 3 Say hello to your parents when you get there. VOCABULARY 1 WORDPOWER
says/say 3 a ski balanced dense badminton bike. 1 When I went to the USA, I learned to play I wasn't very good at it because I never could hit the ball. 2 In the last winter holiday I went to the mountains and learned how to . It was great fun. 3 At the weekend, my favorite form of exercise is to get on me and go for a ride
in the country.4 I often meet my friend for a game. We always play inside. 5 I would like to join a class and learn the waltz and the tango. It's a fun way to keep fit and make friends. 6 The weird thing about is that you have to stay in the same position for a long time. b Notice the words marked in sentences in 3a. Fill out
the sentences containing hard or telling. 1 2 hey / schedule / thank you / regret a story / the truth / a joke cleaning the phrases and if it's possible. 1 2 3 4 5 b Fill the words for parts of the body. 1 c b a Fill the sentences with the words in the box. 3 He told me it doesn't feel well. They told me that they are from Argentina.
I'm sure he told the truth. We told you thank you when we left. Can you tell the weather? d Fill the sentences with the words in the box. true 1 h 2 a light 3 with n, h, f and f and t GRAMMAR 2 2 2 3 4 5 6 a filling the text and can, could not. In my family, we love playing sports. I 1 play badminton well and my sister 2 ski
well. When we were kids we were 3 both playing football very well, but we're both a bit too slow now. The only sport I 4 do is swim. I did not learn to swim. I was done with it 5 swimming very fast – 50 meters in about 40 seconds. We also tried to learn musical instruments. I studied the guitar, but I'm 6 playing well
throughout. I was still too busy playing sports. complete the phrases and the correct form are there for. 1 If you want to go run, you buy running shoes. 2 You go to the gym every day – three times a week is enough. 3 I use the same cars every time I go to the jimel? 4 You take a towel with you when you go to the jimel. 5
He must be careful about his bike. Last year, it had a bad accident. do you forgive me stories? Could you please tell the kids an hour my wife said she loves living here. I don't think that's right. He didn't tell us. I just wanted to say for a nice dine last night. Please tell Julia for not attending her partying. Yesterday I was told
to arrive on time, but you're half an hour late. and Fill the phrases with your own ideas. 1 2 3 4 f When I was a child, told me stories about... The last person I discouraged them was because ... I always thank you... tell really funny / bad jokes. Tell a partner your idea from 3e. REVIEW YOUR PROGRESS HOW well have
you been in that unit? Write 3, 2, or 1 per goal. 3 = very well 2 = quite 1 = not so well i CAN... talking about past and fitness present talking about sports and exercise talking about the body and getting fit to talk about health and how I feel writing an article. 88 Thanks to 9 T Ng I CAN AIM ■ Tell where you are and what
you are doing ■ Talk about the clothes you put in different times ■ S shop for clothes ■ Write a thank-you email that I will not send you an e and clothes GETTING STARTED A look at the photo and answer questions. 1 Who is the girl talking to? 2 What is he that he says? What answers does he get? 3 Do you think this
girl enjoys shopping? b Where best places to go shop in your city or city for ... • Eat • A dress • A present for someone 89 9A We don't buy anything Learn to say where you are and what you are doing G presenting ongoing V Shopping; Money and Price VOCABULARY Shopping 1 d Where do these people go to shop in
a 1-6 photo match with the words in the box. common center? a department store a fast food restaurant a book a clothing store a café 1 2 3 4 5 7 Which one of these shops is your favorite? Why? b See the start center plan of the beginning center. Match the words with a-f in the plan. Stair entrance car park cash
machine (or ATM) bus stop bus info my son needs new jeans. Let's get a new sofa. I want something to read on the train. I had a headache. I need some aspirin. 'Can you take the store in the car?' Are you hungry? I need food!' I don't have any money. Now go to Vocabulary Focus 9A on p.162 for money and cost 3.17
Pronunciation Listening to the words. Which words insist: the first word or the second word? • Clothing Info Shop • Department Store • Bus Stop • Cash Machine 3 two one and 1st floor A b i d 6 CINEMA 40 P 5 UNIT 9 2 A LISTEN WHEN you meet friends in town, what do you usually do? Here are some ideas: • Go • go
to the cinema a together. Look at the start center. Where is a good place to meet? d listen to Conversation 1. Where does Simon want to meet Susie? What do you think will happen? Listen to the next two phone conversations. Underscore the correct answers. 3.20 talk wait to park a now b all the time. drink positive (+) I
am read / Read negative (-) a magazine. on the phone. I'm not we aren't he/She's not coffee. into the entry. Yes/No question (?) Are you reading/read d 1 Why do you think Simon is running? 2 How do you think sixth feels? Why? 3.23 The car? Pronunciation Listen to sentences and notice the stress. 1 I stand by the side
of the entrance. 2 We look for you. 3 We bought nothing. Listen to Conversations 4 and check your answers. 3.2144 Do you have a coffee? 5 Where do you wait for us? When does the word of God emphasise? Select the correct answer. a positive phrase b in negative sentence and simon i stand by the side of the entry.
I'm just getting some cash. No, we don't buy anything. No, I'm just buying that new book. fill the tables with the correct shape of the verbs in the box. Conversation 3 Amy is in the clothing store / in the department store. 4 Sandep is at the office information / in the cash machine. f a c b d We used to be + verb + - ing talk
about: 3.19 Look at the pictures and answer their questions with a partner. Where are you? Do you have a coffee? Where are you waiting for us? Are you buying furniture? select the correct words to complete the rule. Conversation 2 1 Simmons is in the bookstore / at the café. 2 Sixth to stop bus / in the car park. and
3.22 Match the questions and answers to their conversations. Listen and check your answers. 1 2 3 4 • Go to a café • go for a walk b a group of friends want to go to cinema cineMA PREting ongoing 3 c in Yes/No questions ad in Wh- Questions Now go to Grammar Focus 9A on p.152 f Work on your own. 1 Think of
three locations in your city or city, but don't tell your partner. 2 Write a sentence to say what you are doing in each place. listen to your partner's sentence. Guess where he / she is. I eat a bouquet. Are you in a fast food restaurant? Susie 4 a communication speaks to Student A at p.130. Student B goes to p.134. 91 9B
READING 1 A dances everyone in the streets G Featuring Simple or presenting ongoing V Clothing Friends talk about when shopping for food, clothes and other stuff. • before work/study • At night learn to talk about the clothes you wear at different times • at Lucas over the weekend is from France and Diana is from the
UK. Read their friends in Houston and answer their questions. Write Lucas (L), Diana (D) or both (B). Who writes about ... a study c works small shop d shopping malls c He Friend abroad again. Are LUCAS are abroad Lucas only Mandarin at work. Chinese people read the knowledge like doing stores. Lucas would like
to go on a party. Diana doesn't like Venice in the winter. He loves the shops in Venice. It is very quiet in Venice at that time. d Read the messages below. Which one is Lucas' and which one is Diana's? ebox Message Posted: 18:36 Diana x Message Posted: 12:23 Sign In Send Lucas A Message To Diana A Hello
Message To All My Friends. I love it here in Venice! It's so beautiful – even at the winter time. I have spent so much time on the course of my art history, but on the weekends I get some free time. I usually walk around and look at the old buildings, or when it is cold, I go to museums. There are so many exciting little
shops here too – it's great. It's very different from going to a common center. This week it's Carnevale and the entire city is such a one big party. Yesterday my friend invited me to a large part of a piazza (that's Italian for a city square). It's at night and I have to wear a long dress and masks. I need to go shop! Talk about
the questions. 1 Which festival would you like to go? Why? 2 Do you have festivals like these in your country? What do people do? We're all out on the street. We're looking at a big, beautiful dragon going by. And wear everyone's red - even me! Everyone is dancing in the streets and having a great time. We all wear
amazing clothes - I even wear a dress! 92 Found Friends Hi Everyone! I really enjoyed life here in Shanghai. My new job is quite busy, but my colleagues are very friendly and they all speak my English. In my free time I sometimes study Mandarin and relax. I often go to make shoppers because this is a popular 'fun'
here. I usually meet friends at a shopping start center. At that time it's Chinese New Year here. My friend told me there's a big street party this evening – I really want to go. phrases are true or false? Correct false sentences. 1 2 3 4 5 message UNIT 9 2 GRAMMAR b 3.26 Listen again with the tick (✓) words of the
clothes you hear. What words aren't they talking about? Lucas presents simple or continuous presents a read the phrases from Lucas' post online with messages. Match them with the meaning of a or b.1 I usually meet friends at a start center. 2 We looked at a great, beautiful dragon. a normal Lucas routine shoe carb
Happens at Lucas now featuring ongoing we use usually do. We use whats happening now.shirts talk about things we talk about and introduce ongoing into Diana's online post and message. ecarf introduced Simple CLine plus examples of presenting simple samples to complete the rule and the correct tension. Diana
wear jeans rain raincoat gloves now go to Grammar Focus 9B on p.152 3.25 Fill the conversation with the correct form of the verbs in the brackets. Listen and check. LUCAS jumper JOHANNES Hi, Lucas! are you busy? LUCAS Hi! Yes, I'm 1 (get) ready to go to a street party. JoHANNES Oh, sorry. I can shout back.
LUCAS OK, thanks. I'm usually 2 (don't go) out a lot during the week, but it's New Year. JOHANNES naturally. LUCAS Sorry, Johannes. My friends 3 (arrival). i have to go now. We can talk later. 3 A pronunciation of the words in the table all contains the letter o but they have a different sound. Print shoes in the correct
column. dENING &amp; VOCABULARY Clothes Tina read Lucas' message and called him. Pete read Diana's message and called her. Listen to the conversations. Why are Tina and Pete surprised? Sounds 1/ɒ/Sound 2/uː/Sound 3/ʌ/Sound 4/əʊ/hot boot gloves clothes 3.27 Write down the words in the chart in 3c. Listen
and check your answers. come cafe know mom group phone box from 3.261 Tina think lucas dislike: a party wearing red shouts goes out at night Pop thinks that Diana doesn't like: a go out for dine bing in pictures wearing clothes. and 4 Now go to Vocabulary Focus 9B on p.167 to talk a thought about someone in your
family or a friend you saw earlier today. What's the person this brings today? What color are they? Make note.b tell your partner what this person is carrying. Today my friend Louise is wearing dark blue jeans and brown boots. My brother works today. He's wearing black guys and an orange shirt. He's wearing black
shoes too. 93 9C daily English Learn shop for Dress S saying a nice Pining word It looks really good about you LISTEN TO 1 a ask and answer questions. a Match 1–4 with a–d. 1 How often do you buy clothes? 2 What sentences do a–c describe us best? i love buying clothes. I buy something new every week. b i only
buy clothes if I really need them. c i don't often buy clothes, but i like looking round shops. b see or listen to Part 1. Who wants to buy clothes: Dan, Annie or both? c Change three correct things to the following textbox. See or listen to Part 1 again to check your answers. d b 3.31 See or listen to Part 2 and answer their
questions. Have you ever asked friends or family to help you buy clothes? Who do you ask and why? 94 What do you seek? What size are you? What color would you like? Why don't you try them on? 3.32 Watch or listen to Part 2 again and check your answers In Fear, practice saying the questions and answers in 2a.
D Take turns to help your partner choose your clothes. B you want a pair of jeans. LISTEN TO 3.33 See or listen to Part 3 and answer the questions. 1 Is Annie Like Dan Coats Trying On? 2 What does Annie think about last alongside Dan's dress from? b in trouses? 32. Oh, I don't know. Something dark? A shirt and
trous. OK. Excuse me, where are the equipment rooms? c 3 a b d in 2a. A you want a jacket. 3.32 Which dan dress wants 2 What is the size of Tooth set? 3 Do you think Dan enjoys shopping? and one two two 3 4 3.31 Meeting Martina Dan to attend a concert. She wants to wear new clothes as a surprise. Annie says
she will meet Dan at 5 pm. He is not very happy about it. USEFUL LANGUAGE Choose clothes 2 3.33 Look or listen to Part 3 again and fill out the Tooth receipt. NORMAN FOR NO PRICE CLOTHING. SHOE ITEM 1 £SHIRT £25.99 TROUSERS 1 £ Total £ THANKS UNIT 9 USEFUL LANGUAGE 4 Pay to dress a
3.34% Cost and correct an error in each sentence. read this conversation in a clothing shop. What can I do for you? What size are you? Can I try them on? How many are they? The equipment rooms are over there. b notice how the words are marked in the 6a together. Add one word to each gap. At 1–4, the consonant
sound moves at the beginning of the next word: Can I be your 1? Yes, how 2 are these sunglasses? They're £29.99m. OK, I'll be 3 ones. Can I pay by credit 4 ? No cry, only cash. But there's a cash machine just over there. B OK, thank you. I'll be right back. A B to C 5 3.35 Listen to the sentences. Notice the marked
words. Is there a pause between them? 1 2 3 4 5 1 I take them. 2 How many are they? 3 Can I afford to pay with four? c PRONUNCIATION Join word 6 1 2 3 4 i can ➔ Bar sizes ➔ their zare on the very ➔ are ➔ lot of char of 5, we add the sound/r/join to the words: 5 are more than the red ➔s in pairs, practicing the
conversation at 4b, but with different clothes. Take turns that they were A and B. In fear, take turns telling the phrases of the 6a and giving a reply. Try connecting to the highlighted keyword. can i help you? CONVERSATION SKILLS Yes, I'm looking for a dress. He says something nice to Him that Annie says. Add a verb
to both sentences. 1 That 2 He 7 speaks a look at this map dialog. Make note of what's great. really good about you. you mean. Shop assistants who phrases we could use... Customers an over nothing we see b only about something bring c say something nice about what your partner is. I love your glasses. They look
really good about you. Thank you! b awesome work. Use the dialog card with your notes in the 7a to make a conversation in a clothing shop. Take turns being the shop assistant and customer. c In pairs, practicing conversations like the one in the 7a but with different clothes. Take turns being the shop assistant and
customer. Progress Unit tests check your progress you can test the progress unit now. 95 9D Learning skills to write a thanks-you formal writing email and informal email Thanks for the beautiful listening and speaking 1 a look at the photo and answering the questions with a partner. 1 Which present would you like to
find? 2 Who wouldn't you like? Why? b 1 They always buy their own present. Bob's kids who are present in the picture do you think these people give? Listen and check. 4 See also presents expensive. I always give my girlfriend an expensive birthday present. 5 They are out to eat their birthdays. d We don't buy at
present. Fernanda 4 We buy small present for children. My husband doesn't think clothes or computers are important. 96 3 They do not find present pulpit. Bob 2 Axel 3 2 He does not need many things. 3.36 1 3.36 Who are these sentences on? Listen again to check. Leila talks about the questions. 1 Whom do you
present give? • a child in your family • Someone you visit • Grandparents • A sick person in hospital • A colleague of 2 How do you thank people for present? • write an email • Send a text • Write a letter • Phone UNIT 9 2 reading Skills 3 Writing formal and informal emails a Read Axel's birthday last week and Molly gave
him a present. Fill a-e in thank him or email him with phrases 1–5. a sentence 1–4 all thank you. Adding one word to each sentence makes it correct. Your mailing: [email protected] 1 Thanks for the beautiful present. a subject: b 2 i'd just like to say thank you so much for the beautiful flowers. c c 3 Much for their
chocolate. They're delicious! and 1 hi, Molly 2 Love, Axel 3 Thank you so much for the cinema tickets. They are a really great present! 4 Birthday Present 5 Contains a movie I want to see, so I will use them this weekend. They are a beautiful color. b What phrase of the 3a is more formal than the others? C Which of
these phrases can you use in an email to someone you know well (1) or to someone you don't know well (2)? Read the email again in the 2a. Answer questions. 1 Who is Molly? is Axel b a colleague at work 2 How do you know? Start hello, Mrs Finch Hi! Hi, Mr Marie Dear Parker, c Read Molly's emails to Mr Lewis and
answer their questions. 1 Who is Mr Lewis? someone he worked with a friend of 2 why did he give him a present? It is his birthday. 4 Write a thought about someone present for a man in the classroom. Write the word on a piece of paper, then give them 'present'. d Read Molly's email again. Answer questions. 1 How is
her email different from Axel's email to the 2a? Think about: • How does it start • How does it end • How does it say thank you 2 why do you think it's different? Finish Love Thank You Better Wish Consider Seeing Your Chocolate b Plan a Thank-You Email for the Present. Think about: • How to start the email • How to
finish the email • What to say about the present. Mail your email writings. Use the email in the 2a to help you. Topics: Thank you Mr Lewis, I just want to say thank you very much for the book you gave me on my last day. He is a very nice present. I really enjoyed working for you and I wish you all the best. Stars, Molly d
Exchange emails with another student and check: the beginning of the phrase says thanks finish and write another email to someone you don't know well. What's different about it? Molly 97 UNIT 9 Review and extension b Write the correct clothes next to the picture. GRAMMAR 1 A written question and answer for
individuals in 1 2 3 4 5 6 photo. 3 2 5 6 WORDPOWER Time 3 4 1 A Look at the sentences marked in sentences 1–5. Match the phrases with the meaning of a-e-. 1 What will he do? He's listening to music. b Fill out the conversation with the correct form of the ongoing present or simple shadows. SHARON JASON
SHARON JASON SHARON JASON SHARON JASON Hi, Jason. How are you? What does 1 (do)? Now I'm 2 (Cook) Dine. Really? But you're never 3 (cooked). Well, I'm a bit boring with their meals at the student coffee. I'm 4 (made) spy with ketchup. there we go. Usually when I 5 (do) it I am 6 (set) to many peppers.
Pepper? OK I'm 7 (add) it now. But not too much. Jason? Jason? What's in this noise? are you there? Sorry, I spilled the phone. I 8 (try) to cook and talk to you at the same time. VOCABULARY 2 A reads the sentences. Where in a shopping mall 1 2 3 4 5 You can save time by shopping online. It takes time to learn a
second language. I would like to work less so I can spend time with my family How do you get time to look after four kids and work? It always waste time playing computer games when it really needs to be studied. a c d d having time together and people do things in a while seriously use you need a lot of time to have
enough time to read their conversations. Underscore the adjective that you can switch with reserves and good. 1 A B 2 A See later. I'm on my way to the cinema. OK. Have a good time. What do you like to do in your free time? I really love reading. Complete the phrases with your own ideas. 1 2 3 4 5 d It takes time... I'm
saving time by... I can never get the time... I had a good time when I... I sometimes waste time when I... Tell a partner your sentence in 3d. How similar are you? is it? 1 2 3 4 5 6 Don't feel too well? Want something new set? Do you feel hungry? Read the best new books! We have 20 types of tea! We have everything for
your house! REVIEW YOUR PROGRESS How well do you perform in this unit? Write 3, 2, or 1 per goal. 3 = very well 2 = quite 1 = not so well i CAN... say where I and what I'm doing talking about the clothes I wear at different times shop for clothes writing a thank-you email. 98 KA FE OBJEKTIF ■ konpare epi pale sou
bagay ou ■ pale sou lang ■ mande ed ■ Ekri yon pos eksprime a yon opinyon 0 1 T I NU nou o mwen t yon c mwen nu mwen o C RESEVWA TE KOMANSE yon Gade nan foto a epi reponn kesyon yo. 1 2 3 4 b Who do you think these people are? Where are they? Who is the person to talk to? What is the woman
thinking? What happened before that photo? What happens later? What phrase is true for you? 1 2 3 4 i still have phone with me. If someone calls me on my mobile, I always talk to them. I never phone people during lunch. I have my mobile beside me when I sleep. 99 10A 1 A smartphone is better than an adjective G
Comparative V IT colocation reading an Ask and answer questions. 1 How popular are smartphones and tablets in your country? 2 Who uses them for? Read the posts on smartphones and tablets on the online line. What do they talk about? something different you can do with them the difference between the different
AFC apps you can have about them c Read their posts again. Finding the person: 1 use a tablet of their work 2 is that glad they bought a tablet 3 take their smartphone when they go outside 4 use their tablet in their free time. d Learn to compare and talk about the things you have best for Noelle, a smartphone or a
tablet? ONLINE HOTLINE IT TIPS HOME FORUM NEWS EDEROOM Noelle, from Ireland, sends us this message: Hi everyone. I would like some advice. I already have a laptop and a phone, but they're both quite old right now. I've got some extra money this month, so it's time for something new. I would like to buy
either a smartphone or a tablet. What's the difference? Is a tablet just bigger than a smartphone? Do they do the same thing? I work in an office, but sometimes I have to travel around Ireland for my job. Thanks for your help! We asked our website readers to help it decide! Size is everything! What's bigger? Sabine is
easy! A tablet is bigger than a phone. Hussein tablet everyone thinks they know the answer here, but these days a lot of new smartphones are not much smaller Smartphone than some of the mini tablets you see in shops. So maybe there's no difference! 82% How about the price? Which is cheaper? Susanna One tablet
is more expensive than a smartphone. Well, my phone was free, in fact! But I have to pay quite a lot of money every month to the phone company. Smartphone tablet 45% Can I bring it around easily? Which one is lighter? The tablet's sabine is heavier than a phone's 29 pills, but that's because it's larger. The only good
thing on a 71 phone is that I can put it in all my small smartphone menbag! Hussein A smartphone is lighter than a tablet, so that means it's easy to take it with me when I go out with my friends. Tell me about the screen. Who's clearer? Smartphone screen sabine are too small. Tablet 91 For me, the tablet screen is a lot
clearer than the one on my phone. Smartphone 9 I love to download and watch movie, so this is really important to me. My susanna is a teacher to use my pills to read and work on the documents. The screen on the tablet is bigger and better for my work than the single small phone. What's the best? Tablet 57% Hussein
I think a smartphone is better than a It's cheaper, it's smaller, so my Smartphone 43 can take it everywhere any problems, and, importantly, you can make calls to a phone. I can't easily do that on a tablet. Sabine the key winner. Yes, it's expensive, but I think it's worth it. The future tablets are there. Susanna I can't
choose – I like them both. 100 UNITS 10 TWO GRAMMAR Comparative Adjective A Look At The Bar Charts Online. a phrase completes. Most people think: 1 a 2 a 3 a 4 a. 1 2 3 4 5 . examples. 1 Adjective Short (e.g. light) add hard ➔ to write before long adjective (expensive examples) interesting ➔ interesting 3.37
Complete the irregular phrases (e.g. good, bad) ➔ bad ➔ worse 3.37 Split sentences. Listen and check your answers. my old man had. computers. Student Communication 10A goes to p.131. Student B goes to p.135. a bK LISTEN A c a website a documents a link a link to a computer asks and answers questions using
phrases of 4a and 4b. What types of websites do you visit? Do you navigate the internet at work? Talk an idea pick 1 or 2. 1 something new you've compared with something old you have (e.g. smartphone/mobile phone) 2 things that you use with similar ones (e.g. desktop computer/laptop) b Make notes about these two
things. • Is one better than the other? How? bigger, easier carry around...• What can you do with every thing? Pronunciation Listens again. Is the misspelled insisting 2d or not? g 3 5.37 Now go to Grammar Focus 10A on p.154 download click on visitor log on to save how often do you check your emails? c c look at the
phrases in 2a. Complete settlement with f 3 m _ Call passes a possible response. . The Adjective tells us how the smartphone and tablet is the same / different. my new smartphone is larger b some of the most expensive tablets 2 c_ _ _ email b Match verbs 1–5 and nouns a-e. Sometimes more. . sentence of the 2a.
Then circle the correct words to complete the rule. and 3.40 Fill the sentences from the podcast with the correct verbs. Listen and check your answers. 1 s_ _ The Internet is heavier than a better than a larger than a more expensive than a lighter than a comparative adjective underline in d VOCABULARY IT colocation 4
browsing the internet, take photos... c Speak of these two things. Ask other questions. Are you happy with your new smartphone? What do you think is best, your computer or your laptop? Noelle also listens to a podcast to help her decide. Listen to the podcast. Does she talk about the same ideas as the Hotline Online
posts? 3.39 3.39 Listen again. Select the correct answer. 1 Pocketability is over: a size of phones and tablets. b how the phone and tablet feel when you use them. 2 Eatability is over: a using phones and tablets at restaurants. using phone and tablet when you're fed up. talk about questions. 1 Do you believe the idea of
the podcast is helpful do not? Why / Why not? 2 Go to page 135 and find out what Noelle decided to buy. 101 10B What's the most beautiful language in the world? LISTEN TO 1 A ASK 2 AND ANSWER THE QUESTIONS. a 1 Which language can you speak? 2 What language would you like to learn? 3 Look at the
languages in the box. Where do people speak these languages? c3.41 Listen to Professor Ryan Hunter speaks on language on the radio. Tick (✓) the languages in the 1a that it speaks about. GRAMMAR Adjective Superlative 3.42 Fills the sentences with the words in the box. Listen and check your answers. easier
music the biggest and most challenging teacher at 1 Signora Monti was the school. 2 His works are the most known languages. 3 The language to learn is Basque. 4 Spanish is the language to learn. 5 China has the world's population. Read the sentences below and set the languages in order (1 = very easy, 4 = very
hard). Match phrases 1–4 and the language professor Hunter talks about. Listen and check your answers. 3.41 1 He thinks it's in a very beautiful language. 2 It is a tough language for English speakers, but not for Mandarin-speaking Chinese. 3 Many people think it's pretty easy. 4 More than 900 million people speak it.d
3.41 1 2 3 4 e G Superlative ajectives V high numbers Best Italian English Arabic Basque Japanese Mandarin Chinese Russian Spanish Learn to talk about Language Listen again and answer questions. For me, French is easier than Japorne. But people say that Spanish is the easiest language in the world and Basque
is the hardest. c Think of thy own language. What numbers do you think it has (1 = very easy, 4 = very hard)? d look at the phrases in the 2a. Then complete the policies and examples. What was the first language Professor Hunter learned? How many languages can he speak? Where do people talk Basque? How many
of the world's population speaks Mandarin Chinese? 1 Adjective Short (hard example) adds little ➔ 2 Write long (e.g. music) dear ➔ 3 Some irregular adjectives (e.g. good, bad) good ➔ bad ➔ the worst pick something Professor Hunter said which you think is: ➔ surprising exciting. and Now go to Grammar Focus 10B on
p.154 3.44 Pronunciation Listening to these sentences. Notice how the words insist. g the biggest g is easier 3.45 Listen to these questions. Where's the main stress: on most or about the adjective? What's the world's most beautiful language? What language is most useful for speaking? What language is the most
difficult in the world? RG Professor Hunter 102 Asks and answers questions at 2g and other students. UNIT 10 READING 3 A asks and answers questions. 1 Do you read any online blogs? What are they? 2 Do you use any language websites? 3 What do you think LinguaBlog is about? UABL O G LING REALITY OF
THE WEEK B LinguaBlog and check your answers to questions 3 through 3a.c Complete LinguaBlog and the superlative forms of One Journalist Harold Williams were adjective in the box. one in 1 students learning languages all the time. He spoke 58 different languages. hard (x2) fast old heavy short deli very good
Fran Capo of New York is 2 speakers in the world. It can mean 603 words in 54 seconds. d LinguaBlog again. Who are these three Tamil languages, from southern India, probably one of the 3 languages in the world that people always speak today. people are talking about? 1 2 3 4 5 and 'He was able to talk to people
from many different countries.' It's a very ancient language. It takes a lot of time to learn the alphabet. I'd love to have this book, but it costs too much. She speaks too soon! I can't understand it. I can say these words but I never know how to write them properly.' Four with more than 600,000 words, the English Oxford
Dictionary is one of 4 dictionaries in the world. It costs about £1,000. Is this 5 dictionaries in the world? It's certainly 6 – it has 20 pounds and weighs 62 kilograms! Five Rotokas, a language in the Solomon Islands, only has 12 letters, so it has 7 alphabets in the world. Khmer, language in Cambodia, has 8 alphabets. He
had 74 letters. Talk about the questions. 1 What fact do you think are the most interesting? Why? 2 Do you know of any other language facts? 4 Six many say English is 9 languages. Some of the 10 spelled words are: neighbours, aliens and clumish. VOCABULARY High Number A Finds These Numbers at 1c and
LinguaBlog. What are they referring to? three thousand nine hundred and six hundred and six hundred (3,600) b 5 now go to Vocabulary Focus 10B on p.162 for more high numbers. Write a high number for your partner to tell. Speaking a fill of the questions and superlative adjective forms. What or who ... 1 _____ (nice)
words you know in English 2 _____ (beautiful) words in your language 3____ (good) learn your language knows 4 _______ (ugly) words in your language 5_____ (long) words you can know think of your 6_____ (hard) words pronuncing in English 7 _____ (hard) words spelled in your language 8______ (interesting)
books you had to b ask and answer questions in the 5a with other students. I think the beautiful word at lagle is elbow. I love the sound of it. Who better learn your language knows? 103 10C Daily English Learn to ask for help There is something I don't know how to do Singing P primary stress instructions and tons of
listening to 1 a ask and answering questions. 1 Are you good at learning how to use new things? Why / Why not? 2 You have a problem with something that you cannot fix. what do you do? Why? a read the instructions. b ask someone in your family or a friend for help. c Take it to a store d Watch a video of it on the
internet. b Annie needs help with her pills. See or listen to Part 1 and answer the questions. 3.47 1 Who is Annie willing to help her first? 2 Who can help him in the end? c 3.47 See or listen to Part 1 again and answer their questions. 1 Why can't we help Annie? 2 What did Annie and Leyo decide to do? USE
LANGUAGE 2 3 Ask for help a 3.48 Look at different ways of asking for help. Who is annie used? Listen and check your answers. 1 2 3 4 b you could help me? can you help me? Would you mind showing me? Do you mind showing me? Tick (✓) incorrect sentences. Correct wrong sentences. Listen and check your
answers. Primary stress and tone can you explain this? Would you mind telling me ? Do you understand it explains to me? Could you show me? Would you mind helping me? c Match the questions and the correct answers. One correct answer to both questions. 3.48 Listen for the question below and notice the primary
stress. Do you mind showing me? What kind of words are there primary stress when we ask for help? c 3.49 1 2 3 4 5 PRONUNCIATION d3.48 down Listen again. Does the tone rise? In fear, practice telling the phrases at 2b and 3a. And think of a small problem you have with studying English. Think of a question to ask
your partner for help. Practice asking for help and agreeing to help one another. Use questions from 2a.1 Can you help me? 2 Do you mind helping me? No problem. yes, of course. c No, not at all. 104 or I don't understand that word. Would you mind explaining to me? No problem. UNIT 10 COSTS 4 A 3.50AM Annie
and Leo have lunch together. See or listen to Part 2 and answer the questions. b 1 What are the problems of Annie having problems with her pills? 2 Does Leo help him with the problem? CONVERSATION SKILLS 5 Check 3.50 Watch instructions or listen to Part 2 again. Leo says Annie does these things. Put them in
the correct order. a c c d Open a new screen. Touch this button. Get in the email. Touch the box 'Yes'. Speaking 6 A Communication Student 10C A goes to 6b below. Student B goes to p.133. Have Conversations 1. a look at the phrases in the conversation. Who says they are: Annie (A) or Leo (L)? 1 So first I handle
this button? 2 And it takes me to a new screen. like this? 3 And I touched 'Yes'. Is that good? Why is Annie asking these questions? Conversation 1. Read your first card. Think about what you mean. Then start the conversation with Student B. 1 a He wants to make sure he understands the instructions. b He wants Leo
to repeat the instructions. c Look at the words which are marked in the 5a. What expressions does Annie use when doing something? d Set the instructions in the correct order. a c e and next go to a new screen. And in the end save the photos here. Touch the word 'Open' here. In fear, take turns practicing give and
check Use the instructions in 5d with the following phrases. There are no correct answers. So first that's what's right? Touch the word 'Open' here. You bought a new phone, but you can't get text messages about it. Ask Student B for help. Check the instructions he/she gives you. b 2 Conversation. Now look at your
second card. Think about what you mean. Then listen to Student B and answer. 2 Students bought a new mouse for its computers, but it's not working. When he/she asks for help, explain how the mouse works. Here are the instructions: • Turn on the mouse and wait for the green light. • Double click the mouse. • Wait ten
seconds and click again. The mouse is working now.so? So first I touched the word 'Open'? Unit Progress Testing check your progress, you can test the Unit Progress unit. 105 10D skills for writing learning to write an express post an opinion too, my friend sent really funny text W Connected ideas and also, also with a 1
talking and listening to a 160/1 of 6 Removed by till 7:30, so at home you later than I thought. Maybe around 10 . I'll text again when we land. xx Ask and answer questions. 1 Do you send messages on your phone and on social networking sites? 2 If you do, when did you send them? • on holiday • when you're traveling •
at work • When you come out why you send them? 3 If not, why not? How do you contact people? c Hungry! Anything for dine? Dick gets in at 6:35. See you in a bit ;-) Listen to three people talking about text messages. Who's in the text A-d do you think were sent? 3.51 3.51 Listen again and fill the table. Send Texts To
Prefer To Deliver Why? d Speaker 1 Speaker 2 @bob August 16 Where are you? We are not the source of the water. Can't see you. Speaker 3 e r Here's a pic of you linked! It's her first media forwarding crowd and what are they doing? d 1 Minute What is the speaker's input most similar to you? How long? 2 1 3 4 106
160/1 of 6 CAST match message a-d with pictures 1–4. Where c b UNIT 10 2 Reading 3 Linking Ideas and also, too, and also a Read posts are about the things I hate discussion board. Tick (✓) which sometimes is found denies by people who use their phone. Genji Meepe MadMax AdamB Lars2 Rainbows a look at the
sentences and answer the question. MADMAX Some people also send texts while you're talking to them. MEEPE I've also got a friend who's in love with that. RAINBOWS It can be useful if you want to meet a friend. Also, my friend sent texts really funny. He posts them again. Who thinks these things? 1 People who
send text often have nothing to say. 2 It can be good fun to send texts to friends. 4 It's crude not to look at someone when they are talking to you. 3 People should not send texts when eating with others. Where does the Word of God come in each phrase? Underscore the correct response. 1 before/after a main verb (get,
live...) 2 before/after an auxiliary verb (must, there, may be...) 3 at the beginning / end of a new sentence. 5 I don't like those who go online in the midst of a conversation. WRITE SKILLS b Look at the phrases below and underscore words or phrases which means the same. Then answer the question.cline all the
adjective in their posts. What are the negative five? 1 ADAMB 2 LARS2 d Look at the posts again and find: 1 three ways to agree 2 one way to disagree. Yes, that's me in doing that too. Yes, I feel the same way. And text is so boring too. Where do they come to the sentence: At the beginning, in the middle or at the end?
c Add also, too or as well in these sentences. 1 I had a new PC and I had a new laptop. 2 We had a sanav in the car and we took a street map. 3 He works for a mobile phone company and knows a lot about computers. 4 Tablets are very light to bring. They have a big screen for them to easily read. Things I hate Genji I
hate it when people look at their phones when they're talking to you. It's pretty clear that if you're talking to someone, they should watch you, not on their phone. It's the worst thing you can do if you're with someone. I had a friend who does that. Meepe 4 A Plan a post on something that annoys you. Use these or your
own ideas. Make note. yeah i do. I've also got a friend who's in love with that. You're talking to him and start browsing the internet on his phone! It's so annoying. • another form of technology (by phone) • people's bad habits • An activity you hate doing. MadMax yes, you have really crude. People go online in the middle of
a conversation, and some people also send texts while you're talking to them. I hate that. write your post. Use the following on the discussion board to help you. Give your post to another student. AdamB Yes, I am in the same way. We have dine and he starts sending texts to all of his friends. It's horrible. agree or
disagree with another student's post, and try to add a sentence and also, too or as well. Then pass your post to the next student. Lars2 yes, I feel the same way. And text is so boring too. People say the most boring thing when they text - they never say anything important. It's like 'I'm on the bus. What are you doing?' or
I'm at home. Rainbows I disagree. It can be useful if you want to meet a friend. Also, my friend sent texts really funny, so we have a good laugh. Write and speak d Check the words linked with other students' posts. Are they also used, too and correctly? Compare posts. What do you think is the most interesting? Why?
107 UNIT 10 3 Review and Extension 1 A read the text and answer questions. 1 What language do the family map speak? 2 Which writing language prefers to speak? What it does rather talk? Why? GRAMMAR A family – four languages a complete conversation with my mother's comparative mother is Mexican, my
father is from Germany, we've spent ten years in England and now we live in Italy. So we speak four languages in our family! 1 Most of the people we know here are Italians, so when people come home we speak the Italian 2mos, but 3mos of them also understand English so that we sometimes speak English and
Italians together. I like to speak English 4mos at all because I was in school in London and also because it's an international language and 5most person speaking it. But with my parents I usually speak Spanish or German. My mother always prefers Spanish with us - she says it's 6the most beautiful language in the
world. adjective them in their brackets. Alba Pro Plexus Micra NEIL Which laptop is 1 best (good)? ASSISTANT WELL, Alba's is 2 (powerful) than the Plexus, having 3.5 Gigabytes of RAM. It also has a 3 screen (big) screen. But it's 4 (expensive) than the Plexus – it's £1,000 more. NEIL Which one is 5 (heavy)? Alba's?
ASSISTANT Yes. The Pleksus is 6 (light) and 7 (thin) than Alba's. So the Plexus is an 8 laptop (convenient) laptop if you're traveling. And he's a bit 9 (fast) than Alba's as well. b fill out the questions with one word from each box. b look up the sentences and most of the text in the 3a. Which phrase 1–6 means ... ? more
than all others are almost all (or about 70–80%) c c look at the phrases most of the people and most people in the text. What's about... Use the superlative shape in the adjective. long soccer dear hot river country hot in the world? 1 A Death Value B in California. The highest temperature was 56°C. 2 A What is b in
Sullivan? B the null. It's 6.695 miles long. 3 What is the carb of the world? B One of President Wilson Hotel in Geneva. It costs $118,000 for two nights. 4 A football that is ever football? B A lot of people say it's Pelé from Brazil. He scored over 1,000 goals and won the World Cup three times. 5 What is the world? B That's
easy – Russia. It's 17 million km2. 2 a person in general b a particular group of good hotel rooms VOCABULARY WORDPOWER pi d Fill the phrases with the words in the box. on the way tonight to my friends in a friend's place, then I went home. 1 I spent most of the 2 most in the U.S. speaking English, but there are

also 35 million Spanish-speaking Spanish. 3 It's a beautiful market. You go along a pure stream. My 4 I am almost 70 and most don't work now.and write two sentences about your life. Select two phrases. most of the time most of my friends are louder throughout most days telling a partner your sentence and asking and
answering the questions. How similar are you? an underscore the correct words. 1 Don't forget to click/save the document when you close it. You don't want to lose 2 It visits / browsing the internet for hours every night. It just goes from one document/website to the next.3 How can I log in/click on your computer? I want
to visit/check my emails. 4 Click/ Visit this link to download the file/computer. 3 256 4 1,500 How well did you do in this unit? Write 3, 2, or 1 per goal. 3 = very well 2 = quite 1 = not so well i CAN... comparing and talking about things I wrote numbers as mo. 1 50,000,000 2 2003 REVISED PROGRESS W 5 200,000 6
2,655 talk about languages required to write a post expressing an opinion. 108 1 T I NU CAN PERFORM OBJECTIVES ■ Ask and answer about entertainment experience ■ Talk about events you have ■ Ask and express opinions about things you have seen ■ write a review of my tn i r Inter GETTING A Look at the
photo and answer the questions. 1 What do you think these kids are watching? Here are some ideas: • A Play • A Cartoon • A Musical Play • A Magic Show 2 Watch Each Child. How do you think he feels? Here are more ideas: • Fear • Excited • Mad • Angry • Marvel • Worry talking about what you enjoyed when you
were a child. Say why. 109A 11A 1A A I heard it's really funny Learn to ask and respond about entertainment experience G Featuring the perfect V Irregular participating past reading look photos of the three actress. What do you think they have in common? FACT FEMALE LE: A they went to the same school. b They all
lived in Australia. c They were modeling before they became actress. d They are married to film directors. BORN: 1976 MUSCAT, OMAN KID: AUSTRALIA &amp; LIFE SCOTLAND: LOSING ANGELES READ the reality records. Get answers for the 1a. Do it the quiz questions about the actress. Guess the answers.
Hollywood all they have? Who is the actress: ... Ake-up 1 which was in a mine ad i advertise 2 can dance well camera a lot 3 like to use it 4 training in France people 5 enjoy help r 6 is also a sheet writing Read the Film article International and find out their answers to the exam. and talk about the questions. 1 Who do
you think is the most interesting actress? Why? 2 Do you know of any other Australian actors and actresses? 110 BORN: 1979 SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA CHILDSHIP: LIFE OF AUSTRALIA: NEW YORK: WHEN FEMALE Rose Parne FACT CT FEMALE IA HAS ISLAND, ROSE AND I ENT DO A LOT DIFFERENT
PERHAPS THINGS THAT YOU TRY NOT TO KNOW A UBOU U GUESS OUR QUIZ. CAN THEY DO WHAT ACTRESS MATTERS? : ownership? REALITY TH E QU IZ cla Fisher Mia Wasikowska BORN: 1989 CANBERRA, AUSTRALIA YOUTH: AUSTRALIA &amp; POLAND LIVE: SYDNEY International FILM I Sla
Sin, Rose Byrne and Mia Wasikowska are the three famous actress who work in Hollywood, and have many things in common. All three from Australia and before going to Hollywood their very first job were in the Australian drama and operations. They acted in some very popular films. Isla was in Accident Souding and
the Great Gatsby, Rose was in Bridesmaids and X-Men: First Class and Mia were in Alice were in Alice in Wonderland and Jane Eyre. They all won prizes in the USA and Australia for their acting. However, outside of acting, they did some interesting and unusual things. Isla is not only interested in film. He studied
theatres in France when he was younger and wrote two novels. Rose has worked for UNICEF in Australia. He's also a model and has done television work for the company's famous make-up, Max Factor. Mia, the youngest of the three, trained as a ballet at school, but now she really likes to take pictures and won a
national award in Australia for one of her photos. Isla, Rose and Mia are not just three amazing actress, they're three amazing women. UNIT 11 2 GRAMAR Present Perfect: Positive 5 Presents Perfect: Negative and Question a Full Sentences. Check your responses in the text. 1 They 2 Read 3 Mia in some very popular
films. two novels. a national prize for one of his pictures. a 3.56 Fill the phrases from the conversation with the words in the box. Listen and check your answers. Do you know when long ago the actress did these things? ever completely fills the rule with the correct verb. I/you/n/them+he/he/he/he/3's (glass) afterwards.
3,52 Maggie and Stephen answer the magazine quiz about the actress. Listen and answer questions. 1 When we are not used, never, and never, they come to the perfect present. 2 When we ask a question in the perfect present, we come subject.1 Did they guess all the correct answers? 2 Tick (✓) films are discussed:
bdding the Grand Gatsby Bridesmaids DTS and f X-Men: First Class Alice in Wonderland Jane Eyre Listen again. Tick (✓) if they saw this actress. Then wrote the letter (a-f) of the film in the 3am movie they saw it in. c 3.56 Pronunciation Listens again to the sentences of 5a. Are we the stress or involvement of the past?
3.52 Isla Fisher Rose Byrne Mia Wasikowska d Now go to Grammar Focus 11A on p.156 and 3.58 Complete the conversation with the correct form of the verbs in the brackets. Listen and check your answers. Maggie Stephen✓b A 1 (see) the Hobbit movies? B yes, I win. and you? An I2 (watch) first movie, but I'm 3 the
others. 4 (read) the book? B No, I am 5 (read) the Hobbit, but I am 6 (read) the Lord of the Rings. c What does Maggie and Stephen think about the actress in the films they've seen? 4 A view completes the rules and words before or listens to a bp never any of its films. 1 I was not 2 I saw a movie with Mia Wasikowska.
3 Did you see some of his films? + past participation (e.g. worked) (in) VOCABULARY GRAMCABULARY involved past (not seen) 3.53 Complete the phrases from the conversation with the words in the box. listen check your answers. he heard writing talk to see novels? Did you 1 How did you know that Isla Fish has
them? 2 I have never been a movie with Mia Wasikowska. 3 I was really funny in Bridesmaids. Do the verbs end in -aid? b Go to Vocabulary Focus 11A on p.163 6 Speak a thought to some popular films, TV programs and books. Write down six questions about these things. See the questions at 5am to help you. b ask
your other students questions at 6a. Have you watched NCIS on television? No, I don't win. Is this a good programme? Yes, I love it.111 11B I bet you've never been to the Opera Learn to talk about events you've been to G present perfect or past V music a BUENOS AIRES: City of Music Did you know Buenos Aires is
one of the top cities in the world for music in the world? And it is not only the tango orgstras you can hear, but all kinds of music. Classical Music and OPERA It's easy to find good classical music in Buenos Aires. Top orchestras from all over the world playing in the Teatro Colón and you can also see first-class operators.
It's not cheap, but you pay less if you get a ticket for an entire season. 1 A JAZZ AND POP MUSIC Buenos Aires is full of club jazz, but the most interesting is probably Jaz yy Pop. It's a small room in a basement with musicians to play in the middle of the room. And not only jazz – they also play rock, pop and folk music.
Musicians from all over the world are playing there for free, so you might see someone famous! Reading look at a picture. What kind of dance are they doing? b Watch at Buenos Aires: Music City. Or if you like drums, visit the Connection Cultural Center. A band named La Bomba da Tiempo play the drum every night.
They play dance music in Africa and Latin America. Tourists and local people meet together to enjoy the holiday and dance all night long. Do you think it is over: 1 famous Argentinian band 2 where they hear music 3 dancers tango? Then there's the Roxy. It has two stages, one for live rock music and the other for dance
music and DJs. Go there late – the chains do not start playing until 2 cores and the crowd starts to reach around 3. The trees are expensive! Read the text and check your mind. c He Buenos Aires: The City again and answers questions. TANGO in the street goes to the San Telmo district. It's full of great coffee and
shops, and also musicians and singers. On a hot summer evening you can see dancing tango in the street. There's a space to dance at every bar. It's free so bring your dancing shoes! 1 Where do you think the people in A-d pictures are? 2 Where is the most expensive place to go? 3 Where can you hear more than one
kind of music? 4 What is the best time to go to Roxy's? 5 Which place(s) do you think are popular with both visitors and people living in the city? d you in Buenos Aires. Choose a Place You'd Like in, and one place you wouldn't like to go to. Why / Why not? 112 b CIT 11 4 GRAMMAR Present perfect or past simple d a
3.63C Match the questions and answers. Listen and check your answers. 1 Have you ever been to the pop jaz? a yes, I have to actually. I went there last year. 2 Where is the rocky? Were you there? yea, of course I have. We all went there for Antonia's birthday. 3 I bet you've never been to the Teatro Colón. c yes, I
went there two weeks ago. They were really good music. b Answer questions about 4a. 2 1 What are tens used? a simple featuring c presents continuous b past d presents perfect 2 Which tension we use... a if we do not say when something happened if we say when something happened 3 What tension we use and ...
an ever-time expression and never b time (last weekend, a month ago) VOCABULARY Music a 3.59 Underline word to the text for: 1 type of music: tango,... 2 people who play music, singing or dance: an orchestra, ... Listen and check your answers. b 3.60 Pronunciation Hear these words again. Circles the number of
syllables. Underscore the insisting installation of each word. Dancing 1 musician 1 classic 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 Listen to five pieces of music. What kind of music are they? what kind of music do you listen to? What kind of you never listened to? a dchestra 1 2 3 opera 1 2 3 c 3 c e Kurt and Bea are the students of Buenos Aires.
Listen to their conversations about Buenos Aires: The City of Music. Tick (✓) where to talk about. 3.62 Teatro Colón Jaz are Pop Konex Centre 5 Cultural Centre 5 Where? 1 Jaz are Pop 2 3 When? Talk to being in your city or city. Here are some ideas: • A concert or music event • A movie or player • a cinema, the
theater or club Roxy San Telmo 3.62 Fill the table on Bethe. Listen and check your answers. Practice the conversation at 4d. A thought of two things you saw or where you scored. Royal Theater – Macbeth Stadium Soccer – Jay-Z concert where each was each being? b 3.65 Put the conversation in the correct order.
Listen and check your answers. Someone who did you go with? A you enjoyed it? A 1 Have you ever been to music festival? A where was he? B It was at Novi Sad, in Serbian - the EXIT festival. B I went with a group of friends from university. B yes, we all had a great time. B yes, I win. I went on one last summer. 3.61
Listen Now to Grammar Focus 11B on p.156b Think of things you haven't seen or where you haven't been, but they would like. Make note. Did he love it? c Ask other students about these things and places in 5a and 5b. Request more information. Were you the member? Who did you go with? When did you go there?
Was it right? 113 11C Daily English Learning asks and expresses opinions about things you saw I thought were quite S responding to a P main stress and tons of a b 1 cost a look at pictures a and b. Write what you think Dan's say. c 3.66 See or listen to Part 1 and check your answers in 1b. Then choose the correct
answer below.1 Dan and Martina will be out/on their way home. 2 Address are 50 Windsor Road / 15 Windsor Road. Dan and Martina are in the taxi. See or listen to Part 2 and answer the questions. 3.67 1 Where was they? 2 Do they have the same opinion on what they saw? and ask and express opinions asking and
answering questions. 1 When you're out in the evening, do you ... • drive • walk • take a bus • Take a taxi • Other 2 When you took a taxi? where did you go? d USEFUL LANGUAGE 2 3.67 Read the sentences and write Martina (M), Tooth (D) or both (B). Watch or listen again to check your answers. Who thinks... 1 The
concert was good 2 by all the band were good 114 and 3 the first band was good 4 Atlantis is a good band 5 Atlantis exceedingly great a 3.68c and b Listen and put the conversation in the correct order. Did you enjoy it? and you? I really loved it. So what did you think of it? yes, it was a good concert. yes, I too. In fear,
practice the mini conversation in 2a.c Now look at how these express an opinion. Match the opinion 1–3 with the reason a–c. 1 I truly love the first band. 2 I did not like the first lot. 3 I didn't like the first band at all. a I thought are horrible. b i thought the song was great. c I thought they played well, but the lyrics were
boring. UNIT 11c PRONUNCIATION 5 Main Stress and tons of a 3.70% Listen to the answers. Note that both words are stressed at each one. 1 Do you? b 3.70 2 Did you do? 3 I am neither. 4 I am also. Listen again and answer questions. 1 Does the tone go up or down at the end of each response? 2 At 1 and 2, do you
think the speaker sounds... an angry wonder happy? c d LISTEN 3 CONVERSATION skills respond to an input a read mini-conversations. What the answer means... I agree. Listen again and repeat. In fear, take turns responding to these views. You may agree or disagree. 1 I thought the concert was boring. 2 I didn't
enjoy the concert. Did you do that? I thought it 3 I think the very band player was really good. interesting music. 4 I thought the concert was too long. 5 I think it's a fantastic cock. What do you think happens in the AFC? How does Martina feel? See or listen to Part 3 to check. 3.69 4 3.70 6b I don't really agree. Listen to
the look at picture screenshot. Answer questions with a partner. 1 Where do you think Dan and Martina are now? 2 What do you think Dan says? 1 MARTINA I did not like all the ropes. NO TEETH, me neither. 2 MARTINA I really love it, how about you? TEETH the answer is yes, me too. d 3 MARTINA I thought they
were fine. TEETH Did you do? 4 Dan really great MARTINA do you think so? 5 MARTINA have been too loud. Yes TEETH, maybe. b Fill the table with iron or made. c Introduce than a I think they're right. B Do you? A I thought they were right. B 1 w? A music to interesting. B 2 you think so? A manchester concert was
boring. B Did you think so? In fear, practice the mini conversations at 4b. Take turn being A and B. 7 a 3.71 Watch or listen to Part 4 and check your answers at 6a. Speak Communications 11C Student A goes to p.131. Student B goes to p.133. Unit Progress Testing check the progress you can test your unit now. 115
11D a ask and answer questions. You Structured a WRITTEN REVIEW SKILLS Structured a 3 Review a Read Melissa and Robin's review again. Write down the numbers 1 Did you see any of the films on these pages? 2 Have you ever watched a movie more than once? questions below. 4 Who are the actors and who
is good? Melissa and Robin talk about a movie. Listen and answer questions. b c d e 3.72 1 What films are they talking about? 2 Does Robin like it? Does Melissa like her? c Learn to write a review It was an interesting movie to speak and listen to 1 skills 1 for Writing b Looking at some more comments about films. What
questions in the 3am are they answered? Listen again. Write Robin (R) or Melissa (M). Who...? 3.72 1 2 3 4 When you saw the movie? Did you like it? Do you recommend it? Who wrote or directed it? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 think James Bond films are still even thinking James Bond films are just for fun thinking the special effects
were good going to see the movie again d Choose a movie you saw and a movie you saw with a movie you liked it! I hear it was good so I went to see him over the weekend. I thought the story was quite interesting. Leonardo Dicaprio is brilliant. It's by Spanish director, Pedro Almodóvar. Do not go to see him, for he is
awful! I thought it was a very funny movie. I laughed a lot. have not been seen. Make note. Think about: • Why you liked or didn't like the movie • why would you like to see the other movie. and talk about the two films from 1d. Home Read reviews. Is it positive or negative? 1 How often did he watch the movie? 2 What
are the best ways to look at it? Robin went to see Erption at the movies. Read his review. Is it positive or negative? d Read Robin's review again and answer questions. 1 Why did he go and see him? 2 What are the good and bad things she says about the movie? 3 Does he think it is a good idea for others to see or buy
the movie? MY 116 PODCASTS THOUGHT IT WAS AN INTERESTING AND INTERESTING MOVIE, SO TRY TO SEE IT IF YOU CAN! a Melissa uploaded the Movie Inertions.questions. FEATURE INSERTION READING B Melissa's review again and respond to REVIEW INTERVIEWS 1 Do other students see them?
2 What were they thinking? 2 REVIEWS 1 I saw Incessions at the movies a month ago and I download it so i could see it again. 2 I have watched it three times now and it gets better every time. 3 It's by British director Christopher Nolan and it's a brilliant story. 4 All actors are excellent, but I liked Leonardo DiCaprio and
Tom Hard the best. They play Cobb and Eames, part of a team that is trying to put the leader in someone else's mind. It's a good idea to watch this movie on a big screen because it has great special effects. 5 I thought it was an interesting and interesting movie, so try to see it if you can! UNIT 11 c Watch the reviews
again. How do sentences 1–3 differ from those in review? 1 I saw Incessions at the movie a month ago and I decided to download Insection so I could see Inerption again. 2 I liked Leonardo Dicaprio and Tom Hard the best. 3 I saw the incession last week. My friend Charlie told me Inseption was good. answer questions
with a partner. 1 How often does Melissa and Robin write the name of the film in their reviews? 2 Which words were used in the film names? 4 Write and speak a Plan a review of a movie you saw. Make note, using the questions in the 3a and the 3b comments to help you. write your reviews. Use Melissa's review and
robin's review to help you. cwap review with another student and check. Does your partner's review answer questions at the 3a? it reviews other students. What movie would you like to see? JOSEPH GORDON-LEVIT IS EXCELLENT IN THE ROLE OF ARTHUR 1 I saw insects last week.2 My friend Charlie told me he
was right. She usually loves the films I love so I went to see her, but I didn't enjoy it much. 3 Christopher Nolan, who made the batman films, wrote and directed it.4 There are a lot of well-known actors in the film (Joseph Gordon-Levit is excellent in the role of Arthur), but I thought the story was quite hard to understand
and also too long. 5 See it if you have a spare two and a half hours... 117 UNIT 11 Review and extension of a Match 1–6 and a–f conversation. VOCABULARY 1 An underscore the correct words. 1 I don't like all classical/classical music. 2 He loves old rock /rocker music like the Rolling Stones. 3 After years of playing
the violence, she finally got a job with an orchestral/orchestra. 4 In my opinion, Madonna is the most popular/popular music song in the world. 5 Bill only played his guitar in the street for money. But listen to him – he's a very good musician/ musician. 6 Would you like to come and see Così fantasies? It is a very popular
opera / operator by Mozart. must go hear 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 We were Australia only once. He read a book in English last week. I've never seen an X-Men movie. They won a popular music competition two years ago. I saw three films over the weekend. It's never for him I didn't read a book by Dan Brown. return a
phone call put on clothes and check the size is right to fill there is a rest on a residue or bed visiting someone's home away from being a child of an adult-dead verb from the 3am. He never wants these things in the shops and often gets the size wrong. 2 You need this form of the airport. Can your details be here? 3 I was
still living in Sydney. i mwen here. 4 He finally read me this morning and told me he was away all last week. 5 Why haven't you read your book? My brother's 6 last night and brought a cake for my birthday. I / belongs in South Africa twice. He/she/encounters a lot of famous actors. you/see the latest James Bond movie?
He/she /doesn't/work in a desk before. We / never / win Lotto. y/read all the Harry Potter books? I /don't/hear a lot of jazz music. in incorrect sentences. Yes, I think I need to lie down for a while. Well, I was born in Manchester, but I grew up here. That's OK. I can call you back this afternoon. Well, would you like to come
round for dine? Thank you. Now you can fill this form in, please? Could I try it on? Fills the sentences with the correct form into a perfect to present. b Tick(✓) incorrect sentences. Change the verb form a c c d e f 1 2 3 4 5 6 a written phrase with the correct form 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Author, Mike, I got a current meeting. Here's
my photo ID. Are you from London? Here's a very nice shirt in blue. You're looking for a bit fatigue. I had nothing to do that evening. he sees winning GRAMAR 2 1 2 3 4 5 5 match the multi-word verbs in the 3a and write the last participation of the verbs. 1 2 3 4 WORDPOWER Multi-word verbs 3 d d Works of pair. Ask
and answer questions. 1 2 3 4 5 6 How often will friends or family come to your place? Do you sometimes forget to call people back? Where did you grow up? Do you usually try on clothes before buying them? What was the last form you had to fill in? Do you sometimes lie in the day? complete the conversation and the
correct present perfect or recent form of the verbs in brackets. A 1 (you/must) Australia? B No, I don't have, but I'm 2 (to be) in New Zealand. Do you have? I'm 3 (never/are) there, but I'd like to go. B N 4 (go) roughly four years away this summer. A 5 time span (yours/stays)? B about three weeks, but he's 6 (not) long
enough. An I7 (make) a bungee jump when I'm 8 (must) there. 9 (you/all time/try) anything like that? No. I'm too scared! REVIEW YOUR PROGRESS How well do you perform in this unit? Write 3, 2, or 1 per goal. 3 = very well 2 = quite 1 = not so well i CAN... ask for answers about entertainment experiences talking
about events I expressed opinions about the things I saw writing a review. 118 CAN MAKE GOALS ■ Talk about holiday plans ■ Counsel ■ Use language for travel and tourism ■ an email with tour tips 2 1 T I NU it and v a r T START A LOOK AT THE PICTURE AND ANSWER QUESTIONS. 1 Where do you think of
these people on holiday? Why? 2 Who is in the picture: friends or family? 3 What else were they planning to do here? b In fear, ask and answer the questions. 1 Do you take photos of friends and family on holiday or other special days? 2 What else do you picture? 3 What do you do with your pictures after you have taken
them? 4 Which photo is your favorite? 119 12A What shall you do? A learn to talk about holiday planS G will V Geography b b VOCABULARY Geography 1 d f g e h a match word Match 1-10 with a picture a-j. 1 2 3 4 black island mountain beach forest water beaches 6 7 8 8 9 10 desert the bank full rain river i j3.73
Pronunciation Listen and check your answers to the 1a. Then answered the questions. 1 Which two words contain only a little one? 2 Who is disabled in all other words? c work in fear. See a picture of a–j and answer their questions. 1 Where would you like to live near? 2 Were you in any of these places? 3 Where would
you like to go on holiday? Why? d 2 Now go to Vocabulary Focus 12A on p.165 for more vocabulary Reading Vocabulary What is important for you when you're on holiday? Why? • Nothing – just relax • Meet new people • Make many visitors • understand a new culture • Try a new sport • Eat local food read the WAW
website. What leaders of the 2b can you do at work across the World Holidays? c read the website again. What is a good job for someone who likes... • Swimming and dancing • Cartoon • Sports outdoor d Talk about questions. 1 Would you like to do one of these works? Why / Why not? 2 Order three tasks from hard
work (1) by very hard work (3). Say why. 120 What is working around the world (WAW) holidays? They're holidays where you work for a few hours every day and you get your accommodation and free meals. Why go to a job around the world (WAW) holidays? Because it's fun, you help others and you also make a lot of
exciting new friends. Here are some examples of great jobs across the world holidays. Summer work in a small hotel in the Åland Islands, Finland. • Their work includes cleaning and taking reservations. • Great for people who love electronics and kayaking. 1 UNIT 12 3 cost four 3.75 Listen to two conversations about
holiday plans. What works through world holidays are Emily and Chloe interested in? 3.75 Listen again to the two conversations. Answer questions. Conversation one one why doesn't Emily want to go to college? 2 What's it like about the job she's interested in? 3 Why doesn't Zoe want her to go? Conversation 2 one
why does Chloe want to quit her job? 2 What's it like about the job she's interested in? 3 Does Frank think it is a works for Chloe? talk about questions. 1 Do you think it's a good idea for Emily and Chloe to do a job around the holiday world? Why / Why not? 2 What is the good and bad thing about one of these holidays?
a GRAMMAR will be in 3.76 Complete the phrases from conversations. Listen and check your answers. 1 I am 2 am email and ask about it. to quit this job.b b Look at the phrases at 4a. Underscore the correct words to complete the rule. We use them + go to + infinite when we want to describe a future plan/an action
present. c 3.77 Fill the sentences with the correct forms going in with the verbs in brackets. Listen and check your answers. + I - I ? What ad f (find out) more about him. (don't go) university next year. (iron)? Pronunciation listens to sentences of 4c again. Who insists, goes or the main verb? 3.77 Now, go to Grammar
Focus 12A on p.158 3.79 Complete the conversation and go in with the verbs in brackets. Listen and check your answers. An I1 (spending) six-month hike and working next year. Great. Where are your 2 (go)? An I3 (traveler) around South Africa. What are the acts of B 4 (DONE)? A cleaning, cooking, working in
restaurants – things like that. I'm 5 (don't do) anything too hard. B and what about your trip? An I6 (see) for a job in the house. 2 A Mexican family seeks a young person to work at home in Acalyco on the Pacific coast. • Work includes looking after children and teaching English. • Great beach and night – lots of fun. 5 a b
SPEAK Communication 12A Student Attend p.131. Student B goes to p.135. Talk about which of the two working holidays you'd like to do. 3 Come and live in an artists' village in the South Island of New Zealand. • Their work includes helping at the local grocery store and cleaning. • Close to amazing scenery: rain,
mountains and glaciers. 121 12B You should live like the local people learning to give advice on travelling G should/should not travel colocation reading 1 a 2 a pair of Match verbs 1-6 with a word or phrase of the Ask and answer the questions. Box. Use the texts in 1b to help you. Would you like to live in a different
country? Why / Why not? If you answered yes, which country would you choose? a hotel reads the texts and matchs the people with pictures c Read their phrases. Who do you think write each: Troy (T), Oliver and Kirsten (OK) or Cerys (C)? b 1 2 3 4 Saw some beautiful fish yesterday. Fantastic! We've got a job taking
photos for a local newspaper. I think they liked the music I played last night. I will work on Koh Tao Island - the sea is so clear there. 5 We will find a local school for our daughter next week. Why not go travel... and never stop? c in 2003 Troy sold everything, packed a small bag and left home to Australia travelling
abroad. He was 30 years old. Ten years and 15 later, he still travels and says he will never go home. Last year he arrived in Portugal. To earn money, Troy works as an English teacher. He's also a DJ in some local nights. 122 abroad plans a 4/4 holiday plan has 5 pounds/stays in 6 packs/releases 3.80 Six people talk
about travelling and holidays. Fill the sentences with verbs in the 2a. Listen and check your answers. Who speaks in 2b do you agree with? Why / Why not? Oliver and Kirsten Foster left the UK in 2009. In the three years they traveled to Mexico, Peru, the USA, Thailand, China, Dubai and Germany before reaching their
last home in Egypt. They're both photographers, so they can work anywhere in the world. Now they have a three-year-old daughter, Liona, so they have to make better plans. But they don't want to change their lives. Next year they will live in Ecuador and then South Africa. TROY SAYS: You can use English in most
places, but you should also try to learn the local language. CERYS SAYS: It's a big, wide outside world. I don't want to spend my life in one place. at home 1 I always holiday myself carefully. I read about the place before I go there. 2 I do not want abroad. It's better to go on holiday in my own country. 3 I have never been
a hotel. I want to see my room before I decide to stay there. 4 I usually bag me about an hour before I go on holiday. I hate to do it! 5 After a week away I'm still happy at home and seeing my family again. 6 When I'm on holiday I never plan. I just see what happens when I get there. Would you like to go travel and never
stop? Why / Why not? Like many students, Cerys finished university in her home town of Swansea in Wales and decided to have a long holiday. He stayed in cheap hotels with and friends from different countries. Five years later he still enjoyed that holiday. When he was in Australia, he learned how to dive. He loved it
and decided to do a course and learn to teach others how to dive. Now it works throughout the world teaching tourists to dive. a 1 bag make / switch 2 trips / live 3 stay in / go back a-d. VOCABULARY Travel Colocation OLIVER SAYS: I like meeting new people, but you shouldn't forget your family's home back. I phone
my henry every week. KIRSTEN SAYS: You should live like the local people and try to make friends with people from the country. A UNIT 12 3 GRAMAR should / should not be a look at the phrases. Underscore the correct words. Then check in the texts. 4 What do you think these people mean? 1 You should / should
not try to learn the local language as well. 2 You should / should not forget your family to return home. 3 You should / should not live like the local people. c 3.81b Pronunciation Listen to sentences 2 and 3 of verbs 3a. Would you like to live abroad? Take our advice! 1 stay home all the time. Go out and meet people. You
should not stay home all the time. Should you... 2 Try to visit a new location every weekend. Don't wait until the last few weeks of your stay. 3 It is upon the land before you go there. 4 Don't get mad when things go wrong. 5 Remember that these things work differently in other countries. Quickly he texts them again about
Troy and Cerys. What's the thing below you think Troy loves and what do you think Cerys likes? Why? Write T (Troy) or C (Cerys). Great Downtown Cafés sports store Now go to Grammar Focus 12B on p.158 and Read the advice on living abroad. My commute is a beach person. What about you and other students?
Are you the same? 1 Is there a/he/she/the sound should and shouldn't? 2 Is the voice long or short? i'm not really a city person. I'm quite a sports person. select the correct answer to complete the rules. You should mean: a you have to do it is a good idea. After they should and should not be used: an A + Infinite b infinite
without them. LISTEN AND TALK C3.83 Rumors ballet country music museum to beach sea concerts to listen to Troy and Serys. Check your responses in 4b.d Troy and Serys will be visiting your country. Talk about where they should and should not go, what should be done and why. and work with a student you don't
know very well. Find out what they like and don't like to do on holiday. F Give your partner some tips on what to do with what not to do in a city you know. You should go to the mall. There is a lot of good coffee. You should not go to the National Museum. It's very boring! b d c 123 12C Daily English Learn language for
travel and sightseeing S Show surprise P Consonant group Is breakfast included? LISTEN TO 1 A ASK AND ANSWER THE QUESTIONS. 1 When you go on holiday, where do you usually stay? Select one or more locations. • hotels • hotels • camping in a tent • home / home • with friends • another 2 places why do you
like to stay in this / where is this(s)? b 3.84 See or listen to Part 1 and answer their questions. Dear 1 Congregation! You've got a weekend for 2 people in the city of 3. All your travel and hotel expenses are included in the price. You can only use your prices over the weekend on July 4. Enjoy! 1 Who won a competition? 2
Can Dan and Martina use the price? c 3.84 See or listen to Part 1 again. Complete the email. Enter a word or number in each gap. CONVERSATION SHOWING Surprise 2 a look at the conversation. Underscore the two ways that Dan shows surprise. MARTINA DAN MARTINA DAN I won a competition. Do you have?
Fantastic. What's the price? A weekend for two in Bath... Really? That's great. b What questions in 2a can you use to answer to any news? c Match 1–4 with a–d. Listen and check your answers. 3.85 1 2 3 4 3 a b I'm getting married. I'm really grammar. I went to New York for the weekend. I ate a bug. LISTEN 3.86 Who
do you think Dan and Martina gave the price? See or listen to Part 2 and check. 3.86 See or listen to Part 2 again. Fill out the guest info card.a c d Do you? Do you have? are you? Did you do that? Imperial Hotels welcome to the. Hotel Imperial H ber is the num of your room 1. r breakfast please join us from the lunch
room. 2 time is your check out 4. Enjoy your stay. 124 d Pronunciation Listen again. Is the tone of A-d in 2c going up a little or so much? 3.85 and think of weird things. They don't have to be true! Make note. In fear, take turns telling each other your weird things and showing surprise. Using expressions from 2a and 2c.
UNIT 12 COST 6 USEFUL LANGUAGE 4 A Check in a hotel 3.90 Watch or listen to Part 3. Complete information about the city's bus tours. a below are useful expressions for hotel guests. Which two expressions did Annie use? 1 I had a reservation for a double room for two nights. 2 Is there a car park? 3 Are breakfast
included? 4 Are there Wi-Fi in the room? 5 When to check out? 6 Is there a protection in the room? Bath City BUS TOURS Sheet from 1 Price 2 Ticket to 3 Paid by cash or 4 b Which card question in the 4b is used to ask b After bus to annie go to a museum. What do you think happens after? c c watch or listen to Part 4
and check your answer to 6b. Then answered the questions. about things hotels can offer? 3.87 Complete the conversation between a guest and a hotel reception and sentence from the 4a. Listen and check your answers. RECEPTION RECEPTION GUESTS INVITE RECEPTIONIST GUEST RECEPTIONIST GUESTS
TO INVITE 3.91 Tea Dan and Martina di Annie plans? 2 Why do you think they did /didn't? Hello, how can I help you? Hello/ Good morning. I'm 1 . A double room? Your name, please? Morton. Thank you. So, that's two nights? Yes. Is that 2? Yes, it's from 6:30 even until 9:30 even in the food room. Is that 3? Yes, there
is. And what is 4? It's 11 o'c united on the day you leave. USE LANGUAGE 7 Ask for tourist information a Match 1–5 and one-on-one to complete questions. Listen and check your answers. 3.92 1 2 3 4 5 Do you have a city bus trip How much is it Can I buy I will have a c c d d for a ticket? a ticket, please. Help me? Can
I go on? tickets here? b you are on holiday and go to a Tourist Information Office to ask about an interesting museum to visit. Answer questions. PRONUNCIATION 5 Consonant Group 3.88 Listen to these sentences. Notice how groups are marked components and/t/t are pronuncing. 1 I had a reservation for a double
room for two nights. 2 So, that's two nights? 3 Are breakfast included? 4 It is from 6:30 even until even 9:30. listen to these sentences below. Consonant groups underlined and /t/. c 8 3.89 1 2 3 4 c 1 you can use all questions at 7a? 2 Which one(s) do you have to change? 3 Write a new question for example(s) you need
to change. We're away next week. I would like some tourist information. The toilet on your left. Can I buy two tickets, please? In fear, practice conversations like the one at 4c. Use your own name and change some of the questions about things in the hotel. Take turns being the reception and guest. a work of fear. Use
your answers at 7b to make a conversation at the Tourism Information Office about visiting a museum. Take turns being the tourist and an assistant working at the office. Student B goes to p.135. Progress Unit tests check your progress you can now test the progress unit now. 125 12D 1 a skill to write learning writing an
email and travel advice You should go to the Royal Palace W paragraph writing talk and listen to how much you have your holiday plans before you leave? Pick a reply and say why. 1 I like to plan everything as much as possible to know what I will do. 2 I plan my journey and accommodation, but nothing else. 3 I only
purchased tickets. I organise everything else when I arrive. b see photos of the location in Sweden and answer questions. 1 What do you know about Sweden? 2 What can you see in the pictures? c3.93am Elliot tells Louise about a holiday he planned. Listen to and underscore the correct answers. 1 Elliot booked his
holiday online / through a travel agency. 2 It will be in Stockholm for a weekend / week. 3 It will be staying in a 3-star/4-star hotel. Elliot's 4 will go on march/May.5 Louise/Elliot has a friend named Karin in Stockholm. d 2 You want to visit Stockholm. What questions could you ask Karin? What should I see in Stockholm?
Reading an Elliot sent an email to Karin. It's karin in response. What is he not talking about? a place to visit the c hotel bad time to read Karin's emails again and complete the table. Places to visit The Reasons to visit Stan's historic Gamla, 1 excellent 2 Royal Palace palace in the 3 rooms and 4 Skansen museums
outdoor and 5 close to a 6 to 126, , the things , Re: Stockholm Hiliot 1 Thanks for your email. 2I am very happy to help you plan your holiday in Stockholm. 3I'll glad you'll spend some time in my home town! 4You ask me about three top tourist things to do in Stockholm, so here are some ideas. 5First, you should visit
Stan Gamla (which means 'old city'). 6You can see a lot of stories in this part of Stockholm and it's very beautiful. 7 There's also some great coffee in Stan Gamla. 8 Second, you should go to the Royal Palace. 9This is where our King and Mayor lives, but you can visit some of the rooms and see some amazing things.
10Finalman, the third place that you should go to is Skansen. 11It's an outdoor museum and the zoo is there. 12There's a beautiful park nearby. 13You said you are going at the end of May.14That good because the weather is better then .15There is a lot of the outside things to do in Stockholm so have more to do when
the weather is hot. 16I hope my mind helps you. 17Perhaps we can meet when you visit. Best wish Karin UNIT 12 3 WRITE PARAGRAPH skills writing an email Read Karin on page 126 again. Make paragraph cards. Paragraph 1 talks about Elliot email: sentence 1 paragraph 2 talks about things to do: Sentence 12
Paragraph 3 talks about the wrong time: sentence 13 to Paragraph 4 ends the message: the sentences to look at Paragraph 2. Underscore the three words linked with which the information order.c Read the email from Lalis to you and answer the questions. 1 What will he do? 2 What does he want to know? hello! Hi the
1 My name is Alice and I will visit your home town soon. 2A friend told me that you can give me helpful information, so I have some questions if this OK. 3I would like to make some visitors. 4What are some interesting things to see? 5I'd also likes to do some kind of sports activity. 6What are some interesting things to
do? 7I hope you can help me! Type d Do three paragraphs in Alice's email 3c. 4 Write a plan at Alice. • answer both its questions • Use paragraphs for different parts of your message • Use words linked to order your ideas. write your email. Use Karin's email on page 126 to help you. c Swap emails with another student
and check. Are the paragraphs clear? Are there good ideas in the things to see and do? Are there words linked to command ideas? Alice 127 UNIT 12 Review and extension a sentence Match 1-6 with pictures A-f. What do you think people are talking about? 1 2 3 4 5 6 GRAMMAR 1 A completes the sentences with the
correct form of going in with a verb out of the box. Travel move set WORDPOWER takes 3 c b to have a You can take the number 23. Please take care! It will only take five minutes. Then you take the first left side. Let me take your uppercase for you. Drink a three times a day before lunch. a big part. 1 It is 30 next week.
Read 2 When we are older, we are in a room in the country. 4 He received two holidays the month before starting university, so it's around Europe with a friend. d e f write the conversation using the invitations and the correct form to go to. PETRA 1 What/You/Do After University? What are you going to do after
university? NADIA PETRA NADIA PETRA NADIA PETRA NADIA B Match sentences at the 3am and their usage of Take A-f. a c b d e 2 m / go to New York. New York? Sounds great. 3What / are you / done there? Well, my brother lives there. Oh right, 4you / stay / and/read? Yes. She says 5he / get / me / a job. oh
yes? 6How long / you / stay? Just a month. But 7I not/my book Do. Who Knows? If I get a good job, I can stay longer! c Read the travel advice to people who will be to Kenya in 3.94 sentences in the box. a taxi in the first hour let my medicine laptop care it very hot in Kenya, so 1 stayed in the sun for too long with 2
drinking lots of water. 3 buy bottled water and 4 water from the lak or river. finished my 1 I had two essessments written. It will be duty. 2 There is no bus. Why don't we? 3 Have a beautiful holiday walk with . 4 Go together until you come to a supermarket, then. 5 I will carry the bags, but could you? 6 Oh, it's 6 o'a.m.
Time to . try to learn some VOCABULARY 2 an underscore the correct words. 1 We went to a Greek / mountain island. We just sit on the forest / beach and vegetation of the sea. He was very relaxing. 2 I went to the whole Gobi dessert/lake on a camel. 3 I have watched birds in the Brazilian desert / rain. 4 Iguazu falls
are major waterfalls / mountains between Argentina and Brazil. 5 I climbed river/mountain in Norway and we crossed a glacier/beach. It was very cold on the ice. pray the words of the correct order to ask questions. 1 2 3 4 5 c w/abroad/live/legs/there? you / plan / your next holiday / have? at a hotel / last / stay / you /
when? still / you / your own bags / packages / done / for a holiday? this weekend / you / at home / is / staying? Ask and answer questions in 2b. Listen to conversations and check. Fill out the sentences with takes with a word or Eastern Africa. Fill the text with should or should not. Most people speak English, but 5 words
Swahili, the local language. to give directions the streets talk about time they tell someone to be careful to talk about using transportation to talk about medicines to talk about bringing something d Choose two from their use of 3b. Write a short conversation using the example both used. and Practice your conversation in
3d. REVIEW YOUR PROGRESS How well have you been in this unit? Write 3, 2, or 1 per goal. 3 = very well 2 = quite 1 = not so well i CAN... talking about holiday plans gives talking tips about travel use language for travel and tourists writing an email and travel advice. 128 Communication Plus 1A Student A read this
internet profile. Answer Student B's questions about Roberto. hello! My name is Roberto. I'm from Cancún. It is a beautiful city by the south sea of Mexico. I am a student of Maryland University in the USA.x 4A Student a conversation 1. See the picture. Answer student B questions about what's in your place. Look at the
examples. b ask Student B your questions. Write your answers. 1 2 3 4 c What is its name? What is Jo she is? What is her home town? Where is it now? Lora Now turns to P.11 2A Student A Read on the job. Fill out the phrases and correct shape verbs. Assistant Shop 1 Read (Start) Job 8:00 am. 2 He (not worked) on
Sunday. 3 He (loves) his work because he (meets) people. 4 He (not wearing) a uniform. 5 People (buy) these things come from him.6 It (works) in a small shop in the city center. Read your sentence. Student B trying to guess have you got any apples on your spot? Yes, I win. You visit the B's Stall Student Market. Ask
about these things in the box. Look at the examples. eggs a lamb of a lemon tomato fruit mushion cheese pears vegetables bread one onion apple cen to listen to Student sentences and guess the work. d Now back to p.21 Have you received any eggs on your eggs? 1C Student a Conversation 1. Read your first card.
Think about what you mean. Then start the conversation with Student B. You want to ask about beginner guitar lessons. Speak to the reception at the School of Music. • Say what you'd like to do. • Ask when the lesson first is. • Ask where the lesson is. • Book a place. a Conversation 1. Read your first card. Think about
what you mean. Then start the conversation with Student B. 1 Listen to Student B and answer. You are a receptionist at a language school. Here's some information about an English course: • Time: 6:20 pm Next Tuesday • Enter: Room 12 • To book a place, you need the student's name. I'd love some mushions,
please. 2C Student A Conversation 2. Now look at your second card. 2 I am sorry, I have not received any fear. b 2 Conversation. You want to buy cooking food for dinner. work after each sentence. 1 I would like some grass, please. You are in Student B's house for the weekend. You would like to do the following: •
Have something to eat • Use your friend's computer • watch TV b Conversation 2. Now look at your second card. Listen to Student B and answer. 2 Student B is at home for the weekend. You are good friends but you don't like it when other people use your stuff, especially your new phone. 129 5A Student a look at your
picture. Student B has a similar picture. Ask and answer questions to find six differences. 6C Students a Conversation 1. Read your first card. Think about what you mean. Then call Student C. 1 • Think of a reason on Student C. • You call Student C but it is not there. Let a message with Student B. • Student C call you
back. Have a conversation. b 2 Conversation. Now look at your second card. Listen to Student C and answer. 2 • You return home. Student C has a message for you in Student B. • Call Students B back. Have a conversation. c Conversation 3. Now look at your third card. Start the conversation with Student C. Is there a
park in your picture? b 3 Yes, there. / No, no. Now back to p.51 • Student C calls and you answer the phone. • Student B is not here. Take a message. • Student B returns. Give him/her a student's message. Student a look at your photo for two minutes. What are people doing? Note: Sophie Sanders Ken Sue Mary Ian
Paul B has a similar photo. Ask and answer questions to find five differences. Is Ken drinking coffee in your photo? Yes, it is. / No, it's not. He... 7A Student A You went on a trip to Cape Town in South Africa from Cairo to Egypt. Use the information below to answer Student B questions on your trip. 130 countries visiting
South Africa, Botswana, Zambia, Tanzania, Kenya, Ethiopia, Sudan, Egypt transport used trucks, motorcycles, ferry, trains not using plane views to see fantastic beasts, met some amazing human b men went on a trip to South America. Write a few questions to ask it. Think about: • country he/she visited • transport it /
she uses • her views look at the questions from 5am to page 71 to help you. c Start the conversation with Student B.d Now go back to p.71 Communication Plus 5C Student A Student 11C A Conversation 1. Read your first card. Think about what you mean. Then listen to Student B and reply on the concert.1 You went
with Student B at a concert last night. You thought the strips were really good. You love the music and you thought the lyrics were good. b 2 Conversation. Now look at your second card. Think about what you mean. Then start a conversation about your meal with Student B. A 1 Conversation. Read your first card. Think
about what your 2 means. Then start the conversation with Student B. 1 You are at the station with your friend, Student B. The card on your phone is not clear. You need to go to: • The supermarket • Map the Dash Café B key. Ask him how to get to those places. Someone told you Dash Café is in James Street, but
you're not sure. You went with Student B at La Bodega, an Italian restaurant, last weekend. You didn't like it. You had fish, but it wasn't good and it was expensive. You thought those expectations were amicable. 12A Student A you will go on a working holiday. See your plans. + Note b Conversation 2. Now look at your
second card. Think 28 Nov 15:46 about what you mean. Then listen to Student B and answer. 2 You are at the station with your friend, Student B. Card on its phone is not clear. You want to go to: • Gallery Art • FoodArt Restaurant Uses your map to tell Student B how you can get there. A lot of people think that FoodArt
Restaurant is on the edge of Sutton Place and West Street, but this is not correct. 12C Student a Conversation 1. Read your first card. Think about what you mean. Then start the conversation with Student B. 1 You are a guest at a hotel. You had a reservation for a double room for two nights. Check with the reception
on: • The breakfast time • Wi-Fi in the room Ask About It Info: • Local market interesting near the Hotel Location: Australia and Pacific Islands Why: See beautiful beaches, desserts in Australia How long: three months possible work: hotels and restaurants Before travel: look on the internet for work after travel: study at
university B Students will plan its own holiday. Write questions you can ask him about the trip. Use 4f on page 121 to help you. c Have a conversation with Student B about her holiday. and 10A Student A Ask Student B on its smartphone. You can use the following questions: How long is your smartphone? How wide is
your smartphone? How big is the screen? How much does that weigh? b 2 Conversation. Now look at your second card. Then listen to Student B and answer. 2 You are a hotel reception. Check the guest's name and let him know they have a booking. Here is other information you need: • Check out 10:30 am • Safely in
the room • Free Box of Chocolate in the Room Some important tourist information about Central Park: • On the same way as the hotel • Only half a mile away from the hotel • Large and beautiful parks Now back to p.121 b See the photo of your new smartphone. Compare your phone with B's Student. My phone is greater
than you. c Now back to p.101 131 1A Student B 4A Student B a profile this internet. Answer Student Questions a Conversation 1. You want to buy cooking food for dinner. about Lora. Hi, lora my name. I'm from Berlin, in Germany, but now I'm in England with my family. I'm a teacher in London. x Visit the Student
Market. Ask about these things in the box. Look at the examples. ham a lemon bean fruit tomato mushion cheese pears vegetables to picks one apple onion have you got any apples on your feet? b ask Your Student A question. Write your answers. 1 2 3 4 c What is its name? What is Jo she is? What's in her home
town? Where is it now? Roberto Now back at p.11 I'd like some grass, please. b 2 Conversation. See the picture. Answer a Student's Questions about what's in your place. Look at the examples. 2A Student B a Read on the job. Fill out the phrases and correct shape verbs. Nurse 1 She sometimes (works) at night. 2 He
(doesn't make) much money. 3 He (wear) a uniform of work. 4 It is (as) his work because he (ed) man. 5 It (gives) medicine to people. 6 He (works) in a large hospital in the city center. ensuring Student sentences and guessing the work. c Read your sentence. A student tried to guess Did you receive any eggs on your

eggs? work after each sentence. d Now back to p.21 1C Student B I would like some mushbacks, please. I'm sorry, I haven't received any mushlets. a Conversation 1. Read your first card. Think about what you mean. Listen to Student A and 1 You are a reception at a music school. Here is some information about
beginner guitar lessons: • Time: 6:30 pm next Thursday • Enter: Room 2 • To book a place, you need the student's full name. b 2 Conversation. Now look at your second card. 2C Student B a Conversation 1. Read your first card. Think about what you mean. Listen to Student A and answer. 1 Think about what you mean.
Then start the conversation with Student A. 2 132 You want to ask about English lessons. Talk to the language school reception. • Say what you would like to do • Ask when the lesson first is • Ask where the lesson is • Book a place yes, I have. The student is home for the weekend. You are good friends but you don't
like it when other people use your stuff, especially your computer. b 2 Conversation. Now look at your second card. Think about what you mean. Then start the conversation with Student A. 2 You are at Student's House for the weekend. You would like to do the following: • Have a drink • Use your friend's phone • Have a
Shower Plus 5C Student B 8C Student B a Conversation 1. Read your first card. Think about what you mean. Then listen to Student A and answer. 1 You don't feel very well. You are very tired and your back hurts. You haven't received a rhythm. When a student asks you, tell him what's in question. b 2 Conversation.
Now look at your second card. Think about what you mean. Then start the conversation with Student A. A Conversation 1. Read your first card. Think about what your 2 means. Then listen to Student A and answer. 1 You are at the station with your friend, Student A. The card on her phone is not clear. You need to go to:
• The supermarket • Dash Café Use your card to tell Student A how you can get there. A lot of people think that Dash Café is in James Street, but this is not correct. b 2 Conversation. Now look at your second card. 10C Student B a Conversation 1. Read your first card. Think about what you mean. Then listen to Student
A and answer. 1 Think about what you mean. Then start the conversation with Student A. 2 You are in the station with your friend, Student A. The card on your phone is not clear. You want to go to: • Art gallery • FoodArt Restaurant Student Key. Ask him how to get to those places. Someone told you that FoodArt
Restaurant is on the edge of Sutton Place and West Street, but you're not sure. 3C Student B Think about what you mean. Then start the conversation with Student A.2 A with answer. You are not free this Saturday because you work on the weekends. You'd like to go out on Friday, at the cinema. b 2 Conversation. Now
look at your second card. Think about what you mean. Then start the conversation with Student A. 2 You want meet Student A for a coffee. You think next Friday after work / school is a good time. Decide the following and invite Student A: • where to have coffee • When • Something is done after Now back to 5c on p.35
You bought a new mouse for your computer, but it's not working. Ask Student A for help. Check the instructions he/she gives you. 11C Student B a Conversation 1. Read your first card. Think about what you mean. Start a conversation about the concert with Student A. 1 You attended with Student A at a concert last
night. You didn't like the many strips. You thought they were playing seriously and the music was boring. b 2 Conversation. Now look at your second card. Think about what you mean. Then listen to Student A and answer on your meal. 2 c Student A new phone, but cannot receive any text messages about it. When
he/she asks for help, explain how it works. Here are the instructions: • Touch the mailbox that says Message. • Wait for a blue screen. • Touch the box that says Receive. It may receive messages now. b 2 Conversations. Now look at your second card. a Conversation 1. Read your first card. Listen to Student 1 The
student does not look well. Ask him what there is. When he/she tells you, show sympathy using expressions like Oh expensive! or your poor! And wonder if he feels hungry. Tell him what to do, as a doctor. Have an aspirin / some soups. You went with Student A La Bodega, an Italian restaurant, last weekend. You loved
it. You had a very good pizza and you thought the food was delicious and not too expensive. 133 5A Student B 6C Student B A Conversation 1. Read your first card. Start a look at your photos. The student has a similar photo. Ask for conversations with The Student. And answer the questions to find six differences. 1 •
Student A call and you answer the phone. • Student C is not here. Take a message. • Student C returns. Message to the Student. b 2 Conversation. Now look at your second card. Think about what you mean. Then call Student A. 2 Is there a bridge in your picture? Yes, there. / No, no. • Think of a reason about Student
A. • You call Student A but it's not there. Leave a message to Student C. • Student A call back to you. Have a conversation. c Conversation 3. Now look at your third card. Listen to Student A and answer. 3 Now go back to p.51 • You return home. Student A has a message for you from Student B. • Call Students C back.
Have a conversation. Student 9A B a look at your picture for two minutes. What are people doing? Note: Paul Charles Ken Mary Sue Ian Sophie b Student A has a similar picture. Ask and answer questions to find five differences. Can Ken eat a sandwiches in your photo? Yes, it is. / No, it's not. He... 7A Student B a
student attended a in Africa. Write a few questions to ask it. Think about: • country he/she visited • transport it / she uses • her views look at the questions from 5am to page 71 to help you. 134 countries of Ecuador, Peru, Bolivia, Brazil, visited Paraguay, Argentina transport aircraft, ferry, horse, trainer used b start the
conversation with Student A.c. You went on a trip to Ecuador in Ecuador in Santiago in Chile. Use the information below to answer Students' questions about your trip. Railroad transport by using views has met many of the interesting people, saw some nice place d Now back to p.71 Communication Plus 10A Student B
12C Student an Ask Student A about it/read a Conversation 1. Read your first card. Then listen to smartphone. You can use the following questions: Student A and answer. 1 How long is your smartphone? How wide is your smartphone? How big is the screen? How much does that weigh? b see photos of your new
smartphone. Compare your phone with Student A's. C Now Back to p.101 Some important tourist information on a local market: • in a car park opposite the hotel • The city's largest market • clothes, paintings, my old screen furniture is wider than you. b 2 Conversation. Now look at your second card. 10A Listen 3c Think
about what you mean. Then start the conversation with Student A. Noelle thanks to everyone for your advice! I thought about it a lot, but in the end I decided to buy a new tablet. I can use it online shopping. Also, I have to do a lot of work when I travel, so it's easier on the tablet. 2 12A Student B a You will go on a
working holiday. See the + Note 18 December 15:46 Where: South America Why: Look at rain, old Mayan/Inca/Aztec buildings how long: four months work possible: Look after child, Travel Before Trip: Send emails to friends After travel: get a new healthy food every day you can eat the following amounts of food: rice or
pasta – 2 cups of bread – 4 pieces of fruit – 2 pieces of vegetables - 5 pieces of meat / fish - 1 piece of cheese – 2 pieces 6C Students C a Conversation 1. Read your first card. Then listen to Student B and answer. 1 b The student is planning his or her own holiday. Write questions you can ask him about the trip. Use 4f
on page 121 to help you. listen to questions to the Students on your holiday and answers. d Have a conversation with Student A about it/ it You are a guest at a hotel. You've got a reservation for a single room for three nights. Check with the reception on: • check-out time • Safely in the Room Ask about this tourist
information: • Beautiful parks and visitor gardens near the 4B hotel talk 5c your plans. • You return home. Student B has a message for you in Student A. • Call students a return. Have a conversation. b 2 Conversation. Now look at your second card. Start the Conversation with Student B.2 and you are a hotel
receptionist. Check the guest's name and let him know they have a booking. Here is other information you need: • Breakfast 7−9: 30 am • Free Wi-Fi in the Room • Free Dinner at the Hotel Tomorrow Night Now Go back to p.121 • Student B call and you answer the phone. • Student willing to talk to A, who is not here.
Take a message. Student a return. Give him a message to Student B. • c Conversation 3. Now look at your third card. Think about what you mean. Then call Student B. 3 • Think of a reason on Student B phone. Leave a message with Student A. • Student B calls you back. Have a conversation. 135 Gramar Focus 1A
must be: positive and negative positive (+) Full form Contraction I am a student. I'm a student. You are a good cook. You are a good cook. He's my friend. He's my friend. He is Spanish. He is Hispanic. It is sunshine. It's the sunshine. We are. We are. They come from Japan. They come from Japan. 1.18 Negative (-)
Complete Contraction Form I am not a student. I'm not a student. You're not a good cook. You're not a good cook. He is not my friend. He's not my friend. He's not Hispanic. He's not Hispanic. It is not sunny. It's not sunny. You are not my sisters. We're not. They're not from Japan. They're not from Japan. Remember
that the verb use must provide information with a noun, adjective, preposition or adverb. My name is hamid. NOT my name Hamid. My teacher is beautiful. Not my teachers beautiful. I'm from China. Not me from China. We are here. Not us here. Always use a noun or a pronoun before positive and negative must: It is my
teacher. It's not my teacher. They're Hispanic. NOT Spanish. Your idea is the same when we talk to one person or two or more people. You are a good cook. = someone You are good cooked. =two or more people 1B We can use 'after a name but we do not use' after two names: Tom is my friend. ➔ tom's friend. Tom
and Jo are my friends. NOT Tom and Jo's my friend. must: questions and short answers To questions and verbs must, we change the word order: They are Russian. ➔ are they Russia? Our teacher is from Berlin. ➔ is our teacher from Berlin? 1.25 Yes/No short answer questions late? Yes, no, I am. i mwen not. / Us /
Are you ready? Yes, no, you are. Cold? Yes, no, it is. It's not. he/he/she 136 We use contractions to help us speak quickly. In contradiction, the apostrophe (') shows a missing letter: You are not old. ➔ You are not old. There are two different twinges for is not and not. not ➔ is pat/' not It is not = It doesn't ➔ are not ➔/'not
we don't = We don't = We're not it in Wh- questions, we use a question word prior to be. Where are you from? What is your name? Insights and Short answers, you do not make use of contradictions: Yes, I am. Yes, it is. Yes, we are. (NOT yes, I am. Yes, it's there. Yes, we're.) Tip We can use the contrastion of is with
question words: What is your name? ➔ What is your name? Where does it come from? ➔ where does it come from? Grammar Focus 1A must be: positive and negative a write the correct form of (am/is/are) in these sentences. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 c Fill the correct sentences with the correct positive (+) or negative (-) form to
be. Use contradictions if possible. ''will 1 We (+) in a concert. it's not his 2 (–) Japinen. We are very happy. My father is a taxi driver. My parents are not old. Carl and Michael Cool. I'm not a good driver. It's working today. Cambridge isn't a big city. Our cats are hungry. 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 b Write again with positive and
negative contradictions. 1 He is Brazilian. 4 They are in a feast. write incorrect sentences. 1 Russian ➔ french Read by Russian. He's French. He's in Russia. 2 A doctor ➔ a student He is a physician. 3 brothers ➔ friends are my brothers. 4 London ➔ rom we're from London. 5 good cooked ➔ very bad cooked I'm a good
cook. He's brazilian. He was not Brazilian. 2 It is a beautiful city. 5 I am fatigued. 3 We are from Berlin. 6 You are right. and 1B Now go back to p.11 must: brief questions and answers a Put the words in the correct order to question. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 m (+) from Moscow. She (–) at home. It (+) a great hotel. Lena and
Thomas (–) friends. My city (+) is very nice. Hi, my name (+) Michael. My parents (–) in the match. Your (+) is very nice. what's /'s name? from / are you / where ? American / are you? is it / popular / is it? name / what / are you? friends / you / are you? is / cold / read / pretty? exit / read / is it / France? Fill in the
conversations with the correct form of belongs. Use contradictions if possible. 1 A hi, I Manuel. What's her name? B Hi, Manuel. Where are you from? A mine is from Lima, Peru. 2 A B Match questions 1–7 with a short answer a–g. 1 d 2 3 4 5 7 Is it Italian? Are you a teacher? Is Robert and Helen here today? Is it a
beautiful city? Am I late? Is it on holiday? Are you from England? a c d e g See soccer.What is Philip Lahm. Where does it come from? He's from Germany. her name? 3 A excuse me, where do you come from? We are from Japan. We are here for the World Cup. No, it's not. No, they don't. No, you don't. Yes, it is. No, I
don't. Yes, we are. yes so. 4 A Hi, my name, and my sister, Marta. B Hi, Lalis. Hi, Marta. are you from England? A name, we . We are American. We are from New York. B Oh really? My cousins are from New York. D Now back to p.13 137 2A Introduce simple: Positive and negative We use the simple present to talk
about things that are generally true in daily life: • Habits and routines I drive to work every morning. My sister doesn't eat breakfast. • make them They have a fast car. Kids don't like coffee. Beware of the make-up verbs and go and have after nun samples (for example London, my teacher) and he/she/he/she: ➔ go ➔
there ➔ and do his homework every night. The train goes through London. It has a fast machine. 1.41+ Tip – I/you/n/them I work. We don't work. it works. It doesn't work. 2B by adding -to the verb to negative sentence: It doesn't work hard. (NOT It doesn't work hard.) SPELLING : verb + -s verbs ➔ add-starter➔ start
working ➔ working player➔ verb finish in consonant + -y ➔ switch -y -y -then add-try ➔ try to study ➔ verb study ends at -sh, -ch, -x,-ss ➔ add-in wash ➔ washing ➔ catch featuring simple: questions with short answer 1.48 Yes/No Question Short answer i/you/us/are you studying? Yes, no, I do. I don't. does it / it work?
Yes, no, it does. it doesn't. Why do my questions / you / us / them where you work? does it / she where it works? Tip by adding -s to the verb in question: Does it work hard? (Doesn't it work hard?) 138 Gramar Focus 2A Featuring Simple: Positive and Negative completes the sentences and correct a write the form -s to
each verb. fly 1 steal 2 finish 3 relax 4 buy 5 want to introduce simple shapes in the verb in brackets. don't like 1 Allan (don't like) his job. 6 miss 7 says 8 teach 9 worry 10 see 2 My parents 3 I 4 Read 5 Us 6 Bus 7 You complete the sentences and the correct form present in the verb in brackets. Verbs are all positive.
works my 1 (job) in an office. I (start) work at 9 o'timer. 2 Lisa (not drive) fast. (don't cook) your home. (there isn't) a car. (don't worry) about work. (don't go) to my home. (not) work from home. d Correct an error to each sentence. study 1 I study each night. 2 Eva does not work in a hospital. 3 My brother goes to college. 4
Tom has a very big house. 5 We don't like this book. 6 I love animals. He (do) his duties on the bus. 3 Threads (go) to work by train. The train (left) at 8:35am. 4 Mata (view) television in the evening. She (tried) to go to bed before the tombs. 5 My parents (up) very early. My father (do) breakfast. 6 My brother (has) a fast
car. Read (love) it. 7 We (study) English after work. We (enjoy) our classes. and Now go back to p.21 2B Introduce simple: brief questions and answers a Put words in order to fill the questions. 1 2 3 4 5 6 c Use the words in brackets to write complete present simple questions. do you live 1 place like /he/does he like this
class? ? (w/ live) B I live in Alabama. 2 What? (reading / study) B French and Italian. 3 To When? (the store / open) B at 10.00am. 4 What is to eat dinner? (you / want) B I want a sandwiches. 5 Where? (bus / go) The Bus in the city center. 6 A week how many times a week? (w/go to the gym) We go to the gym every
day. 7 A number of hours a day? (y / job) B they work seven hours a day. do you / do / go shopping on weekends? want / is it a new computer? where / do you / play / soccer ? / what / do / set up for school? years / when does / do / have ? complete the sentences and do, do not, by or by doing so. 1 What do you do in
your free time? 2 Tricky study anne for exams? 3 Yes, it is. He studies very hard. 4 Students in your school have a lot of exams? 5 No, they are . They just have a great exam at the end of the year. 6 Where do you study? 7 Patrick listens to music while studying? 8 No, he. He prefers to study softly. D Now back to p.23
139 3A Position in the frequency advertising We often use advertising at frequency and the present simple. The frequency adverbs tell us how often something happens. still usually Adverbs in frequency usually go before other main verbs. I still arrived at 8.45am. Do you know the call to your parents? In negative
adverbs they go between not/not and the main verb. I don't usually get up early. We can ask questions with how many times: How often do you come here? How often is the bus late? often 1.59% sometimes never 0% Adverbs in frequency go after the verb must. I'm never late. He's not always happy. Are they usually
home? My statement and verb must question me sometimes late to work. I'm always fatigue. How often do you go to the movies? When do you usually see your friends? Statements and other verbs I often play tennis in the morning. I usually go shop in the afternoon. I've never done any sports in the evening. 3B has
meant winning. I had a new phone. = I have a new phone. He did not have a camera. = It doesn't have a camera. We can use there to talk about good, appearance and work: We don't have a great home. I had blue eyes. He has a lot of duty this week. We do not use there for action: I have a shower before work. Not I
had a shower before work. I still have breakfast with my family. NOT I still have breakfast with my family. 140 1.71+ – I/you/us/they got I got a car. They did not receive a car. he/she has got a machine. He did not receive a car. The full form of 'glass is contained. The full form of 'is contained. Yes/No questions short
answer i/you/us/they got have you received a car? Yes, no, I win. I don't have any. he/she has got a car? Yes, no, he has. he doesn't have. Gramar Focus 3A Position in advertising at the frequency of an Advertising Insert in brackets in the correct location of each sentence. Use in order to assign there. never cP puts the
words in the correct order to ask questions. 1 often / how / cinema / do / you / go / go / there? How often do you go to the movies? work / do / walk / you / usually? 1 I miss a visit from my parents over the weekend – I go and see them. (never, always) 3 4 5 6 7 2 m late for work, but my soul boss gets upset. (sometimes,
never) 3 He comes here for a coffee at 10 o'cm-he's late. (usually never) 4 We have lunch together and speak. It's good to see him. (often, still) 5 they're away on holiday - they're in the house. (never, always) d always/them/fatigue/you/why? you / where / usually / on weekends / go / do ? soccer / do / how / are / players
/ frequently? often / is / late / to work / read? me / you / never / do / write / why? Now go back to p.30b Write sentence using the information of the table and advertisements of frequency. still = ✓✓✓✓,never = ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ Monday to Wednesday To Friday Paul / breakfast meals ✓✓✗✓✓✓My parents/meals at a
restaurant ✗✓✓✗ ✗i/tennis players✓✗✓✗✓Natasha/late to work ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ N/watch television in the evening✓✓✓✓ Paul usually has breakfast. 1 2 3 4 5 3B received an incorrect an error in each sentence. 1 2 3 4 5 6 c Complete the conversations with the correct form of received. Use the words in brackets to help
you. Did you have TOM 1 (you) a laptop? Did he receive a laptop? Did he receive a laptop? EMILY No, we are 2. But we are a tablet computer. TOM OH cool! We are 4 a tablet computer, but I really want one. EMILY yes, it's a great computer. Read the Internet 5, digital cameras, everything. 6 TOM (your) many good
games on your computer? EMILY yes, we are 7. But I never played games. My brother played games all the time. He's 8 lots of computer games. LEO What car is 9 (your parents)? ROB SR 10 (NOT) A Car. They don't need a car. My Amman 11 a bike - it appears to work every day. LEO What about your dad? 12 (it) a
bike? ROB No, he's 13 . He's travelling by bus. Do you have the Internet on your phone? 3 We did not receive a car. They received a television but did not receive a DVD player. My brothers haven't had a digital camera. My parents don't have a printer. b Use the words to write questions and short answers. 1 w/a fast car
have you received a fast car? No, I don't win. 2 your grandparents / a digital camera Yes, 3 4 5 6 6 your mum / a tablet computer No, your teacher/ blue eye No, read your father / a satnav Yes, d Now back to your p.33/a lot of Name duties, 141 4A Compassable and uncountable nouns: a/a, some/any nuns count and
unconstable We can count some things (e.g. one lemon, eight grapes). These things (e.g. the world, grapes) are regulaten by nouns. They can be singular (e.g. lemon) or pluriable (such as lemon). some/any we use some/any with pluriable noun and uncontrollable. We use some / anytime we don't need to say the exact
amount. We use some of positive phrases: I would like some potater. We use into negative sentences and questions: questions: there are no potaters. Have you received any potater? We can't count some things (e.g. cheese not a single cheese; pasta by two pasta). These things (e.g. cheese, pasta) are noun-related.
They can only be regular (e.g. cheese), not pluable (cheese). 2.9 a /a We use the / a with noun exclusion. a / a mean one. We can't use them with plural or non-related noun. We use a sound before a consistent: a lemon, a lemon We use a potatail sound (a, and, i, oh, u): an onion, a singular egg a/a I got a lemon. I don't
need an onion. some /any we would like some grapes. We don't want any potater. Controls some/any have had some pasta. Do you want cheese? Uncountable these common noun are discounts: hair hair music musical music tinged in fruit water fruit beef butter chicken bread bread chicken bread = meat fish = meat 4B
Quantifator: lot, lots/lots/lots/lots/lots/lots to talk about large quantities. We use a lot of positive phrases: I need a lot of potaty. We often use lots/lots of negative phrases and questions: We haven't received many potaters. I don't eat much chocolate. Have you received a lot of potaty? Do you eat a lot of chocolate? How
much? / How much? We use how much? / How much? to request quantity. 2.15 We use how much? and nouns count: How many eggs have we received? We use how much? and none of the diet: How many letters have we received? When we ask about a price, we can just ask how much? : How much does it cost?
Large and small quantity of 2.16 Controlled Large quantity a lot of I purchased a lot of grapes. a lot of me cooked a lot of pasta. The average quantity of quite a lot of me eats quite a lot of grapes. quite a lot of me eat quite a lot of pasta. some I eat grapes some nightly. my little one had a little pasta. not much we haven't
received much grapes. not much I haven't received so many pasta. Small amount of one/a would you like to grape? Zero amount of none we have received no grapes. 142 – No I have not received any pasta. Tip only uses a lot of previous one noun (e.g. chocolate) or a pronoun (like it). Use a lot at the end of a
sentence. I eat a lot of chocolate. I eat a lot of it. I eat a lot. (DON'T I eat a lot.) Grammar Focused 4A Countable with nouns discount: a/a, some/anything to count (C) or uncountable (U)? U 1 bread 2 carrots 3 cheese 4 chocolate 5 fruit correct an error in each sentence. 6 furniture 7 lemon 8 silver 9 eggs 10 meat 1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8 complete the conversation between a customer and a shop assistant and a, a, some or any. any HELLO CUSTOMERS, have you received 1 fruit? ASSISTANT Yes, of course. This is 2 stores and I sell fruit. CUSTOMER OH GOOD. I would like grapes 3, please. ASSISTANT Ah, Defraid, we have no 4 grapes.
CUSTOMER REALLY? OK, I'd like 5 sweaters. RIGHTEOUS ASSISTANT Salt? CUSTOMERS yes, please, with 6 speech. ASSISTANT er er no, sorry, we had no 7 lemon. But we had 8 beautiful bananas. CUSTOMER BUT I don't want 9 bananas. Well, that's all then, thank you. ASSISTANT OK, so a sweater. That's
15p, please. Oh customers, no! Sorry, I did not receive 10 money. d i haven't had some tomatoes. I had no tomatoes. He doesn't have furniture. Have you received any money? I would like an onion and a carrot, please. We need a cheese. I don't want some meat. She had long hair. You want any apples? Now back to
p.41 4B Kantifator: Many, many, many, a lot of a fuller the phrases on the pictures. 1 We had apples. a lot of b fills the questions with lots or lots. 2 We had a lemon. 3 We only had a letter. 1 How does 2 How 3 How does 5 How 6 How does 7 How does pasta 7. carrot you want? money he received? Is this vehicle cost?
tomatoes you want? Do we need? received glasses? listen? Do you eat salt? underscore the correct answers. 1 I don't eat much / lots of chocolate. 2 How many / many butter do we need? 3 How many / many onions do you want? 4 I just need a few / a little one. 5 He doesn't have much / lots of money. 6 He eats a lot /
lots of vegetables. 7 Do you drink a lot / lots of coffee? 8 We have some / a little good restaurants in my city. d 5 We had quite a lot Now back to p.43 6 This sugar! 143 5A has/have we used to have/have to say that something exists in a place. We often use there/have a/a, some with any. We use some and any with
noun that are not related to pluriable noun. We use some of positive phrases and any of negative phrases and questions. 2.28+ – Singular win a river. Don't have a theater. Some restaurants are plural. No coffee. Yes/No short answer Singular questions Is there a square? Yes, no, there is no. Plural Is there any shop?
Yes, no, there is no. Why do questions count how many people are there? Disables how many pastas are there? Tip Use (no) to talk about a singular singular thing list: Win a book, a phone and a laptop on the table. 5B Possessive Pronunce and Possessive 'Posessive Subject Posessive Managers' Pronun 2.34M
People Shoes. I'm my own. you are your pen. These are for you. it is his shirt. This is him. he is his bag. This list for him. These are his wheels. – we're our cats. We're us. they are not cats. They're not for them. 2.35 We use posessive adjectives (e.g. I, before noun: Is your hat? We use possessive pronouns (for example,
me, you) in the place of an aject possessed with a noun: Is this for you? We can ask questions about the possession with the words: Who is the hat / Who is this hat? Tip • Be careful with it (=it is/it has) and it (=possessed adjective). • Be careful with whom (= who / who is) and whom. 144 2.36 Posessive 'We add an
apostrophe(')+s to a singular noun or a name to display possession: my sister has a car. It's my sister's car. If a pluriable nourish already ends in -s, we just add an apostrophe after -s: My grandparents have a home. It's my grandparents' house. Other uses of 'We also use' as a twinge of is or have: It (=It is) very likely.
He (= He has) received four siblings. Grammar Focus 5A has / Has a sentence written on a small town using the information on the board. airport ✗ four park carrefour six schools by many stadium ✗ river✓ (one) many bridges of written questions and short answers about the city, using the information on the board. Is
there an airport in the city? No, No. 1 How many 2 3 4 5 5 6 7 8 No. 28 No airport. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 How many sentences are written on these things at the tables of information about the city of a that is true for your city. Don't have an airport. 1 There is not much coffee. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 d Now back to p.51 5B Posessive
pronounce and possess 'bline underscore the correct words. a completes the sentences and pronounces that possess the incorrect. It's me 1 2 3 4 5 5 6 7 8 4 Read in his hat. 1 It's my pen. . He's in. 5 These are our vehicles. 2 His shoes are going. Excuse me. Is this / you? Read/Read is a very interesting book. Our
apartment is quite small. This is my parents' room / my parents. Don't touch that lamp – it's me / me! Who / Who is this book? Anita's house / Anitas is in the city center. What color are yours / curtains? underscore 'in the conversation. Write P (possessed) to . It's or C (contradiction). Then write the full form of the twinges.
P.P.P. ROSIE Hello. I think I know you. You are in my brother's classroom at school. 6 It's your dog. 3 He's off the balls. NADIA What is your brother's name? ROSIE Paul. NADIA Paul? yes, it's in my class. So you are Paul's. He's in. He's in. ROSIE T hat right. Well, in fact, Paul got two sisters. NADIA An h, yes, I
remember. Nadia my name. What's your name? MY ROSIE is Rosie. NADIA Hi, Rosie. It's wonderful to satisfy you. d Now back to p.53 145 6A Last simple: We must use tea/ have been talked about the past. We often use past expressions and tea/were, e.g. yesterday, last year, in 2012. 2.49+ – I/he/she/she I was at
home yesterday. He wasn't home yesterday. you/ us / they were at home yesterday. We weren't home yesterday. Yes/No questions short answer i/he/she was at home Yes, no, it was. it was not.w/us/they were at home? Yes, no, we were. we didn't. Why did my question/he/she/she were? you/us/them where you were?
We can also use had /was: There was a computer on the table. There have been some seats in the field .6B past simple: the last positive we use the last simple to describe complete action in the past. We often used past expressions and simple past, such as yesterday, last week, when I was a child. 2.57 I arrived last
night. I bought a new car last week. I often visited my grandmother when I was a child. I sometimes went to the theater when I stayed in London. I loved being so sweet when I was young. I had a lot of friends at school. 146 Regular and irregular verbs Past Simple Verbs are the same for everyone:
I/us/them/them/read/read. I worked. It worked. They worked. You went. He was gone. We went. Some verbs are regular. We add -ed to do the past: ➔ work has worked ➔ helped some irregular verbs and you'll need to learn the last forms: Meet ➔ meet ➔ Buy Have ➔ list of irregular verbs on p.176. SPELLING: regular
verbs most verbs ➔ add-help start ➔ started watch ➔ watched verb ends in -e ➔ add -d live ➔ lived die ➔ died verb ends in consonant + -y ➔ change -y to -i then add -ed try ➔ tried cry ➔ cried verb ends in honor of vowel (a, and, young, o, u) and one consonant(g, n, etc.) ➔ double the consonant and add-help stop ➔
stop plan ➔ planned pa double the consonants you, x or ➔ add -ed show ➔ showed play ➔ played only Grammar Focus 6A Paste simple: butter to underline the correct word. write the words in the correct order to ask questions. 1 I/was on holiday last week. 2 Where / were you born? 3 Had there been no eggs in the
fridge? 4 I wasn't / wasn't in college yesterday; I was sick in bed. 5 There were/were many people in the queue. 6 Why were your friends late? 7 Was there a laptop on the design? 8 When were your children born? 1 born / w / where / was ? Where were you born? 2 good/movie/tea/tea? 3 many / have / parts / tea /
people / in / a? 4 grandmothers / tea / your name / what ? b Write the sentences so that they are roughly old. 5 schools / in / was / is / are you? My father was a manager. 1 Manager of my father. 2 They are not friends. 3 Is your grandfather rich? B No, it's not. 6 tea / hotel / a pool / in / there? 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 d We are in
school together. It's a beautiful day. No, my teacher's gentleman. He's not home. There are 20 people in my class. I'm not fatigue. Are you happy? B yes, I am. Now go back to p.61 61 Last simple: positive an R write (regular) or I (irregular) after each verb. Use the page 176 to help you. 1 to two two vin 3 buy 4 come 5
cook 6 decide 7 enjoy 8 get 9 finish 10 go 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 complete the sentences and the last simple forms of the verbs in brackets. had 1 When I was a child, we an old computer. (there are) 2 good friends in 1976 and have remained friends for many years. (come) 3 I lost my phone for about a week, but
then I read under my bed! (find) 4 Read me an amazing story about Steve Jobs. (say) 5 It was a very difficult match, but at our end. (win) 6 tons I was a famous writer. Read books for the kids. (write) 7 I my first computer in 1995. (buy) my 8 for a market yesterday. (go) 9 When I'm home, I check my emails. (finding) there
is like spending players plan to say trying to win jobs writing the last simple forms of the regular verbs of a . Beware of autoplease! reached one 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 8 10 d Correct an autoile error in each sentence. 1 He played volleyball when he was young. played 2 I purchased a new bed yesterday and it cost £450. 3 I really
love the concert on Saturday. 4 He ate a piece of cake with his coffee there. 5 They have gotten an email about the new course.6 We disseminate to stay at home last weekend. took the train. He didn't enjoy the trip. take the train. Yes/No short answer questions made to them Yes, No, enjoy the trip? taking the train?
they did. they did not. Why did my question/read/read/he/you/us/them where you went? Tip Remember, by changing the main verb to question and negative: I didn't enjoy it. (NOT I didn't enjoy it.) Did you enjoy it? (Didn't you enjoy it?) 7B like/as/not leader/hate+verb+-2.81 SPELLING:verb+-ing verbs ➔ add-ing look ➔
watching ➔ see➔ see verb ends in consort(g, n, t, etc.) + -e ➔ take away from there - and then add -ing drive ➔ drive ➔ using verbs to finish in one voice (a, and, i, I, I, oh, u) and one consonant (g, n, t, etc.) ➔ double the consonant and add -run ➔ sit ➔ to never double your consonant, x or ➔ add -ing only ➔ know ➔
play I like to drive! I love driving. I don't mind driving. I don't like to drive. I hate to drive! After love, love, hate and not ideas, we can use a noun or a verb + -ing. I love my car. I love driving. 148 Gramar Focus 7A past simple: negative and questions fill the questions and answers. Have you gone 1 Central Asia? Was B
yes, I. 2 A trip to Turkey? No, I. 3 One he has no, he. 4 A train to train? B yes, they are. a filling of the phrases with the last simple forms of the verbs in parentheses. Didn't travel 1 We (not travelling) by plane in Denmark - we took trains. 2 See also an umbrella today, so I got wet. 3 Marion and Neil (don't want) a big
wedding. 4 He (not answered) the phone, because he was busy. 5 When I was a child, I (don't like) chocolate. 6 We (do not see) any wild animals when we went into Egypt. 7 He (doesn't get) back home on time, so I was really worried. (start) your journey (enjoy) his journey? (travel) by writing the questions to complete
the conversation. A 1 How did you travel? (how) B We traveled by train. A 2 (how much) B trip costs £750. A 3 (how many) B We visited five countries. A 4 (where) B we stayed in hotels. A 5 (hour) We arrived home yesterday. b Change the last positive positive verbs to negative verb form in these sentences. 1 We went
by tum. We didn't go by tram. 2 They traveled on Silk Road. 3 We had a good time. 4 Tickets cost a lot of money. 5 He visited China. 6 They stayed in hotels. 7 The people spoke English, so I understood them. (go) to and now go back to p.71 7B like/like/hate+verb+-ing a write the -ing form of the verbs. 1 Wait 2 Drive 3
Walk 4 Get 5 Fly 6 Relax 7 Must 8 Be Waiting To Circle The Correct Symbols And Write The True Phrase For You. 9 10 seats 11 stand 12 remaining 13 run 14 tries to use 16 agreeing 16 agree to bus//i don't mind waiting for the buses. 2 sit in traffic / / 3 computer games / / 4 fly in aeroplanes / / 5 cook dine a / / written
phrase on Jamie and Lisa. foods at restaurants cooked get pizza to try new food Jamie Lisa 1 Jamie He doesn't like to eat at restaurants. Now back to p.73 2 Lisa Lisa 149 8A case/couldn't,/couldn't for the capabilities we use case/can't talk about present ability: I can read English, but I can't speak it. We used
could/couldn't talk about their past abilities: When I was young, I could dance, but I couldn't sing. 3.3+ i/li/li/li/w/n/li/li/he/w/us/n- present I can run fast. They can't run fast. Past it could run fast. We couldn't run fast. Yes/No short answer questions Introduced can you run fast? Yes, no, I can. i can not. Than you could run
fast? Yes, no, I could. I couldn't. Tip No-no-s about can be for him/her/her: He can swim. (Can't she swim.) The full form's tip cannot be. 8B has/ No We use + Infinite to talk about the things we need to do: I have to drink a lot of water when I go running. He has to get up at six per day. We can be used to talk about rules:
We must remove our shoes before we go inside. We must go to school by nine. no means we don't need to do something. I don't have to pay for my lunch at work. (My lunch free.) Our teacher doesn't have to bring a lawsuit. (There are no rules.) 3.8+ – I/you/us/them I have hard work. I don't have to work hard. he / she
has to work hard. He doesn't have to Said. Yes/ No short answer questions I/you/us/them/them/are you having hard work? Yes, no, I do. I don't. does he/she have to work hard? Yes, no, it does. it doesn't. 150 Sometimes, you mean everyone or person generally. Do you have to fit running a marathon? (=Can people be
fit...?) B yes, you do. (NOT yes, I do.) Grammar Focus 8A can/couldn't, /couldn't for the ability of a phrase completed and case/couldn't, /couldn't. 1 M plays the guitar. I want to learn the next drum. 2 I drove last year but I passed my test six weeks ago! 3 It cooked really well. His food is always great. 4 He is not in the
football team, because he runs very quickly. 5 When I was in school, I do math. But now I'm better. 6 My husband speaks French, Spanish and Potiguese. It's useful when we travel! 7 I climb the tree when I was a child but I am too old now. Noise writing phrases on what Rob could/couldn't do in the past and what he
can/couldn't do right now. when he was a boy now swimming 1,000 meters ✗ swimming 1,000 meters✓ cook a meal ✗ leathert a ride✓ a bike✓ ride a bike✓ ✗ running 25 miles ✗ running 25 miles✓ speaks Spanish ✗ ✓ 1 Rob couldn't swim 1,000 meters when he was a boy. It can swim 1,000 meters now. 2 3 4 5 c
Finding and correcting an error in each sentence. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 d i can't play the guitar. I can't play the guitar. He can speak four languages. How fast can you swim? I could run very fast when I was a child. I couldn't understand what he said. Can it be cooked? B Yes, it can. A could walk before his accident? B yes, it did.
Now back to p.81 81B there / no in a Question Match 1–8 and answer a-h. 1 D Should We Take Our Shoes Off? 2 How much do you have to pay for a ticket? 3 Must you be a member to use the swimming pool? 4 Does he have to walk home? 5 Do you have to walk the dog every day? 6 Do you have to help in the
cookies? 7 I desire to stay at home. Why do I have to go for a walk? 8 When do you have to leave for work? a because you have to stay fit. b No, I do not. My parents do everything. c Yea, I do. every day. d No, you don't. You can catch them on.e at 8 e'timer. Nothing. It's free. g No, you don't. It's open to everyone. h No,
he does not. He has enough money for a taxi. completes the phrases and the correct form has to be or a short response. you must work 1 in a cook, (yours/jobs) very carefully. 2 A (you/buy) any new clothes for your new job? B yes, . . 3 (I/don't pay) rent at that time, because I stay with my parents. 4 I usually wear jeans
and a T-shirt, but at work (i/wear) a suit. 5 What (we / do) before we start the game? B I don't know. Read the instructions. 6 A (i/take) them a present? No. But he's a wonderful leader. 7 My son would to see this movie. How old (he/you)? 8 To get fit, I think (you/walk) for at least half an hour of a day. c Enter a tick (✓) or
a cross (✗) next to each activity and write true phrases for you. 1 I/study for three hours every evening ✓ I have to study for three hours every night. 2 3 4 5 d/dine cooked every night i/do a lot of my homework/help me with my grammar best friends/sometimes/wait for me daddy/go to work at 8 o'clock now, back to p.83
151 9A Featuring continuous we use the ongoing present to describe an activity now or at the moment of speaking. The activity started in the past and will end in the future.3.24+ – I'm waiting. I don't wait. you/ us / They are waiting. We don't wait. he / she is waiting. He's not waiting. All the shapes are waiting and waiting,
they're waiting. Are you waiting, don't wait yes/No short answer questions I'm waiting for? Yes, no, I am. i mwen not. / Us / Are you waiting? Yes, no, you are. he / she is waiting? Yes, no, it is. It's not. Talk to you wh- my question why am I waiting? you/us/them where you're waiting? he/she / Who is he waiting? 9B Spend
the future Featuring simple or continuous present Simple Present is about things that are virtually true. We use it to describe habits, routines, facts and feelings: I usually wear trous. She loves cars. The ongoing present is over now. We use it to describe what is happening now / today / this week etc.: Today I wear a
dress. I'm studying hard this week. Some verbs which we don't usually use in the present are ongoing: like hatred by leaders want to know need to understand remembering my memory wants to go home. (DON'T I want to go home.) 152 Now, Our Ideas do not use for the possession of continuous sentences: I have a
new car. DON'T I have a new car. She has red hair. No red hair. We can be used for actions in continuous sentences: We have dine now. I'm not having fun. Gramar Focus 9A presents ongoing a writing about the photos using conversations to fill conversations using the ongoing present and verbs in brackets. Use short
answers where possible. are you waiting (waiting) for? 'I'll wait (wait) for you. B I introduce ongoing. 2 3 4 5 l/drink/coffee i/do/a grammar exercise 1 It's drinking coffee. 4 Why her B I don't know. Perhaps it is a W B or no, I'm a place to B they are a brother or no, it's . She (smile)? (smell) joy. (sleeping)? . (standing)? (not
standing). They're sitting at a table. (playing) football today? (player) basketball. complete the phone conversation using the ongoing forms of the words in brackets. A what 1 are you doing (you/do)? y/talk 2 B/no ride/a horse/a horse and tennis player 3 6 2 /shops) in the city center. Where are you? (We/watch) for a
parking space. 4 (n/drive) past the museum.B really? 5 (I/stand) outside the museum now! A I can't see you. What is 6 (you/wear)? B 7 (I/wear) a red t-shirt. An OK I can see you now, but 8 (n/no stop). Traffic is too busy! l/don't wear/wear shoes 5 d 3 Now back to p.9B Feature simple or continuous introduce a Select
correct words to fill the phrases. Choose the option that is true for you and write sentences. 1 It's usually / today wearing black clothes. 2 It brings bright colors usually / today. 3 They never / are not visiting museums. They don't like them. 4 My parents are not home. They're visiting a museum sometimes/this morning.5
Wow! to look! Tom dancing / dancing! He doesn't dance usually. 6 I enjoy / 'I enjoy the holiday. Thanks for inviting me! 7 I always watched the football on weekends / at the moment. 8 We don't go out now / often. 1 Set bright colors usually ✓ ✗ now ✓ I usually set bright colors. I don't wear bright colors now. 2 cents
happy✓✗ now✓3 listen to music when I study✓✗ now✓4 set a look usually✓✗ Now✓5 use a computer when I study usually✓ ✗ now ✓ 6 studies in my room usually ✓ ✗ now ✓ b Fill the conversations with the correct form of the verbs in parentheses. Use the simple or present ongoing present. 1 What are you doing
(you / do)? B (us / get) ready to go out. Would you like to come with us? A not really, no. (i/watch) a movie. It's really good. 2 What's the noise? B sorry, it's my friend Harry. (sing). A wonder! It's quite good. B Yes, (read/sing) in a lot every weekend. (They/frequent/play) concerts. 3 A (you/play) this computer game again?
No. (I/try) selling my guitar on the internet. A really? Why (you/ do) that? d ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ Now back to p.93 153 10A Comparative 3.38 Adjec we use a comparative adjective + than to compare two or more things, people, etc. My new smartphone is larger than my old one. My phone is more expensive than my sister. My
tablet is heavier than my phone. Your laptop is better than me. A little end in -two or more bachelor adjective + - er adjective - y - ier more + agegnitive old heavy light easily very useful ➔ most useful ➔ most expensive harder ➔ harder ➔ older ➔ ➔ the lighter ➔ the heavier ➔ easiest ➔ prettier type is good and The
irregular bads: ➔ ➔ best ➔ worst SPELLING: adjective + - er most adjective ➔ add -er shorter ➔ shorter ➔ clean ➔ end of -e-➔ add - great ➔ larger ➔ nicer adjective finish in consonant + - ➔y change -y for -i then add -er ➔ circle easier ➔ more easily adjective finishing in one (a, e, i, u) and one consonant (g, n, t, etc.)
➔ double the consonant and add -er hot ➔ hot ➔ ➔ think the 10B ajectives Superlative We use the superlative form of ajective talk about extremes. Usually, we use the superlatives before. 3.43 The most useful language is English. The easiest language is Spanish. What language is the most difficult in the world? The
best language practice is speaking. Our ideas do not use the words like me, etc. He is my best friend (not He's my best friend.) One syllable End in -y Two or more syllables the + adjective + -est the + adjective – -y + -iest the most + adjective old cheap light ➔ the oldest ➔ the cheapest ➔ the lightest heavy easy pretty ➔
the heaviest ➔ the easiest ➔ the prettiest Tip good and bad are irregular: good ➔ the best bad ➔ the worst SPELLING: adjective + -est most adjectives ➔ add -est short ➔ shortest clean ➔ cleanest adjective ends in -e ➔ add -st large ➔ largest nice ➔ nicest adjective ends in consonant + -y ➔ change -y to -i then add -est
dry ➔ driest easy ➔ easiest adjective ends in one vowel (a, e, i, o, u) and one consonant (g, nou, t, etc.) ➔ double the consonant and add -est hot ➔ hottest thin ➔ thinnest 154 useful ➔ the most useful expensive ➔ the most expensive difficult ➔ the most difficult Grammar Focus 10A Comparative adjectives a Write the
comparative form of adjective ones. 1 mad 2 bad 3 clean 4 cold 5 comfortable 6 fat 7 8 fat 9 good 10 interesting 11 12 12 13 14 15 15 16 17 18 19 20 Correct one error in each sentence. 1 It is faster than I am. He still finished first. modern old noises popular scares weird wet width 2 The book is good than the movie. 3
My marks are always worse than you. 4 This garment is beautiful than this one. 5 The English time is beyond the time in Spain. 6 Their families are bigger than mine. noise writing phrases using the simple to be with my 7 new teachers is more interesting than my former teacher. 8 Are your internet traps faster?
comparative adjective. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 new phone / cheap / old my new phone is much cheaper than my old phone. the movie / interesting / book d Now back to her children's p.101 /noisy/my children/a good cook/my father Dubai/modern/Dublin this Hotel ho/comfortable/the last hotel my friend/fit/my 10B adjective
Superlative a written form of superlative in their adjective. 1 Depth 2 Fit 3 Funny 4 Circle 5 Very Bad 7 b tidiest completes the sentences using the superlative shape of the adjective brackets in the brackets. The longest 11 one in (long) dead in 8 good 9 big 10 nice 11 safe 12 exciting 13 flex 14 hot 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 c English
is floccinacifilipifilification. But I don't know what it means! (Short) the word in English is an e I. In English speaking, one of (popular) words is me – we think we are (interesting) topics in the world! (helpful) we are in English is the time. We use it all the time! (fast) the way to learn a language is to go and live in a different
country. Some people think (important) things for language learners are speaking. I think the (good) way to improve your English is to learn many words – I try to learn ten new words every day. When reading in English, the (bad) thing you can do is to check all the words in a dictionary. It takes too long and it's not much
fun! Now back to p.102 155 11A Featuring perfect to see the movie my life is born Now we use the perfect present to talk about past actions in a period of time that begins in the past and continues now, for example: today, this week, this year, your life. I've seen that movie four times (in my life). I haven't had a coffee
today. Did you moan this week? We make the perfect present from the verb there + the last participant in the main verb. For regular verbs, the last participation is the same as the last form: I walked into labor yesterday. I walked into work three times this week. For irregular verbs, the last participation is usually different.
You must learn the different forms. (See page 176 for an irregular verb list.) I drove to work yesterday. I have driven to work three times this week. 3.57+ M/you/us/them I have seen the movie 400 times. he/she sees the movie 400 times. We often use the perfect present to talk about experience: I saw the movie once. (in
my life) He met him three times. (in her life) When we ask a question about experience, we often use the word all the time. Have you ever read this book? = Have you read this book in your life? We never used and present the perfect to say no to experience. I've never read his book.= I haven't read his books in my life.
The last Participation tip is on the go. But we often use the last participation to be (being) instead of attending. I was in France. (= I'm not there now.) Claire's going to Scotland. (=it's still there now.) Yes/No question short answer i/you/us/they saw the movie? Yes, no, I win. I don't have any. he/she saw the movie? Yes,
no, he has. he doesn't have. - I/you/us/they haven't seen the movie. he/she doesn't see the movie. 11B Presents perfect or past we use the perfect present to talk about the past experiences of our lives, but we don't say when exactly. I was Buenos Aires. (We don't know when.) We use the last simple to say when
something happened (e.g. last year, yesterday, in 2012). I went to the theater last week. (MY OWN HAD BEEN THEATRE THEATER last week.) We often start a conversation by asking about or describing an event using the perfect present, and then changing to the past simple to ask about or describing the details of
the event.156.64A have you ever gone to Argentina? B yes, I win. I had three times. Focus: / Your life Tension: the perfect presenting A I was also there, I went there last year.B really? Which city have you visited? Focus: A visit last year: Last simple went to Argentina last year now, Grammar Focus 11A presents the
perfect an irregular participation writing. Use the list of 176 pages to help you. see 1 see 6 do 2 enclosed 3 swimming 4 have 5 carry conversations and present perfect verb form in those words in brackets. 1 Have you ever seen a B yes, . favorite movie. A really? 2'S yes, a wow! B yes, it. 7 drive 8 ride 9 runs 10 must fill
out sentences with the perfect forms present in the verbs in brackets. read 1 I've read (read) this book twice. 2 We (visit) this museum three times this year. 3 He (do not borrow) my car today.4 We (never eat) in this restaurant. 5 I (walk) down this street many times. 6 He (played) for England in three Olympic games. 7
They (don't) work in house this week. 8 This country (has) this five high temperature onwards.d (you/ever/seen) Star Wars? (I/see) it many times. It's me (I/never / seen) him. (you/ever/meet) someone famous? (I / meet) Bill Gates. (read / visit) Cambridge? (it/be) here many times. Now go back to p.111 11B Present
perfect or the last to complete the conversation using the correct an underscore the correct word. presents perfect or past shapes in the verbs in brackets. A 1 Have you ever (you/ever/gone) in a jaz 1 2 3 4 5 Did you / did you go out last night? I've never seen/I've never seen an operation. We went/We were at a rock
concert on Saturday. Have you ever danced / Have you ever danced the tango? She is a fantastic actress but has never won/has she never won an Oscar. 6 We visited/ We visited the theater when we were in Buenos Aires last year. 7 I didn't eat /'never eat the sheep's milk cheese in my life. 8 Did he win / Did he win

the 100mm at the 2012 Olympic games? club? B Yes, I am a question match 1–8 with a brief answer to A-h. 1 g Did it go outside? 2 Have you ever had Chile? 3 Was it a good concert? 4 Was it in any bad movie? 5 Were you tired when you got home? 6 Did they help you? 7 Have they ever visited Tokyo? 8 Did you
have a good time? a c d e f g 2. (I/go) to a few. My favorite is Jazz Cellar. 4 (I/go) there hundreds of times. Yes, I think that's 5 (i/go) there too. 6 (I/go) there last year. 7 (you/like) it? Yes, I'm 8. 9 (it/be) great. There are 10 (must) a brilliant song – her name 11 (must) Erica something. Erica Sousa. 12 (I see) it a few times.
It's amazing. In fact, 13 (he/she/plays) a concert there last week.14 (you/go) at this concert? No, I'm 15 . 16 (i/want) to go but I had a meeting at work and 17 (i/finished) late. 3 B Yea, we were. Yes, we did. I don't have any. No, they didn't. '. it was. No, they don't win. No, he didn't. Yes, it has. B D Now back to p.113 157
12A go to We use go to when we have a plan for the future: 3.78+ – I will travel the world next year. I'm not going to work in an office. you/us/They will travel the world next year. You won't work in an office. it / it will travel the world next year. He's not going to work in an office. Yes/No short answer questions I'll travel next
year? Yes, no, I am. i mwen not. / us / Are you going to travel next year? Yes, no, you are. it / is going to travel next year? Yes, no, it is. It's not. Why am I asking questions I'm going to travel with? you/ us / them where are you going? he / she / What will he see? 12B travel the world now in future should/should not we
use them to provide advice. You should learn the local language. (=It's a good idea.) 3.82 + Mwen / li / li / li / ou / nou / mwen / li / li / li / li / ou / nou / yo - Mwen ta dwe ale. Shouldn't Yes/No Short-answer questions should it be Yes, No, go? Why does my question/he/he/he/he/you/us/them 158 when we should go? to go.
it should be. it shouldn't. The infinite tip is used without later should be. You should take sun cream with you. (DON'T YOU SHOULD TAKE ...) Grammar Focus 12A goes to a Question Match 1–8 with an answer to A-h. 1 and Where will you dwell? 2 Will they visit us? 3 When will you clean your room? 4 Will he get a job?
5 Who shall they meet? 6 Are you going to quit your job? 7 What shall ye take with you? 8 How long will he go? not a lot. Just a few clothes. b No, it is not. It will travel around the world first. cs Some of the friends. d No, I don't. I'm just going to take a long feast. and to a hotel. About six months. g Tomorrow - I promise.
rg No, they don't. They don't have time. b complete the sentences using the correct form to go in with the verb in parentheses. 'I am going to travel my 1 2 am 3 N 4 Yo 5 my parents 6 i 7 It 8 n c (travel) to South America. (get) married next year. (make) many visitors to this summer holiday. (not/stay) at hotels this year.
Do you want to come with me? (not/go) to university after high school. (by/ visiting) big cities when we go to France. (stay) in small towns. Now back to p.121 12B should / should not be a phrase completed with the verb in brackets and should or should not. c Read the conversation and get six errors and should. 1 A
feeling he is tired all the time. assume going to B (go) to the doctor. 2 You (drink) a lot of water when you run. 3 You (bring) a lot of books. We're only going for three days. 4 You (drive) all Stop and get some sleep. 5 It will be cold for you (taking) some hot clothes. 6 Children are (coming) in the house - it's getting black. 7
We (pay) for the meal. The food was horrible. 8 I (say) cast him out. I broke his cups. A I'm going to Thailand next month. Have you ever had? B Yes I win. Where should I stay? B You should seek a hotel when you arrive. You shouldn't book before you go. A really? Should I go to Bangkok? B You should go to Bangkok
for a few days. But you should not have stayed long. You should visit an island. A what should I do on an island? B You Want to Relax? A yes. B You should go swimming every day. You should eat at restaurants on the beach... And you should leave your mobile phone at home! A should I take anything with me? B Just a
bit of money. You shouldn't worry about money on holiday! pray the words of the correct order to ask questions. 1 currency / lot / take / me / how? How much should I take? 2 museums / us / go / a / should / ? d Correct their errors and should be in c. 3 clothes / should/what/wear/i? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 4 m / later / coming /
should / go back? 5 n / local / a / should / eat / eat ? 6 n/ time / arriving / what? 7 n / where / should you stay / should be? and where do I stay? Now go back to p.123 8 to/should/ask/who/n/advice? 159 Vocabulary Focus 1A Countries and Nationalities A 1.15 Look at the map below. Print the correct number next to each
country in the table. Listen and check. Country Nationality A (-ian) Argentina/ɑːdʒəntiːnə/Australia/ɒstreɪliə/Canada/kænədə/Colombia/kəlɒmbiə/Iran/ɪrɑːn/Italy/ɪtəli/Nigeria/naɪdʒɪəriə/Argentinian/ɑːdʒəntɪniən/Australian/ɒstreɪliən/Canadian/kəneɪdiən pəʊlɪʃ/ Colombian / kəlɒmbiən / Iranian / ɪreɪniən / Italian / ɪtæliən /
Nigerian / naɪdʒɪəriən / B (-in) Mexico / meksɪkəʊ / South Africa / saʊθ æfrɪkə / (the) USA / juːeseɪ / b Country Nationality C (-ish) Ireland / aɪələnd / Poland / pəʊlənd ɑːdʒəntɪniən juːeseɪ/ Turkey / tɜːki / (the) UK / juːkeɪ / Britain / brɪtən / Irish / aɪərɪʃ / Polish / pəʊlɪʃ / Turkish / tɜːkɪʃ / British / brɪtɪʃ / D (-ese) China / tʃaɪnə /
Chinese / tʃaɪniːz / E (-i) Pakistan / brɪtɪʃ pɑːkɪstɑːn/Pakistani/pɑːkɪstɑːni/F(other) New Zealand/njuːziːlənd/Mexican/meksɪkən/South African/saʊθæfrɪkən/American/əmerɪkən/Saudi Arabia/saʊdiəreɪbiə/(a) New Zealander/njuːziːləndə/Saudi/saʊdi/about fivees you to visit. I would like to visit China because I want to see the
Great Wall in China. b a c Match parts of the world 1–6 with a-f on the map. 1 North America 2 Central and South America 3 and the country underlines different groups below. 1 France, Italy, Greece, Poland, China, Germany, Ireland 2 Turkey, Saudi Arabia, Brazil, Iran 3 Russia, the UK, Australia, Nigeria 4 Argentina,
Mexico, Colombia, Spain and Watch Group A-F in a. Match each nationality from page 10 below to a group. 1 Brazilian 2 Spanish 3 f d 4 Africa 5 Europe 6 Oceania g 1.16 Look at their nationality again and answer their questions. Listen again and check. 1 In A and in C, which words have a different stress pattern? 2 In
B, do these words have the same or a different stress pattern? h 4 German 5 Japorne 6 French Student A: Choose a new country with a nationality. Tell your partner the world. Then answer his questions. Student: Ask questions to guess your new partner country with jo. Change roles and repeats. 1.16 Pronunciation
listens to the nationalities of the board. The installation underscores the insisting installation of each word. A 2 pill Brit shrimp, shes necessary, Tur kish bish 3 syllables Mex I can, Jap a trial, C 4 syllables Aus tra a read, Not kista Ni, I am talking me a 160 m Now back to p.11 Vocabulary Focus 1B Adjective A this wet and
cold weather is terrible. I love our new teacher – it's wonderful. My new phone does many new things – it's amazing. This color isn't very nice – it's terrible. 1 2 3 4 b my old computer right now. I need to buy a new one. I don't think it's got a lot of money – it's quite poor. New homes are finished now and it's very modern.
He buys anything he wants me to think he's rich. 1.21 Pronunciation is the pronunciation of o in the long words (/ɔː/) or stroke (/ɒ/)? Listen and check. 2 poor 4 5-door holidays and think of the things you've got. Have you received anything from... Listen to these phrases. Be afraid of opposing to the adjective markers. 1
Modern 1.22 Is the pronunciation of o in these long or short words? Listen and check. Listen again and repeat. 1 Coffee 2 often 3 plus 1.20 1 2 3 4 c d 1.19 Listen to these sentences. Is the adjective marking meaning 'very good' or 'not very good'? • wonderful • amazing •g horrible g • Terrible • Old • Tell a partner about
your stuff using your score of 5. Now go back to p.13 3 terrible 2A Job a 1.39 Match their work in the box with 1-9 photos. Listen and check. Listen again and repeat. businessman / ˈbɪzɳɪsmən / businessman / ˈbɪznɪswʊmən / reception / rɪˈsepʃənɪst / manager / ˈmænɪdʒə / chef / ʃef / actors / ˈæktə / travel guides /
ˈtʊəgaɪd / culture steer / ˈfaːmə / secretary / ˈsekrətəri / mechanical / məˈkænɪk / 1 4 5 3 2 6 8 7 b Look at the works on page 21 and at a. Read the phrases and write the correct work. a c c d d d d c i work in a hospital and look after men. I work out and enjoy showing my beautiful city. I sometimes work in a theater and I
sometimes make films. I drive people from one place to another. I work in a cook and amazing cooking. f h h i j i help people if they have a with the teeth. I help people if they have a problem with their car. I rob people from one country to another. I'm the first person to meet when they arrive at our hotel. I work outside of
the country. Talk about three tasks you'd like to do and three jobs you wouldn't like to do. Say why. Now go back to p.21 161 Number 2B Time a Currency 9A and price a 1.45 Match the sentences with the times below. Listen and check. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 It's Li in It's Read in It's (a) quarter past four. or It's fourteen. half past
four. or It's fourty. (A) quarter to five. or it is fourty-five. 20 years away from four. or it's four to 2 years. Ten to five. or It's four to five years old. five of the past four. or it's four oh five. 25 five to five. or it's fourty-five minutes to five minutes. or he's four-fifteen-six. seven minutes past four. or is four oh seven. a b c d f g i 3.18
tick (✓) the correct way of telling each price a or b. Listen and check. Listen again and repeat. 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 b a pound 1,000 pounds of carb and twenty-five pounds four pounds of fifty shekels of sixty pounds of silver and seven euros seven euros for forty years Twenty-five cents erupted an eight and twenty-seven
dollars, seven cents of cents and a half dollar cut, seventy-fifteen dollars and half-dollars took turns telling the prices. 1 2 3 4 e £25 £4.50 60p € 7.40 € 0.25 $28$15.50c £2.70 $120€4.30 85p5 5 6 7 8 € 55.90 € 10 £9.99 $4.75 € 0.60 £10.10 $49.95 Now back to p.90B High writes down five different times in numbers. Ask
you it is a sentence of Match 1–10 with number A-j. partners tell your times. c 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Now go back to p.23 6A year and date a 2.53 Enter the months in the correct order. Listen and check. Listen again and repeat. June/dʒuːn/September/sepˈtembə/April/ˈeɪprəl/November/nəʊˈvembə/January/ˈdʒænjʊri/Month
August/ˈɔːgəst/February/ˈfebruəri/December/dɪˈsembə/Me/Me/meɪ/March/maːtʃ/October/ɒkˈtəʊbə/July/dʒʊlˈaɪ/b Fill sentences with at or over. Listen and check. 2.54 b b 1 We were in Australia 2012. 2 My Seventeenth birthday. 3 May be our next holiday. d Think of two people from your family and two friends. e h
100,200 1,000,000 1,300,000 5,600,000 writes a number between: • 600 and 699 • 3 20,001 and 3010 • 20,000 and 20,9991 • 1,000,000 and 1,499,999 d Ask a partner to tell your numbers. Tell a birthday partner four people. Can they match birthdays with their names? and 162 Now go back to p.61 1,130 130,000 3.46
Look at these sentences. Add and four more phrases (sometimes twice). Listen and check. Listen again and repeat. and write down their names. f i j 340 = three hundred forty 2.002 = two miles from 45.800 = forty five hundred and fifty eight hundred 381,245 = three hundred and eighty-five hundred forty-five hundred
2,000,670 = millions six without sex 6 15,680,430 = fifteen millions without four hundred hundred hundred thirty-the next meetings on the twelfth April. April 12 - Part 12 on Saturday 22 one in February. We were in Canada in twenty seven oh. The seventh of July next. I was in university until a thousand nine hundred
eighty-eight. 6 I would like to reserve a single room on the second december. 120 1,003 1,100 100,000 1 2 3 4 Corrected dates. Then write them into number shapes. 1 2 3 4 5 a / a hundred million and a thousand thousand hundred and thirty-five thousand hundred and thirty thousand hundred and thirty thousand
hundred and thirty thousand thousand/ a thousand and three now back at p.103 Focused Vocabulary Vebs 3A Common Verbs a 1.64c How am I 1won/lost the lottery One day, I went to town with 2did/made some commercial. Then on the house way, I 3brought / purchased a lottery ticket from a small shop by stop at the
bus. It had the number on my birthday: 241169. A beautiful woman 4span / sold her. When he gave me / took him and smiled and said, 'Good luck. I hope you win.' I smiled back. A few days later, I opened the newspaper and 6 gave /read the winning number: 2-4-1... That was the moment I 7decided/found out. My life
completely changed and my 8became / became rich. I immediately 9 thought/told of the woman in the store. I 10cost / cut some flowers in my garden and went back to the store to give them it. 'Did the woman who was here Saturday in today?' I asked. I have some flowers for it. But he was not there and I never saw him
again. Match 1–7 with a–g. Listen and check. 1 2 3 4 5 How many are the bananas? Do you drink coffee in the morning? Can I help you paint the cookies? Where is your passport? Do you know where I can buy an English newspaper? 6 The film begins at 8:15, so let's meet outside the cinema at 8:00. 7 Do you want to
go for a walk tonight? I think they are selling them in the store at the station. They are very cheap. They only cost €2 a kilo. No, I just want to stay in the house and watch television. OK. I will try to be on time but I don't finish working until 7:30. yes, please! But I can't decide which color: blue or green. Sometimes, but I
prefer tea. g I don't know. I can't get it. It's not in my bag. b b 1.65 Pronunciation Listen to the sounds marked in these words and answer their questions. Listen again and repeat. buyers get decided to try staying 1 Which word has a different sound? 2 Do the two different sounds are long or short? 2.61 Read the story
and underscore the correct verbs. Listen and check. Covers the text of the c and practice the storytelling of the He read it again to check. and now back to p.63 11A Irregular participating past a 3.54A view of recent participation. What are infinite forms? Listen and check. c In fear ask and answer their questions. 1 What
do you prefer to drink in the morning? 2 Think of a small shop near your home. What are they selling? What do you buy there? 3 How much do these cost in thy country? a little bit of petroleum b a cup of coffee shear a bread 4 You decide to meet friends in town. Where do you meet? 5 Where do you usually stay on
holiday? broken/ˈbrəʊkən/li/red/tea/biːn/taken/kɔːt/write/ˈrɪtən/saw/siːn/had/hæd/e Atten/ˈiːtən/bought/bɔːt/heard/hɛːd/steal/fləʊn/forgot/fəˈgɒtən /collapse/ˈfɔːlən/grow/grəʊn ˈfɔːlən 3 4 6 8 10 11 12 13 Now go back to p.31 61 Past simple irregular verbs a 2.59 Match the last simple forms in the box with 1-11. Listen and
check. Won won won it was cut out thinking sale was sold two two four four b it gives thinking five six six eight eight-carry winning losses 9 to 10 off 11 selling pronunciation costs these sentences. Are the letters marked ring the same or different? Why? c 1 a fish? an email in English? October? in a helicopter? Paris?
flower for someone? your phone number? an English newspaper? an elephant? African music? your legs? breakfast in bed? below the stairs? Vegetables? Pronunciation Listens to the sound marked in hearing /ɜː/. 2 Which of these words contains the same sound as he heard? Listen and check. 3.55am 2.60 girls • I
read a daily newspaper. • I read a wonderful book last month. Eske ou janm fe janm eske ou janm fe ou janm gen ou janm fe ou janm gen ou janm fe ou janm genyen eske ou janm genyen eske ou janm janm fe ou janm fe ou konn janm tande tande enfimye travay Alman an nan pe mande epi reponn kesyon yo nan b.
Now go back to p.111 163 Food and Containers 4A Feed a 2.4 Match picture 1–10 with an A-J definition. Listen and check. 1 garla/ˈgaːlɪk/2 salad/ˈsæləd/3 urine/ˈbɜːgər/4melon/ˈmelən/5 cereal/ˈsɪəriəl/6 yogurt/ˈjɒgaət/7 jam/dʒæm/4B Includes a Match sentence of 1–6 and photo a-g. 8 fat / ˈkəʊlə / 9 crisps / krɪsps / 1 2 3
4 5 6 crime / ˈkʌri / someone often eats it in India, with rice or naian bread. b It is a great fruit which grows in warm lands. It's yellow, horse or green. c It is a fast food, cheap: meat and salad inside bread, sometimes with cheese. d it in uncooked vegetables mixed together that you can have with a meal. It's good for you!
and it's like onions and you can use it to cook. It's made in letters. People often have it for breakfast. g She is sweet and made out of fruit. You can put it on bread. are made of potatails and usually come in small They're not very good for you! i'm a drink, a bit like the idea but it's brown. j Many people eat it for breakfast
and milk. b a jar / dʒaː / in honey a bag / bæg / in potatoes a can / kæn / (or end / tɪn/) of tomatoes a bottle / ˈbɒtl / in water a bar / baː / in chocolate a packet / ˈpækɪt / in biscuits b a screenshot and pronunciation Listen to the sounds marked in these words. Listen again and repeat. /k/cola cryps curry /g/ lay burgger
yoghurt 2.5c 2.6d What words do you hear, a or b? 1 a might 2 a bold 3 a grade 4 a white glass 1 black 2 article 'a'3 presidency'' Tell a word from colossus to your partner to point. phrases complete. Use words from a with 40 pages. c Change the words in italics by using sentence to a. Is more than a possible answer? 1
What kind of meat you desire; c ye, which or he b? 2 Let's have a screenshot. We had tomatoes, o nous, c ts, green bns and ms.3 My wife has light and milk for breakfast, but I love them with fruit and then a piece of bread with my butter and j.4 We had plenty of fruit: apples, prs, p.s.ps, pest and a natural n 5 she does
not fit. She always fed CS and beverage c a cal food. f yesterday I went shop and I bought olive oil 1some, 2some jam, 3some spaghetti, 4some chocolate, 5some tuna, and 6some apple. 1 A bottle of oil 2 3 Look at all the words in a with e. Talk about: ••g 164 things you eat or drink almost every day you eat or drink at
least once a week things you don't often eat or drink stuff you never eat or drink. Now back to p.41 Pronunciation Listens to the phrases of a. What are the words that insist? Listen again and repeat. 2.12 d and 4 5 6 Write a list of stores. Use the words in 1 to help you. Say a partner. Now go back to p.43 Vocabulary
Focus Place 5A Location in a city of 2.26 1 Match the locations in the box with pictures 1–6. Listen and check. office station / ˈpəʊstˈɒfɪs / sports center / ˈspɔːtsˈentə / theater / ˈɵɪəta / police station / pəliːsˈteɪʃən / concert halls / ˈkɒnsətˈhɔːl / stadium / ˈsteɪdiəm / 2 3 4 5 b match their definitions and locations in a and
about c to 50 pages. a c d e f g i you go there to watch a sports game. This is a beautiful place to sit with trees and grass and flowers. When you want to throw a raise, you go to that location. You walk this from one side of a river to the other side. You can see a player or an operating at that location. If someone eats into
your hands, you go to that location. This is an open area in the center of a city. You can listen to classical music at this location. When you want to do some exercises, you go to that place. 2.27 Pronunciation listens to the words. Are the sounds marked weak or false? Listen again and repeat. bridge building and now go
back to p.51 b 3.74 Pronunciation Listen to the words of a. What words are more than one syllable? underline words in each group below. Say why. Our mail has a holiday home that we attend on the weekend. It's on the coast / kəʊst / but behind us is a forest / ˈdʒʌŋgl / and many very green trees. Next to the house is a
hill / hɪl / . You can walk at the top and the view is wonderful. c Lake 1, River River, garden, forest 2 forests, mountains, mountains, forests, forests, island rain, mountains, coasts, beach d n live outside the city of Houston/kʌntrɪsaɪd/. There are gardens / fiːldz / all around the house and in the distance have a small wood
/ wʊd /. I love walking there. It's so quiet – I love it. Think of the land of your country. Talk about what's there and there isn't. In my country, there are many mountains, but there's no desert. We've only had two lak, but about seven or eight rivers. Mail Office 1 which is in your b/by city location? 2 What to do / by city do you
need? A Read the emails. Notice the words mark and write them in the pictures. The park is afraid to ask and answer questions. 12A Geography A and 6 and now go back to p.120 165 Colocation 7A Transportation Colocation 8A Sport and colocation exercise 2.70L and listen to the text. Match pictures 1–6 with a
marked phrase A-f. 1 A Match the activities in the box with pictures 1–11. running soccer exercise 2 golf judo sail snowboarding volleyball fishing rugby hockey 1 2 4 4 4 5 5 erik working in the city center and it attacks the train at work every morning. He forgot about the train at King Park Station, near his home. Then he
cchanges trains at Central Station in the city center and it dgets off the train at Riverside Station, near his office. It usually gets to Kings Park Station at 8:00 so it can and catch the train at 8.05am, but sometimes it's a few minutes late and it hits the train. Then he has to wait for the next Train No. 2.719 tab. Go play in
pairs, ask and answer questions. 1 2 3'd and golf judo as we talk about sports, games and music. when we talk about activities that end with -ing. when we talk about other activities. Pronunciation Listens to the highlighted sounds of these words. Are they long or short? 3.5f Now back to p.71 3 Pool 4 put 5 meals 6
activities which activities in a person do in your country? Select a phrase that is true for each activity. a c c d judo 3.6 Does the sounds be highlighted in the long or short words? Listen and check. 1 Full 2 Good 1 When was the last time: • Do you catch a bus or train at the last minute? • Have you missed a bus or
training? • Do you change tracks? 2 How do you get out of here at home? What kind of transportation can you take? Where do you get over and over? 166 do complete the rules and go, play or do. We use... saw saw take 1 Which verb has the same sound as take /ɔː/? 2 Is it a long or short sound? and 11 write down
activities in a The correct column of the football pronunciation looked at these verbs and answered questions. Listen and check. 2.72d 10 Underscore the correct verbs. Listen and check. 1 There were no buses, so I decided to take / take on a taxi. 2 It's almost 10:30. Leave now or you will catch / miss the bus. 3 Excuse
me, I want to go to the City Museum. Where do I take off / remove the bus? 4 The Concert ends at 9:30, so we just keep / change the last tram. 5 The tren was expensive, so we take / take a night coach. 6 Quick! Let's get on / off the bus and get a seat! It leaves in a few minutes! c 7 6 6 8 b 3 It is very popular. Some
people do it, but not much. It's pretty unusual. You can't do this in my country. Now back to p.81 Some people go snowboarding, but not much. Vocabulary Focus Appearance and Dress 8B Appearance a Match sentence 1–4 and four in pictures A-h. 1 2 3 4 He had short hair straight. She got long hair black curves. She
had a long long dark hair top. She had long hair straight hair. a c b e 9B Dress a 3.28E and listen to the text. Match the words marked 1–8 with pictures of a–h. Listen and check. a c d e g g f h notice the order of the adjective in a. Which adjective is still coming first? c 1 • It looked beautiful. He wore a red/skɜːt/ skirt and a
white shirt and had a blue and yellow 2necklace / nekləs/. 3 • It was a hot day, so he decided to wear a T-shirt/ tiʃɜːt/, 4 5 stroke/ʃɔːts/and trainer/treɪnəz/without hot. 6 7 • I never wear jeweller / ˈdʒuːəlri / – just a peek / wɒtʃ/, 8 of course, and my rings / rɪŋ/. Write sentences on one person's other hair. Listen and check.
3.10d Write a sentence on your hair and one on a partner's hair. Student B: Ask questions to guess the picture of your partner. Change roles and repeats. Did she have long hair? Is it a man or a woman? bwellery c No. A man d Yes. f match 1–6 and a–f. G. People always watched it. You can see him do a lot of sports.
Here's a photo of him at the age of five. She always looks great in pictures. He should get more exercise. I don't think he eats enough. a c c d and she looks very sexy. It's getting quite fat. It's looking too thin. She was a very sexy girl. She is a very attractive woman. It's very good-looking. 5 Comfortable Student A: Look
at 1 picture for a minute. Student: Look at 2 photos for a minute. Try to remember everything people wear. They are all words from a or 93 pages. Cover the picture and say what you remember. 2 1 a contractive good-looking talk about famous people who: • My thin 3 chocolate 4 camera 3.11 Pronunciation Listen to
these adjectives and underscore their stress. Listen again and repeat. very cross you out the letters you have not heard of in these words. listen Check. 3.30 1 Vegetables 2 Interesting Is It Picture f? 1 2 3 4 5 6 Pronunciation Listen to this word. What letter did you not hear? 3.29 • Attract now back to p.83 • Good-looking
• fit and now back to p.93 167 Audioscripts Welcome! 1.2 Conversation 1 A greeting. I'm Tony, and this is my wife Joanna. B hey. Nice to meet you. I'm pierre. C Hello, Pierre. Nice to meet you. 1.3 Conversation 2 A Hi, Nick. How are you? B I'm fine, thank you. and you? I'm OK, thank you. 1.4 Conversation 3 A B to B.
Can we afford, please? yeah sure. That's 13 euros, please. 30 euros? For coffee and ice cream? No, 13 euros. Six for the coffee and seven for the ah ice cream, OK. There are you. 15. Keep the shift. B Oh, thank you. 1.5 Conversation 4 A B to B to A to A to A What is your name and address? It's Mike Kato, K-A-T-O.
Kato, OK ... 10 King Road, Ashley. OK, 10 Kings Road ... Ashley. How do you spell that? A-S-H-L-E-Y Right, OK. 1.6 Conversation 5 Ah, this is a beautiful picture. This is my wife and his brother.B Oh the answer is yes. Is this your dish? A yes, it's our flat in London. B Mm, it's very nice. Unit 1.13 THOMAS Hi, LA! My
name Is Thomas. What's your name? LENA I Lena. T Hi, Lena! Where are you from? Russia? He yes, you are right! I'm Russia. I'm from St Petersburg. T Oh, yes! It's a really nice city. He yes, I think that too. So where are you from, Thomas? T? I'm from France. I'm French. He's Oh, the French team is really good! Of
course, we're great! 1.17 LENA So Where Do You Come From? From Paris? THOMAS North, I'm not from Paris. I'm from a city called Rouen. He Hmm... Where's this? T Oh, it's a town near Paris. It's not very big. He's Oh, right. So you're here with friends? He yes, we're a great group. We are all from St. Petersburg.
But they're not here. It's no, they're all in the hotel. They say they're fatigue! T Oh, right. Well, look, it's only 8:00, the match is not over yet. So how about a coffee? It's Hmm, yes, OK. Good idea! 168 1.23 1.36 1 This is my good friend Romans. It's really friendly. B is it from Poland? A yes, it is.2 A is my friends Mia and
Diego. They are really great. Are they married? A yes, they are. B are they Spanish? A name, they don't. They are from Mexico. 3 A Is my friend, Laura. It's really cool. B is it Italian? A name, it's not. He's in Spain. 1.27 PART 1 LEO OK, ALL FINISHED. Time to go. MY TEETH want to end this.you go. see you tomorrow.
He's all sitting that way. I need to do some exercises. D On the jiml? He answers yes. D Say hello to Martina when you see her. He sure does! ... Good bye! D Beer, Leo. 1.28 PART 2 SONIA HI. How can I help? LEO I'd like to do a fitness class. Your card, please? It's sorry – it's at home. S OK. No problem. What's your
name? It's Leo. Sorry, what's in your name? He's Seymour. Can you spell this, please? It's S-E-Y-M-O-U-R. Seymour – yes, here you are. And what's your address? Read 18 New Street. S 18 New Street. He yes, that's right. So, a fitness class? He yes, when in the next round? It's over the past seven twenty. He's sorry?
S 7.20. And is it a large group? S No, only ten people. He's great. Can I book a place? Of course. there you go. Read and where is the class? It's Studio 1. It's so that's 7.20am in Studio 1? That's right. He thanks for your help. You're welcome. 1.31AM PART 3 MARTINA Leo! LEO Martina - hi! I'm good to see you here.
Read all day in the computer – I need to do something. I'm yes, well, tell my husband who. It's Dan's very busy. I'm with a bit lazy! See you later! He's seen later. KATE welcome to the course, very nice to see you all. I'm Kate, as you know, and this is Mike, we're two teachers you on the course and we're both from
London. So first, we can all say our names and where will we come from? OK? Carla, you start... Carla yes, of course. Hello, I'm Carla and I'm from Italy. I am a student of Milan. It's my first time in London, so it's great to be here. MASATO OK. Well, I'm Masato and I live in Kyoto in Japan. I work in a hotel in Kyoto, so
English is really important to me. CARMEN yes, I'm Carmen. I'm from Barcelona in Spain. I'm a student too, I studied IT. It's not my first time in England, I know London well, but it's nice to be here again. MY ORHAN is Orhan and I'm from Turkey. I live in London right now with my family. I work for a bank here. My
MARISA is Marisa and I am a student at Recife in Brazil. It's my first time in London, too, but I have a brother here, so I can stay with his family. Which is OK, great, thank you. Well, er, to start off then I think I'll just explain what the course is all about... Peter's 2.37-PETER 'Ice Rout Truck' unit is in this week. It's a really
great program. KAREN Oh, I don't like 'Ice Truck Road' at all. I think it's a terrible program. Trucks only drive their trucks for money. And people watch them because they want to see an accident, it's really bad. PH No, I think it's really good. I really love 'Ice Truck Road' and I always watched it. You know, a lot of people
think that it's a man's job to drive a truck, but there's also a really interesting woman in the program. Her's name's Lisa Kelly. What! Is it a truck? P yes, he has a trucking and he drives it really well too. I love it – it's always happy. You can see he loves his job.1.44 JACK um, excuse me. hello. Look, can I ask you some
questions about your study routine? TANIA forgived? J your study routine? Tum... OK... but i arrived at ... J Great! So, first question, do you study full-time or part-time? Part-time. I have a job – I'm a nurse and I have a family. I'm really busy. J OK... and how many hours week you study? Well, In The Abortion about five
hours. J And at home? T I don't know – maybe about ten hours. J Do you study in the morning or afternoon? T I usually study early in the morning or late at night. J When you start studying every day? Usually in half past eight or nine clock o'. J Do you end up studying very late? T Okay, it changes every day. J Okay,
last night, for example. TMM... last night... in the past seventh half. J Wow, that's quite late! And where do you study? Twhere! On the bus, at work, at lunch hour, in the cooking, in the room - everywhere! J And in your free time? Free time? J What do you do in your free time? T I don't have any free time! Audioscripts
1.47 JACK Are you the only student at home? TANIA No, my daughter Ellie is also a student. J can I ask about it... All right, but look, I really must... J Thank you so much. So Ellie is it? T yes. J How many hours in a week she studied? She is a full-time student to study about 40 hours a week. J When does it start every
day? I'm not sure. In about nine clocks. J Where does he study? T Mostly in the university library and sometimes at home. J Is she studying more before an exam? T yes, I think so. Look, I really have no idea. I'm in a hurry... I have to go. Goodbye! J please just one question more. Maybe not. 1.50 PART 1 MANA What
do you want? LEO Oh, thank you. I'd love a delay. D Can I have a tea and a delay, please? SERVER certainly. Small or big? D A little tea and ...? It's great for me, please. So a big pie and a little tea? D Yes. And could I have a cruise too, please? So we need to talk about the meeting on Wednesday. Read Oh the
answer yes. Is it here or in the polls? D at the polls. Could we chat about it now? It's sorry, I have another meeting in five minutes. D OK, no problem. We can do it later. How much is that? S £3.60D here you go. Thank you. It's so, this meeting on Wednesday... Yes. oh! Could you pass the letter? Thank you. (telephone
ring) Annie! A hi, tooth. Sorry to call you at work. D That's OK. Don't worry. 1.51AM PART 2 ANNIE Hi, Dan. Sorry to call you at work. That TOOTH is okay. Don't worry. One hand we see, I need... well, I would like some help.d Make sure – no problem. A sister on this online course I want to do. I'm not sure which one... I
mean, I can't decide. D So you want your big brother to help you... A yes, I do. Could I come to your place? D Forgiveness, we are not home tonight. D But, look, come on Friday - for dine. Friday? D Yes. A for lunch? D Yes! A beautiful one! D OK. See you then. Good bye! The Beer! D is I'm in! Always ask me to do
things for him. Lightning! Too much sugar! 1.56AM DANIELA I'm Daniela and I'm a police officer in Mexico City – but just traffic police. I need to speak English because sometimes tourists ask me questions in English, for example, they ask or some tourist information. I love studying at this college. The schedule works
well – we have a two-hour break in the middle of the day. I want to improve my listening. I get to listen quite hard and it's hard to listen to something and make notes at the same time. So I need to do some extra cost practice. Hi said. My name is said and I am a dentist in Riyadh in Saudi Arabia. Sometimes English
speakers are speaking in my work, so I need to speak good English. This college is very good – lessons are very interesting and we do many different things in class. I want to stay here for a theme – until December. Listening and talking is OK for me, but I need to work hard at reading and writing. I'd like to read books of
lagle – maybe even some book about my work. JUSTYNA Hello, my name is Justyna and I'm a photographer for a newspaper in Warsaw in Poland. In the future, I would like to study at a university in the UK so I need better English to do that. Our teacher, Kate, is a great man. He is very friendly and he helps us a lot in
the classroom. Only one thing worried me a bit: the marks I get to test. I think my progress is OK and I can speak better, but I'm not very good at testing and exams. But maybe I need to study grammar a bit more too! 1.57AM KATE Hi, everyone. Before we start the lesson, I just want to tell you about this competition
we're there in school. It's really good because you can have an extra month of English lessons for free. That's right – an extra month for nothing. So all you need is... Well, you need a student at this school – and you all are – and you need to complete this entry form by hand – you know, you can't use a computer. But
you also need to make sure what you write on the entry form is correct – no mistake! So if you want to enter, you can get an entry form from me or you can also get them out of reception. It's a really good competition – one more month of study. So they have any questions... Unit 31.60 MARTIN Hey, Kath, I had a leader.
KATHERINE Oh the answer is yes, what? I would love you to have a family dine together once a week. What is Oh, really? ... Why? I'm okay, our lives are so busy and we're still in a hurry. You, me and the kids, we never have dine together these days. Spend some time together – just one night – it feels like a beautiful
idea. What's OK, why not? When do you want to do it? I when are you free? Most nights, but I go through my Spanish lesson once Hispanic a week. It's usually on Wednesday, so that's not good. I'm OK, so not Wednesday. What about Liz and Pete? What Well, Liz goes to volleyball training. I'm of course. How often
does it go? What twice a week – on Monday and Thursday. I and Peter go to practical strips a lot. Which yes, three times a week – on Monday, Thursday and Friday. so so. So it means... Tuesday! Yes, Tuesday night we can all dine together. Then everyone's free then. K No, they don't. M. What do you mean? Which I
work late every Tuesday. Mh. But you said 'most nights are free'. Which yes, most nights - not all nights. You know I work late on Tuesday. I don't need to tell you that! Excuse me. Well, this is impossible! 1.68 Conversation 1 INTERVIEWER So tell me, Did you receive a smartphone? D Yes, I had my daughter's phone.
He got a new phone, so I had his old one. I use it a lot? D No, never. Well, sometimes, but not very often. I'm why not? D I don't know really. If I'm at home, I use the home phone. um... If I go out, I don't want to chat to people or send texts. I just want to be quiet. So no. In fact, I usually leave my phone at home. I don't
want to lose it. My 2 conversations are so Bella, have you received a computer? BELLA Yes of course, in fact I had two, a PC and a laptop. I use them both? B Oh, yes, ever. I use the PC to study mainly and also for downloading films. And I use the laptop when I go to university or when I study at the library.
Conversation 3 I have you got a digital camera? C yes, I win. It takes really good pictures, but I don't use it very often, just for special pictures. I've also got a smartphone, of course, and usually I take pictures of that, such as holiday photos or pictures of friends – pictures are OK but they are not fantastic. 1.72 PART 1
MANA Here in your coffee, Annie... Annie Thanks, Dan! D Martina ... MARTINA thank you. A favorite program me in within five minutes. I'm the only one cooking? One answer is yes, I like it.D Top cook? A read – Top Cook. Can we watch it? I'm sure! We always watched it too. A fantastic! Cook, restaurant. I love all that.
So, to do that. 1.73AM PART 2 ANNIE Hey! I know this new restaurant – near my office. Why not try it? MARTINA replied yes! That would be great. For lunch? One answer is yes. This TOOTH is a good idea. A how on next Wednesday? Mmm, maybe. let me see. I drip I can't. I need work late Wednesday. A are you free
next Friday? Mm, maybe. Fine Friday A. Dan? D Friday? Sure, I would like. A great one! D mm, can I carry Leo? You know, the guy I work with. A Leo? yes, great idea. to look! My Program! 1.78AM EMRAH I had a great family and we all live in many different countries. I'm from Izmir in Turkey, but I live in England right
now with my parents. I had a brother and sister in Germany. My sister Ayda lives in Munich and my brother Beafa lives in Berlin. Some of our family are still in Turkey, but I have also had an uncle in France - he lives in Lyon with his family - and another uncle in Sweden. And I had also in Italy, they live in Milan, but I don't
know them very well. 169 We all stay in touch by Skype and email but we don't often see each other, unfortunately. But we're still meeting all the year and we spend a long weekend together, and it's still in Turkey because my grandmother has and is very old, she's over 80 and can't travel. We stay with our family and
have a great holiday. It's a great family occasion but we also invite friends, so there are usually about 50 people there. It's a very nice way to keep in touch, and we've always had so much to talk about! Unit 4 2.7 TOM We had almost nothing to eat for dinner. so so. Then we might give orders for some food, and no
longer. I'm okay, it's the weekend – I don't really want to cook. All right, fine. I can cook. so so. if you want. T but you can come to the shops with me. I love saying – it's the weekend. I'm not cooked and I don't go to the supermarkets. T We can go to the farmers market then. It opens today.m OK, fine. What do we need?
T Okay, we've got some potatoes, so we can have potatoes boasted perhaps. But we have no meat. I do you want to do that chicken and shallow mushies – you know, the one you like to do? Yes – good idea. Have we received mushions? I'm no, I don't think so. T OK, we can get some. And I need an onion and a
chicken, of course. I'm so let's put that on the shop's to-do list – a chicken, some mushlets and an onion. Is it all? T the answer is yes, I think so. I'm Oh and Tom... I had no money at that time, so ... All right, Milly. I can afford. 2.13AM OLIVIA I want to try this recipe.HARRY Which one? Oh ultimate mashed potatoes. H
Mashed potaty? That's a bit boring. Oh but he says 'ultimate', you know, the best. H What's so special about him? Oh well, she says they use 300 grams of butter. H 300 grams? That's a lot of butter. Oh I know, that's why I want to try it. Then you boil the potatoes once, let them get cold and then boil them again. H twice?
Oh yes. I don't know why. But I'm going to do it today. Anyway, you look at Heston's book. What recipes do you want to try? H Something sweet. let's see... oh yes, this one, coffee and chocolate sauce. Sounds really good! I can put it on ice cream. Oh what's in it? H Well, some coffee beans, of course. Oh how much do
you need? H She says you need 40. Oh Woah! That's a lot! And how much chocolate? H Only slightly – 60 grams. But I need dark chocolate, not chocolate milk. O how many grams of butter? H There are no butter at all, just water and sugar. It seems really easy to do. I just boiled everything together. Oh once or twice?
H Only once with this recipe! Now no more talking. I am hungry! Let's get cooked. 1702.18 PART 1 TOOTH IS THIS IT? ANNIE this is him. LEO Gran. An empty Read.MARTINA Maybe it isn't open. WAITER Good evening, good evening. A greeting. Are you open? You yes, of course. do you a reservation? A name, we
don't. Do we need a reservation? You Erm, not really. It's very early... An OK, then we'd like a table for four. i sure do. A can we have a table by the window? Yes. These two on here are both free. D What do you think? The one on the left? I am Fine. It's Sure. What about the one on the right? D If you prefer... A maybe
not. The one on the left is fine... You Naturally. That way, please. 2.20 PART 2 WAITER Are you ready to order? TEETH yes? MARTINA I'M ready. LEO Fine. ANNIE I think so... What would you like for your starter? I'd like the soups to mush ones, please. You and for your main course? I will have the sheep with rotation
potatoes. You and for you, wife? What would you like to eat? An Oh, expensive. It's hard to decide. OK, for a start I'll have the fish. Don't wait! I will have chicken salad and then... Yes... I would like the spiritual for my main course. You are very good. And for your starters, sir? D I'm going to have chicken salad. Chicken
salad. D Then black with rotation potatoes. An Oh, tick – that sounds beautiful. Can I change my order? You Naturally. A I'm going to have the same – grinder for my main. i sure do. And finally? She I'd like to cry the chicken. Would you like rice with that? He yes, please. And for starters I would like the fish, a fish. My
first idea. Sorry, sorry... I'm going to have the same thing as Leo. So what's the fish? A yes. She's sure about that, Annie? A what? i think so. Yes. You and what would you like to drink? A drink? um... Would you like a moment to think about that? 2.25 JAKE I'm really bad at cooking. I eat a lot of fast food and eat ready.
I'm OK at making pasta – usually spaghetti and sauce. The sauce I make is tomatoes and mushions. It's not very good, but I love it! So I eat a lot of pasta because it's easy to do. ROSIE A great cook and it makes all the cooking at home. He can look at our friges and find some vegetables and cheeses and then make a
dish in it that's wonderful to eat, such as moussaka vegetables. I don't know how he does it. But I'm lucky to have a husband like that! JOHANNA my friend said I'm a good cook. I'm not sure, but I enjoy cooking and if you enjoy something, you're often good at it. I think it's fun trying new dish and I certainly love to eat the
things I do! At night I want to try a new fish dish. First you grill the fish then you make a lemon sauce. I think it will go well with a weight scares I often do. TOBY my mother is a fantastic cook. But isn't everyone's mom in a fantastic cook?! I eat everything he does and I always want more. I really, really love the cake and
cookies it makes. My favorite is her scary cake - I like to eat it hot with chocolate sauce. unit 5 JIM So what do you think of this room? R Mmm... nice and great. I love that brachair. J yes, it's very interesting. R Is it for you? J No, it's the David Boss. He's my flatmate. R I love it. That mirror over there. Is that Maman and
the Father? J Okay, yes, but really it's me now.R okay, no it doesn't. It comes from my old room. It's really me. J are you sure? I don't miss him in your room. Well, it's Henry and the Father, ours. R but it comes from my old room in their place. J Yes, well, anyway – let's have a look at another room. ... So this is my
favorite room, of course. R Lovely – it's beautiful and light and clean. J And it's a good size. R Who is Ward so what? Is it He Henry and the Father? J yes, it's them. It's at home. They said I can use L.R but that's in their room. J.Lo got a new one. R So it's all about our parents' furniture in here? J Well... i think... some of
it. I bed in. R are you sure? 2.38 PART 1 MANA Comes On, Leo. This meeting is really important. We can't be overdue. It's OK. I don't understand. D What? Read it that says 'Bedford Street', but on my phone she says 'Park Road'. D Are you sure it's here? It's me thinking so. D What street do we want? It's Park Road.
D Are you sure? Yes, South Street is Off Park Road. D I don't want to be late for this meeting. Can I have a look at your phone? 2.40 PART 2 TOOTH THIS CARD displays there in a bank on the edge of Park Road and South Street. Excuse me, sorry. Is there a bank near here? A BAnk? Yes. There's a bank down there.
It's about 50 metres away. D Thank you very much. Let's go. 2.41 PART 3 LEO Do you make sure this is the right bank? TEETH I don't know... this is Henrietta Street, not South Street. It's so where on South Street? Sometimes those cards aren't very clear. He apologize to me. Woman yes? He can tell us how to go to
South Street? South Street. yeah sure. Go straight ahead, turn right to the corner. It's King Street? That's right. Then go along King Street until you reach Park Road. It's ah! So Park Road is further along? You're that right, about 100 metres. Turn right to Park Road, going right on and South Street is on your left. D So we
turn right and then right again with it's on the left? That's it.D great, thank you. Let's run! Audioscripts 2.44 ANTONELLA for me it is very important for a neighborhood to have many coffee and restaurants. I love an exciting neighbor. I like to go out and meeting my friend so much. I love a neighborhood with a lot of people
in it. My ctrip is quite exciting. There's also a museum near my house, so I'm really lucky. DMITRY I think a good neighborhood is a quiet one. So, for example, no club or - nothing like that – only home. My neighborhood is not like that – there are many shops and restaurants. And there is a movie close to my house – I
really don't like that. JIA I think a good neighborhood is a new one – new homes and shops. I also like a neighborhood that is close to a shopping start center. It's good to have many new shops near you – it's exciting. In my neighborhood, there are no shops - there is only a park. It's a little boring. Unit 6 2.45 FRIENDS
What is Greg? GREG Oh, it's my family tree. You can download a special program to make it.f that's really good. So are these your grandparents? G That's right. Sally, she is my grandmother and is my grandfather, Nathan. They are my mother's parents. They had two children, one son and a daughter. Michael's sons,
it's my tomb, and they had a daughter, Mary, is my mother. So, Sanjit your dad? G That's right, yes. They had three kids – there's me, there's my brother Rick and my sister Ella – that's it there. A Fjit Indian name, right? G yes, it is, yes. His parents, Arjun and Priya, are from India, but he was born here in London. And his
brother Ravi was born here too – so did Ravi to my other roast. Right. So she's married too. G Yes, you can see here – it's married to my aunt Lycee. And they had two children, Karl and Kavita. They're my cousin. So your grandparents in India have received five grandchildren? G Yes, they're very happy about it! 2.47
Friends, your grandparents are all still alive? GREG yes, they are. But we don't see my grandparents in India much. F Your grandmother, Sally - she looks beautiful and friendly. G It's nice, yes, but it's pretty old now of course. See – here's a picture of him and my grandfather. I think this is from about 1963, yes, you can
see that she was a very beautiful woman. F Oh, yes. It really was. So when was he born? G Um, she was born in 1939 I think, I'm not sure. But I know her birthday on July 16. And my grandfather was born two years before him.FMM... Interesting. G Yes, a really interesting woman to me. He was a doctor at the
University Hospital in London, for about 40 years I think, until he was 65. So until 2004. F Wow, that's a long time. What about your grandfather? Was he a doctor too? G Yes, it was. And they were at the same school together. Really? Were they in the same class? G No, they didn't. They weren't even friends at the
school. But when university students were met again and of course then things were quite different.... FH, right. G Yes, in fact they got married in 1962. They were always students. F Oh, so in this it was ... 24 and just get married? G Yes, that's right. FH, so amantic. 2.58am HannAH Hobby my youth was sports. I loved it.
I played nothing and everything: basketball, tennis, swimming, soccer. But I think my favorite was tennis – I played every summer. Every day of the week I went through some kind of sports activity or games. My parents, poor things, have spent my entire time driving me through different activities and games and things
like that. I've never received a train or bus. I think it was really hard for them! I'm not playing sports much now – I don't have the time. CHARLIE pleases me when I was a bit weird I think. I really love sweets – cake, biscuits – food like that. So my pleasure was bakery. After school and the weekend I made cakes and
biscuits and my friends came to my place and I ate them. My parents bought everything I needed. They told me it cost a lot but they were always happy to eat the things I did. I'm still biscuits baked with cake now. My wife loves it because she never needs to cook anything. 2.63 PART 1 DAN Hello, this is Dan Morton. I
can't answer your call at this time. Please leave a message after the tone. ANNIE Hi, Dan - it's Annie. Can you call me back? You can call me on my work number or my mobile. Thank you. hello! It's Annie. I'm not here right now. You know what to do after the tone. Have a nice day! D Hi, Annie. I received your message.
I'm here in my request right now. Could you call me back? Good bye. 2.65 PART 2 MANA would love a coffee? LEO's answer is yes, that would be great. Thank you, Dan. Hello, Dan's phone. ANNIE Oh. Hello/ Good morning. Is Dan there? He's sorry, he's not here just now. He went to find coffee. An Oh. She's her
sister, Annie. Can he call me back? He's hi, Annie. It's Leo. A Leo? oh... Leo. hello! It can you wait a minute? He'll be back soon. A sure... for sure... Leo. How are you? Read me... I'm really fine. and you? An Oh, great – just great. He's Oh, right. This, erm... Big. One answer is yes. It's in the back. It's Annie. D Oh, good.
Just a minute. He's got coffee for us. A chance of you! D Has You. He's beer, Annie. A beer. D Thank you. Hi, Annie. this is me. A Dan – finally! D You left a message. A yes, that's right. I need your help with something. 2.69EVA OK, well 1982 was a very important year for me. I was born on this year! I was born in a
small town in northern Colombia. All my family lived there - my parents, my grandparents, uncles, aunts, cousins, everyone. It's a very nice place, very hot, tropical. I really loved it. And then 1995 was a very important year. Everything changed. My parents moved to the USA, my father got a job in Minnesota, so we went
on living in the USA and I went to school, I learned English quickly. In 2000, first job. I was a school teacher, I taught little children, six to override. It was great. Then in 2007, I met Niko – it's my husband. It's German but we met in the USA, and then in 2010 I moved to Germany to be near her, and we were married last
year. Then I found a job, I teach English to business people, so here I am today. Unit 7 2.73AM KLARA I said you went on a Silk Road trip. HANS Yes, it was a wonderful trip – really fantastic. How did you travel? H Don't train of course. The only way to go. Which is okay, not the only way... I went there last year and I
traveled to train, and by train, and by bike! H Don't bike? wow! Which yes, it was great. So where did you catch the train from - Turkey? H No, no, from Russia - Moscow. What is Russia? H Yes, it's the best place to catch the train.K But have you gone to Central Asia? H Oh yes - all these wonderful cities: Samarkand,
Tashkent, Almaty. Which and have you changed tracks? H No - the same train all the way. Which was he comfortable? H Pretty. Just like a hotel on wheels – it had everything I needed. Great! And how much does it cost? H I don't remember exactly. Not too much for a trip like that. About $25,000. What is $25,000? H

well... that was for everything. The dick, the food, everything! It was a great trip. And there's no bike! 2. 79 ALEX Hi, Svetlana. Sorry me of late. It was the traffic. So how did you get here? SVETLANA on the metro, of course. A really? Do you use the subway? S yes I like to go on the metro, it's so quick. It only took half
an hour. Don't you use the subway? A name, I don't like using the metro, it's so crowd. And it is not always very clean in the tracks. And the stations, they're horrible. So many people. SH, I love the stations. I think they're beautiful. So you came in cars? A yes, of course, I go all in cars. I love driving to Moscow. You like
it? But it's still so slow. How long does it take you to get here? A roughly an hour, perhaps. Traffic was bad. But it's still bad. I hate sitting in traffic, it's so boring. Oh, I don't mind it, it's not too bad. You can listen to the radio, you can chat to people. Well you must have a very nice car. A it's quite a nice car, yes, it's very
comfortable and great inside. Sh. 171 2.82 PART 1 The train ANNOUNCEMENT of 3's platform is 11:50 for Bristol. ANNIE Oh, none! PASSENGER WATCH OUT! I'm so defending myself. P That's all right. 2.83 PART 2 LEO excuse me. Excuse me, please. ... Excuse me, but I think this is my chair. I booked it online.
ANNIE Oh. I drip a lot. It's Annie! A Leo! I drip I took your seat. I just sit down. I wasn't checking. I'm really sorry. It doesn't matter! A Um. Sit down you. It no, you have the place. A hand you booked it.L L No problem. It's yours now. A thank you. Read I can sit here. 2.88AM PART 3 ANNIE Are you on your way to Bristol?
LEO No, Reading. I went to the university. A really? you? A Bristol. For the weekend. It is to see ... a friend? A friend? No, no, my mother lives there. I go to see him every month. It's great! 2.90 AHMED So here are the pictures and profiles of the families I can choose from. FINN Hmm, ok. So two very different types of
families. A yes, it's hard to decide. Fll, both families look very friendly. One answer is yes, they do. F. Conways are watching as much. A hand maybe a bit quiet? Fm maybe. Look, Philips are like doing sports - swimming, browsing - that kind of thing. A yes answer, but I don't like going to the beach much. I prefer football
players. F You mean, football. In Australia we say football isn't football. A Oh, of course, I forgot. F, I have to say, in football Australia is not so popular. Everyone loves rugby. A Conways hand them like watching any sport so maybe I can watch football with them. That would be beautiful. Yes, it's true. But you like
listening to music, don't you? A yes, I do. F. And Philip are like listening to music as well. I'm not sure about the kids. F kids are fun. A Yes, but maybe not so quiet ... No, not if you want to study. A and I really want to study a lot. F You also need to think about transportation. It's very expensive in Sydney. A So can I save
money if I stay at the Conways? F yes, you probably can. You can walk everywhere. A it's really hard to choose. F It sure is. But you're the only one who can decide! 172 Unit 8 3.4 INTERVIEWER Welcome to Focus on Sport. Today Live Oldman is with us to talk about how the Olympics can change the host city. Hey,
Live. LIVE Hi, thanks for grace to me. I don't have any problems. So do you think the Olympics can change a city even after the games end? He's Oh, yes. It can really change a city and it can also help the people who live there. We see this happen again and again. May I give you some examples? It's Of course. A
great example is the Beijing Olympics in 2008. They are building a fantastic new swimming center called the Cube Waters, and now families from all over Beijing can use it. And not just for swimming - it's a popular place to spend the day. So he really made life better in town. This is just a small example. I'm a great
example. But many say the Olympics cost a lot of money, but can it also make money for a city? He's yes, he can. The winter Olympics were in Sochi, in the south of Russia, in 2014. Before, tourists always go to Sochi in the summer, because there are some beautiful beaches there and you can swim in the ocean. But
after 2014 people knew that you could also ski and do other winter sports there, so now it has all these years. And tourists make money for a city. You can ski and rank in the winter and go swimming and cycling in the summer. I'm what about the kids? How do the Olympics change a city for them? It's Olympics they can
really help children and young people. After the London Olympics in 2012, a lot of school children in Britain started a new sport. They saw all these sports on television, sports like badminton and basketball, and they thought yes, I can do that too. Before the Olympics many of these preferred kids are playing video games
and watching television. So it's a huge change. I thank you, Live. So the next time someone tells you the Olympics they cost too much and can't improve the life of a city, say they think again. Next up on Focus on Sport, we speak with Olympic athletes Martin Fisher... 3.9SR STELLA Yoga is a good way to be fit, strong
and healthy and anyone can do it. My friends and I go to yoga classes every week. My favorite yoga position is quite hard, but it looks really good. You put your arms on the floor, you put your legs in the air, and try touching your head and toes. It's not easy but I love it. But please don't try it at home! I needed years of
practice to do that! MARIANA I only started yoga three weeks ago. I'm very lazy, so I wanted to do some easy exercises. But, you know, it's not so simple! You need to think about how you move different parts of your body: your stomach, arms and legs... And sometimes you don't move at all – you just stand in one
place for two or three minutes. But my favorite part is at the end of the class. We all lay on the floor and relax for five minutes. Can I tell you something? My last grade was so tedious that I went to sleep on the floor in the middle of the studios! 3.12 PART 1 LEO Right, the car runs next! MARTINA Hey, are you OK? ... Are
you okay? Um TEETH, I think so. I'm sure? You don't look good. D yes, I feel a bit fatigue. Actually, I feel terrible... MH very expensive. Come on, sit down. I'll find you some water. 3.13 PART 2 MARTINA Here in some water. THANKS TEETH. I'm poor stuff. What's the matter? D I'm not sure. I don't feel well. Do you
have headaches? D No, I don't win. Your backbone hurts you? D No, nothing like that. I figure you look red, but that's probably out of the exercise. ... I don't think you've got a rhythm. D No, I'm sure I don't win. I don't feel well, that's all. LEO are you OK, Dan? D yes, fine. It's okay? I'm yes, I'm sure it's fine. ... Did you eat
at night? There is no... I didn't have time for lunch. I had too much work to do. I'm what about breakfast? D Just a Coffee – I was late to work, remember? I'm Oh, yes. So is there nothing to eat all day? My D... good... um... No. It was a busy day. Unfortunate you. Well, I'm not surprised don't feel well. You have to work so
hard you don't have time to eat! It's that right. Poor Dan. Are you okay? D yes, yes, I'm fine. It's sure you're fine? D yes, really! It's great! There's a class of aerobics now. Let's go. I come on. I will take you home. 3.16 GINA Have you seen the email about writing an article for the company blog? ANDY yes, I did. G I
assume it's true. We don't know each other very well. I mean, I had no idea if you have a pleasure or not. You seem so sexy... I don't know... maybe you do some kind of sport? One answer is yes, you are right. About a year ago, a friend of mine asked me to go bike ride with him. I laugh and say 'I can't do that – I don't
have a bike'. No problem,' he said. I can borrow you one.' Well I went and it was amazing. About two weeks later I bought my own bike. G That's great! A yes I go bike ride all the time – almost every day after work. I love it because it's a way of keeping fit and being out there at the same time. I could never go to a jimel!
G No, I hate jimms too. A bike ride can be a bit dangerous in the city, and you always have to be careful of the traffic. A couple of months ago a sort of car hit me. G OH expensive! A I didn't hurt seriously – I just hurt my arm and my feet a bit. But I try to get out of town in the country. For example, last weekend I went for
a two-day ride to the hills. There was almost no one along the way. It was amazing – I couldn't believe it.G Okay, look, there is something I didn't know about. You can write an article about this. A Twenties? Write an article? No, I couldn't do that. I haven't received time. Unit 9.19 Conversation 1 SUSIE Hello? SIMON
Hey, Susie. It's Simon Cowell. Do you want to go and see a movie night with Amy and Sandeep? SU's answer is yes, great idea, I would like. SI Let's meet at the starting center at around seven. OK? SU Where? The truly great evil! IF Oh, I don't know. I'll call you when we get there and we can get on with each other.
Su.... Audioscripts 3.20 Conversation 2 SIMON Hello? SUSIE Simmons! hello! Where are you? Do you have a coffee? IF NO, I just bought that new book I told you about. What are you doing? SU I'm just getting off the bus. So where do you want to meet? He's almost seven. IF LET'S meet at the entry in five minutes.
Follow all right. If and you can call Ammy and Sandeep to tell them where to meet? SU yes, sure, no problem. Hurry up! Conversation 3 SANDEP Hello? SUSIE Sandeep, it's susie. Where are you? Oh, Oh, Oh! Hi, Susie. I'm just getting some cash. Amy's looking at furniture. Su Furniture? Are you buying furniture? That's
no, we don't buy anything. It's just Kap. SU OK, well, can you meet Simon and me to enter the movie in five minutes? Job sure. See you here! 3.21 Conversation 4 SUSIE Hi, Amy! AMY Hi! SU Hi, Sandeep! SANDEP Hi! SUSIE Great to see you! SO GOOD TO SEE YOU TOO! Where's Simon? SU I don't know. He told
me to meet him here. Let me just call him. SILlo? Sumon, where are you waiting for us? IF I stand by the entry – you're not here! SU yes, we are! We're waiting for you. I just bought our tickets. IF What? ... Oh, no! I am at the main entrance, don't enter cinema. SU? Quick, Run! The movie is about to begin! 3.26
Conversation 1 HELLO LUCAS? TINA Lucas, it's Tina Adams. He Oh, Tina - hi! T I just read your message. Sounds like you're having fun. It's yes, it's great here - I love it. I can't believe you're wearing red. He I know, I know. T you hate red. It's yes, but it's Chinese New Year - everyone's wearing red - I even wear red
pans and a red belt. And someone also gave me a red beetle. T I hope you don't wear red shoes. It's No, no – I wear black boots. Conversation 2 DIANA Hey? PETE Hi, Diana. It's pets. D Oh hi, Pete! Thanks for calling! Thanks for the message with the picture.d No problem. I have such a brilliant time here. P That
doesn't look like you in the picture.D yes that's me. P But you're wearing a dress. You'll never wear clothes! And gloves too. You look so cool. D Thank you. I wear abdres sometimes you know. Peter yes, but I normally see you in jumping and jeans. And you're wearing jeweller too – people are nice ears. D Well, this is
special – it's Carnevale. I have so much fun. 3.31AM PART 1 ANNIE Dan! hello! HI TEETH, Annie, how things matter? A fine. D Um, watch. Are you free at night? A yes. D Great. Could we meet? I need help buying some clothes for the evening. One answer is yes, sure. But what about Martina? Can't he help? D Well I
meet him tonight for dine. He always said I wear the same old clothes, so I want to get something new. I want to surprise him. An OK, sure. I'm free at 12:30. 3.32 PART 2 ANNIE So what are you looking for? MY TEETH don't know really. A shirt and trous. Just something casual. AN OK. What size are you? D In trouses.
32. ... OK, 34. A or 36? And probably a big for the shirt? D yes, I think so. A color you'd like? D Oh, I don't know. Something dark? A what about this? ... Why don't you try them on? D OK, excuse me, where are the equipment rooms? SHOP ASSISTANT rooms are equipment just over there, sir. D Thank you. Thank you.
3.33 PART 3SEE DAN What do you think? ANNIE has no... D This One? A Ugh... D And this? A name. Try the next one. D How about this one? A Name, Dan ... That's it! That looks great. These screenshots are This is what I came through! A well, it looks really good about you... SHOP assistants can help you, sir? D
Hi. There's no price on those shoes. How many are they? THESE are £49.99bn. D Great. I'm going to take them. A dissolving those trouse with that shirt, please. SA All along this £115.97 please. D Can I pay by card? THAT yes, of course. Just enter your PIN, please. ... Will I put the receipt in the bag? D Yes – thanks.
THAT'S this, sir. D Thank you. Thank you. Take care now. A beer. 3.36am AXEL I always give my girlfriend an expensive birthday present. I don't lay his flowers or chocolate. I often give it to her jellery, maybe a necklace or ear. Or maybe a beautiful dress. She loves expensive clothes. But clothes are hard because I
don't know what it's like. So it usually chooses them and then we buy them together. BOB We don't buy the present. We give children cash and then always buy their own present. I think that's better because they know what they want. Then we do something nice together, maybe go out for a meal or go to the cinema.
FERNANDA We buy small birthdays for children - usually toys or clothes, something small, like a toy car or a T-mesh tee maybe. Some people buy things like a laptop or a bike, but I don't like to give expensive presents, I'd rather give little present. My husband's LEILA doesn't think clothes and computers are important.
He doesn't need many things, he doesn't like to spend money on himself. But he reads plenty of books and he loves films – so for his birthday I usually buy him a book or a DVD. It's very easy! Unit 10 3.39 Everyone's time asks me What's the best thing to buy – a phone or a tablet? There is no easy answer to this
question because different people need different things. And they may be more or less doing the same things – browsing the web, checking emails, making calls. However, there are some different ways to help you decide. And you can make sure that things aren't talked about in advertising and information online. To
begin with winning: 'Pocability'. 'Pocket-to-what? I hear you ask. 'Pocketability'. Let me explain. 'Pocket... 'ability' means how easy it is to find the phone or tablet in different pockets of your jackets, your jeans – that kind of thing. And something else really important to think about: 'manatability'. No, it doesn't mean you eat
your phone. 'Food' is all about how easy it is to use the phone or tablet and food at the same time. You know, sometimes you want to have lunch and read something. So you see? Two new ways are very important in thinking about phones and tablets: pocast and food. You decide! 3.41 RADIO FEATURING Good
Evening and welcoming to the program. Today, we're talking to Professor Ryan The teacher is well known for his love of language and has a new book in the shops tomorrow. Teachers, welcome! Professor Thank you. It's great to be here! RPG So let's start with my first question. Teachers, in your opinion, what's the
most beautiful language in the world? P This is a very good question. Of course, there is no right or wrong answer here. I'm sure we all have our favorites. But for me, the answer is easy: Italian. It was the first language I learned. I always remember my teacher, Signora Monti. Signora Monti was the best teacher in my
school and started my love of language. Now I can speak more than 20 languages well, but Italian is the most musical language I know. It's the language of opera and love. RPG Ok, next question. What language is the most difficult in the world? P Hmm. This is an interesting question too. It partly depends on your first
language. For example, for an English speaker, Japanese is very difficult, but for a speaker of Mandarin Chinese it's easier. However, a few years ago, we did a project at my university and decided that the hardest language to learn is Basque, a language from parts of Spain and France. Last year, we made another
project on the internet to find the language easier for us to learn. More than 3,000 people answered the question and the most popular answer was Spanish. So perhaps Spanish is the easiest language to learn. That's probably because it's not very different from many other European languages. RPG And one final
question, what's the most useful language to speak? P That's easy – the language of the country where you live. And if you want to learn the world's most popular language, then take lessons from Mandarin Chinese. More than 900 million people talk it. This is not a surprise as China has the largest population in the
world. So with Mandarin Chinese you can talk to about 14% of all the people in the world. That's very helpful. This RPG is very helpful, indeed! Well, Professor Hunter, thanks for talking to us today. I'm sure our listeners enjoyed hearing your thoughts on tongue! 173 3.47 PART 1 ANNIE Hi, Leo. LEO Hi, Annie. A place
she is from? He's Sorry, Annie. I mean, Dan says sorry. He had to attend a meeting. What about our meals? He did not know about the meeting. Someone called him about ten minutes ago. A I wanted to help with that. It's Oh? Right. A Leo, could you help me? He Erm... One has something I don't know how to do. Do
you mind showing me? It's no, not at all – if I can. A great, thank you. It's okay, it's time to eat lunch. Would you like to have some food and... A... and you could help me with my pills. It's yes. Such a would be beautiful. 3.50 PART 2 LEO Thus ... you wanted some help. ANNIE Oh yes – I almost forgot. ... Everything is
fine - Big. But I don't know how to get in my email. Can you have a look? It's Sure. OK – that's easy. You just need to change one little thing. OK. So what you do is... handle this button here. The OK.L and a new screen opens. The Oh answer is yes. And now you just touch here where he says 'Yes'. An Oh that's easy.
OK. So first I touched this button? It's that right. A And it takes me to a new screen – like this? It's Correct. An e I touched 'Yes'. Is that good? He answers yes. Now you can check your email. A great one. Thank you, Leo. thank you very much. It's you're welcome. A well, now I have to buy you another coffee. It's Mm, I
think I have to get back to work. I had a meeting with Dan in ten minutes. A Dan? Oh, don't worry about it. Let's have another coffee! she's well... OK! 3.51 1 I sometimes send text messages, usually to my parents saying when I'm coming home, but I usually chat on social networking sites. It's easier if you're online
anyway – and it's cheaper! I still have my phone with me so I can see what my friends are doing. It's really good to know what people are doing. I chat to everyone all the time and we send each other photos. 2 I only really send text messages when I travel. I text my family to tell them when I reach a new location or tell
them when I'll come back. It's useful because I'm often far from on business trips and of course it's cheaper than merger. But usually I don't send text messages. I prefer to talk to people on the phone. It's easier and you can say more. 3 I don't really like to text so much. I think it's better to talk on the phone. It's friends. I
sometimes send a text if I'm meeting a friend, but that's about all. 174 Unit 11 3.52 STEPHEN How many answers were you entitled to? MAGGIE All of them except for number one and five. S I had questions of two and six wrong. How did you know Isla Fisher wrote novels? Do you read them? I no, I don't have – it was
a guess. In fact, I haven't seen any of his films. and you? S I saw the Great Gatsby. He's really good at it. I've never seen a movie with Mia Wasikowska. I really? Try Jane Eyre – it's fantastic at that. S What about Rose Byrne? Have you ever seen any of his films? I don't have any, I haven't, but I heard it really funny
from Bridesmaids. S yes, I saw that. He's a true laugh. 3.62 KURT View, have you seen this article? He says that Buenos Aires is one of the world's top cities for music. I didn't know that. Bea Well, there's a lot of good music. Which I haven't been to any of these places and I've lived here for years. Like the pop jaz, he
says he's at a famous jazz club, but I've never heard of it. Have you been jaz to pop? B yes, I went there two weeks ago. They were really good music. Adjunct Right. And what about Roxy's? Where is Roxy's dilemma? Were you there? B yes, of course I have. We all went there for Antonia's birthday. We had a fantastic
time, we didn't leave until five in the morning. Did you not come? Antonia K's birthday...? Oh, I remember. I had exams, I couldn't go. OK, well I bet you've never been to the Teatro Colón. B yes, I have to actually. I went there last year. It was the 50th anniversary of the birth of my father, we went to the opera A.K Oh,
yes. What did you see? B I do not remember, something is not Mozart. I didn't like it much. You were everywhere. B yes, well you should go out more, you spend too much time studying. Look, it's a beautiful evening, why not go down to San Telmo and sit in a bar, and watch the dancers? Km... Well, I'd be like, actually
I've never been there. But I had this essack to write ... 3.66AM PART 1 MANA Taxi! ... Windsor Road - number 15, please. DRIVER 15 Windsor Road. THIS MARTINA is better. D Fatigue? I'm yes, a little bit. He's at nearly 12. Work tomorrow. 3.67 PART 2 MANA So what did you think of it? Did you enjoy it? MARTINA
replied yes, it was a good concert. I really loved it.e you? D yes, me too. I but I didn't like all the ropes. D No, me neither. I didn't like the first lot. I really? Oh, I thought they did well. Did you do that? But all of the songs were the same. They really only had one song. I yes, but the lyrics were so good. He received an
amazing voice. D yes maybe. But I just thought they were a bit boring. And I don't really like this kind of pop music. I'm okay they don't really pop, they're sort of rock folk. Anyway, I really love them. D But the last band – Atlantis – I thought they were really good. Really great music. I think so? I didn't really love them.
They were too strong.D yes maybe. 3.69AM PART 3 MANA I had some of the music on my phone. Here, listen. This is one of the tracks. what do you think? MARTINA No, thank you. I've heard enough of them already. 3.71 PART 4 MARTINA House at last. I'm tired. TEETH How about some music? I'm OK, but not
Atlantis. D OK, not Atlantis. Promise! ... 3.72AM MELISSA Have you seen the new movie Bond Bond? JOHN Yes, do you have? I yes, I saw it, yes. Not very good, is it? J. Oh, I disagree. I really enjoyed it. Mll, I thought it was boring. James Bond films are still the same. James Bond is cool, he goes to some beautiful
country and meets a beautiful girl. The bad guys all die on end. You always know what's going on. Of course the special effects were great, but that's about all. J Okay, it's not meant to be too serious, you know. I thought it was fun, I loved it. Did you really? J yes, I did. I thought it was It was great to watch, the actors
were great and James Bond was fantastic. I'll see it again this weekend. Do you want to come? I What, Again? No thanks, once was enough. I'll see the new movie in Tarantino. Unit 12.75 Conversation 1 ZOE So about next year – what are you going to do? EMILY I finally decided yesterday. Z and ? ELl, I don't really
want to continue studying. I would love to do some traveling. So I'm not going to college next year. Z go travelling? Nice idea – but that costs a lot of money. And I saved a bit of money. But you don't need much. to look. I found this website: Working around the world. Z OK... And well, you can go places and get free food
and accommodation – you just have to do a bit of work. Z I don't know... I hear you work really hard on these things. And yet, look at this one. I'll email and ask about it. It seems beautiful there is close to the mountains and I love drawings and things so it's perfect. Z but what's on... what about all of our friends? I mean,
university starts next year. And I know. Excuse me. It starts for everyone, but not for me. Conversation 2 CHLOE I want to do something different for a while. I'm going to quit this job. FRANK finds a new one? C No, I want to go away and have some fun. FH, so a holiday. C yes, a very long holiday. Look at this website...
F Work through the World Holidays... C Some interesting thing about it.F... free accommodation and food... But no pay. C No, but it doesn't matter. Look at this job I read about. I'll find out more about it. It's such an amazing place. I can go to the beach every day. F it says you have to spend a lot of time with the kids. Do
you even love the kids? Cyes - I love them. F And do you know how to teach? C I'm sure I can learn. Audioscripts 3.833 3.93 TROY I grew up in Melbourne in Australia and I was still living in the big cities. I love cities – I like going to coffee and I like to buy. Every city is different. I was in London, Paris, Tokyo, Buenos
Aires, Lisbon... and I love them all. I've never been very happy in the country. Nothing to do there. I love people and rumors. In my free time I listen to music a lot – mostly dance music, but I love rock music too. I don't do much sport, I never really love sports... but i love dancing, but not really a sport, is it? CERYS I
think I was always a sports person, I loved sports at school. And I love sports of all kinds. I'm going to swim, surfing, I love them in water. I spend a lot of time on beaches, it's great to be by the sea. I'm not really a 'city person', I don't really love big cities and I'm not interested in shopping, I only go shopping if I need to
buy something, for fun. And I never went to museums or concerts. I feel happier in the country... or on a beach in the sea somewhere. I live in Swansea now and that is fine because it's beautiful beaches. 3.84AM PART 1 MARTINA Wow! TEETH what? I won a competition! D Do you have? Fantastic! What's the price?
I'm a weekend for two in Bath. Train trips, hotels, museum tickets... D really? That's great. I'm but we have to use it the weekend after next. So what's Saturday 20th? I'm yes. D We must go to John and Charlotte's wedding – remember? I'm Oh, no! I forgot about it. Oh what a pity. D OK, so who do we know who could
use the price? 3. 86 ELLIOT Hi, Louise! Here's your coffee. LOUISE THANK YOU, Elliot. When is our next meeting? And within half an hour. He's good. You look happy today. Ell, yes, I feel happy. Read Oh – good news? Eyes. I decided to go on holiday! Is it really? Where are you going? And Stockholm. yes – a week's
holiday in Sweden. It's very nice. Yes, our local travel agent has sold tickets and Stockholm accommodation at a very good price. Read your chances! Yes, we'll stay in a four-star hotel with a physical center, free Wi-Fi, outdoor pool – it's got everything. It's so, when are you going? And at the end of next month.L ends
May? OK, I think the weather is hot then I.E Oh, really? He answers yes. Look, I had a friend, Karin who lives in Stockholm. You should email it for information so you can plan your holiday. It won't mind helping you. I can give you his email address. Thanks, Louis! It doesn't matter. PART 2 RECEPTION OK. So here's
your key. This 312 rooms – a single room on the third floor. Turn left as you come from the lift. ANNIE is breakfast included? A yes, it's from 7:00 am until 10:00 am in the food room - just over there. A great – thank you. And when do they check out? R Check out is at 11:00 am. Thank you. 3.90AM PART 3
RECEPTIONIST Good Morning Britain. ANNIE Good morning. can you help me? Is there a city bus trip I can go on? R yes, there is. It leaves from just outside the hotel. A great one. And how much is it for a ticket? R It's £15. A can I buy a ticket here? A yes, you can. An and can I pay by card? R no problem. AN OK. I
will have a ticket then please. 3.91AM PART 4 LEO Annie? ANNIE Leo?! I don't think it! Read what are you doing here? A well, Martina won this price – two nights at a hotel. He gave it to me. He's Oh, really? That's exciting. Dan won a price – a train return ticket. He gave it to me. A And also he gave me a ticket to the
museum tour of ten o'a.m. He Hmm, Dan gave me a ticket for the museum tour at ten o'timer. A straight. for sure... we are. He Yes ... of our hands. Do we have to go through then? Why not? 175 Phonemic symbols Vowel sounds Short /ə/ breakfast /æ/ man /ʊ/ put /ɒ/ got /ɪ/ chip /ɑː/ part /uː/ who /ɔː/ walk /iː/ cheap /i/
happy /e/ men /ʌ/ shut Long /ɜː/ shirt Diphthongs (two vowel sounds) /eə/ hair /ɪə/ near /ʊə/ tour /ɔɪ/ boy /aɪ/ nine /eɪ/ eight /əʊ/ window /aʊ/ now /b/ book /ð/ the /n/ now /f/ face /tʃ/ chair /s/ sing /v/ very /dʒ/ job /h/ hot /t/ time /s/ sea /l/ late /d/ dog /z/ zoo /r/ red /k/ cold /ʃ/ shoe /w/ went /g/ go /ʒ/ television /y/ yes Consonants
/p/ picnic /θ/ think /m/ me Irregular verbs Infinitive Past simple Past participle Infinitive Past simple Past participle be was been lose lost lost make made made become became become begin began begun meet met met break broke broken pay paid paid bring brought brought put put put buy bought bought read read read
catch caught caught ride rode ridden choose chose chosen ring Rang rumor came running and cutting cutting cuts off saw saw saw selling sold out drink drinking hard drive drive drive singing drive singing a sat sitting sitting sitting sitting sitting sitting sit down slept feeling felt felt talk talk talked to get spelled/spelled
highway speed/enough flight spending flight to spend forgot to forget to stand up stopping was getting the swimming swimmers rightly eagerly tougher was to go teach teaching grown up saying they thought they thought hearing three swimmers kept to understanding understanding that she knew wear was worn has
learned / learned learning / learning winning won won't let writing leave writing 176 176 176
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